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Corns
Cure Your
USING

^

BY

SCHLOTTERBEOK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solveut.
Entirely harmless; is

not

a

caustic.

It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
S&^A CUKE IS G UA RAN TEE D,J&%
Price 'J5 rent*.
For nulr by nil DrouggiMtu.
it and you will be convinced like thousandswho have used it and now testify to its value.
Auk for Wchlotierbeck’M Corn and B ari
Solvent aud tnke no other,

Try

fiodtt

nov23

“If you

barometer, statiouary or risiug temperature.
special bulletin.

The temperature has remained nearly stationary in New Euuland, the Middle, South
Atlantic and Gulf States, Tennessee aud tbe
Ohio Valley. It has risen slowly in the eastern
portion of the lower Lake region, aud fallen in
the upper Lake region, the upper Mississippi
aud Missouri valley.
A cold wave has made its appearance in the
Northwest, moving slowly eastward, aud will,
probably jeaoh the Atlantic coast Friday night

Saturday morning.
Local rains have fallen in Tennessee, Ohio
valley, the upper Lake region aud the Gulf

or

are a

Local thunder storms will occur in the Mid
die Atlantic States on Thursday afternoon fol
lowed ou Friday by slightly cooler aud fair
weather.
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Fair weather is indicated in the Lake

region, Tennessee and Ohio valley on Friday
night, with falling temperature. Local, rains,
are indicated in New England on Friday
night
with statiouary or risiug temperate*

*self with your pastoral duties, or a Mother, worn
‘out with care and work, or a man of business or
‘laborer weakened by the strain of your everyday

duties,

War IJkp’t Office Chief Signal [
Officer, Washington, I>. C.
j
August 23, 1A.M.
For New England,
Fair, followed by partly cloudy weather and
local rains. Wiuds mostly westerly, falling

Slates.

If and If.
“If you are suffering from poor health
‘or languishing on a bed of s'ckness,
‘take cheer, if you are simply ailing,
‘or if you feel week and dispirited, without clearly knowing why, Hop Bitters
‘will Burely cure you.”

‘drinking, any indiscretion or dissipation, or
‘are young and growing
‘too fast, as is often the

A l*reiuutuie Anuouuccmriit.

o

(Special Despatch to the Press.)

Augusta, Me., Acg. 22.—The statement
made in a yesterday’s paper that Governor Kobie would nominate a Chief Justice yesterday
to succeed Judge Appleton, was premature.
The nomination will probably bo made during
the Council session of this w'eek, that it may
be confirmed next week; as no other session
Will be held after next week
part of September.
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Eastport, Aug. 22.—The yacht Ideal fell

*

bowels,

Bitters.

sick with

you are
that
terrible

sickness

will
you
"Balm in Gilead"

Nervousness,
find
in

a

off Sail Rock aod sunk at 10 o’clock this mornnow covered by fifteen
fathoms of
water.
She was sold at auction to Gillise and
Staples of Lubec, for S70. T. J. Havenmyer
and friends from the wrecked yacht Ideal ar-

ing and is

fault if you remain ill.
wasting away with any

If

Hop Bitters.

If you are a frequenter, or a resident
of a miasmatic district, barricade your
system against the scourge of all countries—malaria. epidemic, bilious and
intermittent fevers—by the use of Hop

Bitters.

rough, pimply, or sallow skin, bad
will give vou fair skin, rich
blood, the sweetest breath, and he-1th.
$500 will
be paid for a case they wi root cure.or help.
That poor, bedridden, invalid wife, sister, mother
or daughter, can be made the picture of health by a
few bottles of Hop Bitters costing but a trifle.
au8
MWF&w4w32
If you have

breath. Hop Bitters

rived here this morning in good spirits and
are all well and
not much depressed except
for the loss of the remaiuder of a pleasant trip
The perty cotieists of T. J. Havenmyer, F. W.
Jackson and wite, Miss K. H. Ellis and Miss
M. H. Belloin, all of New York.
They are
now stoppiug at the
Passamaquoddy Hotel,
but will probably leave for borne
Friday.
Neariy all the moveable articles except the
piano and pictures v ere removed before she
sunk and sold at auction. They went cheap.
Waterline Sunk.
Baltimore, Aug 22.—The schooner Waterline of Boston, captain Belly, from Charleston to Richmond. Va., with cargo, of Guano,
sprung a leak on the 17tli inst. and sank the
next day.
The crew was saved.
Sloop Ocean Star W'recked*
Atlantic City, N. J., Aug. 22—The sloop
Ocean Siar iu tiemptiug to cross the bar at
Egg Harbor Inlet yesterday capsized in a heaThe crew were
vy sea and is a total wreck.
saved.
Schooner

Summer Visitors
atfd Residents will Dud
.'best assortments of

one

THE DOMINION.

of (lie

A Failure at Torouto.

Toronto, Aug 22.—Mor -house & Good son,
dry goods dealers, have failed for 845,000.

/''Fancy Goods,

Hissing Bonds.
Montreal, Ang. 22.—An active search is
going on here for 880,000 in missing bonds belonging to the estate of the late Mr. Tiffan, a

Gloves.

Hosiery,
Fans,
Parasols,

Travelling Bags,
Bucking*,
Collars,

Cuffs,

grocer here. Some traces of the bonds are said
to have been discovered in a broker’s office in
New York.
The Southeastern.

A seizure before

Dress Goods &e.
very low prices, at

auglO

AUSTIN &

eodtf

YAYLOB,

Fresco Painters,
NO.

11

E K,

E E

STREET,

PORTLAND,

.TIE.

J. NAYLOR.
AUSTIN.
Churches, Halls and Private Dwelling* Decorated
in & first-cla-s manner, H’*d at short notice. Repairmy3< )eodtf
ing old frescoing a s|>eciaity.
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INVESTIGATION

George

Testifies

to

has

Dissatisfaction

Among Laboring Classes.
New York, Aug. 22.—floury George was
examined to-day by the Senate sub-committee
In answer 10 the
on labor and
education.
question whether be conld present any facts to
the committee on the subject of labor, George
replied that facts could better bn obtained
from the working men themselves. There was
one general fact, however, that a feeling of extreme dissatisfaction exists among tbe laboring classes Their condition is not improving
with the increased prosperity of tbe country.
There is, in bis opinion, no direct conflict between labor and capital, but between labor and
monopoly. Wages in each employment are
governed by certain circumstances, but they
must all depend upon tbe wages obtained in
tbe most productive industry in the country,
and here this industry is agriculture. Wages
are higher in new countries.
Continuing his testimoty, Mr. George stated
that the system of taxation on laud values
would act most harshly upon those who had
their capital invested in improved land, but
that this was ne more than just. If every monopoly but that on land were abolished, the
condition of tbe poor wou d not be benelitted,
as the advantage would all be reaped by the
land owner, in the shape of increased rents.
Every child had as much right in land itself
There was no
as tbe wealthiest land owner.
objection to a man’s becoming wealthy if, in
the acqnisition of his wealth, he did not interfere with any of the rights of others. This the
Mr. George said that if
land speculator did.
he had absolute power he would abolish the
tariff
and
all
taxes, except those on
protective
land values, the army and navy, together with.
West Point and Annapolis; place telegraphic
systems and railroads under government control, abolish the collection of debts by legal
proceedings, and reform and simplify tbe whole
legal system. England had greatly advanced
In prosperity by the adoption of her partial
free trade system, and the condition of the laboring classes was better there than in this
•country. Power to remedy the evil lie had suggested, and tbe means of what he advised he
thought lay in the government as at present
constituted, and could be put into effect without much difficulty.
The examination close with a discussion of
the advantages of a protective tariff by SenaThe hearing will continue to-mortor
witnesses will be examined.
row, wt.'eD other
The V alt in Telephone Stock*.
a. 'B- 22.—Tbe Mail will Bay tomorrow:_“The 'all m the price of telephone
stocks of New Euo'laIU* since tne vote to con
solidate was passed a 0,i tlj« delay in organizing
uneasiness among
a new company has ca
stockholders, and nun,'118 ar0 current that a
break will occur and the companies continue
under the present utauagem ‘H‘l u“less there is
sudden rise in stock. \, 'e are assured by
a
large stockholders that the exe "utive committee will he requested not to co,<t;Umm!lle lil0
transaction at present.

been made
at the inSoutheastern

of A. B. Chaffee of the
Bailroad.
The Ludwig Probably Lost.
Montreal, A ng. 22.—A sister ship of the
Ludwig now so long over due arrived here today from Antwert, having left that port a
month later than the missing vessel. Almost
all hope of the Ludwig’ssafely has been abandoned.

IRELAND.

J. M. DYER & CO S
511 Congress Street.

judgment

against Bradley Barlow for 87000
stance

Handkerckiefs,
Fickns,
Laces,
Silks,
Shawls,
at

the latter

The Yacht Ideal.

form of Kidney disease, stop tempting
death this moment, and turn for a cure
to

until

MARINE NEWS.

"Or if you are in the workshop, on the
‘farm, at the desk, anywhere, and feel
'that your system needs cleansing, ton-

'ing, or stimulating, without intoxicat‘ing, if you are old, blood thin and im'pure, pulse feeble, nerves unsteady,
‘faculties waning, Hop Bitters is what
‘you need to gire you new life, health,
‘and vigor,"
If you are costive or dyspeptic, or
suffering from any other of the numer-

Informer

Carey’s Brother Attacked.

London, Aug. 22.—Two men have been out
under heavy bail at Dublin for threatening
Francis Carey, a brother of the late James
Carey. When Francis was attacked he drew a
revolver on his assailants and pursued them
and finally gave them into the custody of the
police.
Checking an Irish Conspiracy.
Dublin. Ang. 22—Dr. Connolly and Fata
rick Connolly, brothers have been arrested at
Bruff, County Limerick, ou the evidence of an
informer. They are charged with being connected with a murder conspiracy. Documents
that the
were found on the prisoners showing
conspiracy in which they were engaged wa9
aimed at the lives of Mr. Clifford Lloyd and
others.

YELLOW FEVEE.

Prusacoln Navy Yard.
Washington, An*. 22.—A telegram to the
acting St cretary of the Navy from Pensacola,
Florida, dated yesterday, says: “One new
case to day; no deaths.”
Commodore English this morning received a
telegram from Paymaster Browu.at Pensacola,
stating that Surgeon Owen was dying, and his
own daughter has since been stricken with the
fever.
Tbe steamer
New Yore, August 22.
City of Alexandria arrived here to-day
from Vera Crnz, and reports that Robert S.
Paul, third assistant engineer, was sent to the
hospital at Havana, Aug. 17th, sick with yellow lever, mild in form, and the only case.
There is very little fever in Vera Crnz.
The

—

Rnilrond Accident.

Memphis, Tenn., Aug. 22.—The west bound
passenger train ou the Memphis & Little Kock
Railroad, which left here at 5 o’clock yesterday
afternoon, met with an accident last evening
four miles west of Forest City, Ark., while
crossing a short trestle. A broken raft^aused
t wo second class passenger coaches and the
baggage express car to go through the trestle,
ki ling J. B. Solioger and Harry Toldberge,
merchants of Cotton Plant, Ark., ami Jijo.
Odair, formerly foreman of the pile drivers of
tbe Little Rock road.
James White, a fTock
claim agent of the Memphis & Charleston
his
had
broken.
Several other
Railroad,
leg
passengers were injured.
Immigrant*.
Providence, Aug. 22 —Justice Blatchford,
the hearing in
continued
Newport tc-day,
the case of the steamship companies of New
York, against the government, fur tbe recovery of head monev paid by them on passengers
under protest. District Attorneys Tenney and
Root argued for the government. They claim,
in effect, that Congress has the supreme right
to impose any tax or burden upon commerce,
The Tax

ou

at

iu this case, as the taxes are for the
benefit of the immigrant, and not for the genThey also contend
eral government support.
that there is nothing iu the claim that the law
Congress mUft be
will conflict with treaties.
the judge in that matter, and the courts will
have to be governed by the laws.

especially

Lowell,

--T~

Only n Temporary SuspensionSavannah, Ga., Aug. 22— n transput*® that
the suspension of S. G. fl >ynes & Bro’.j announced in last evening’s nespatches. fvae
made for tbe purpose of liquidating tueir accounts and will be only temporary. The .Vr
sets of the lirm are sufficient to cover all otili-

iTIiwouri Outlaw.
Gallatin, Mo Aug. 22.—The Frank James
trial occupied the day yesterday with the work
ft, is likely that this
of empanelling a jury.
The crowd is inwill take two or three days.
is manifested.
interest
»nd
intense
creasing,
The court lias restricted the audience to 400
persons. Imh stated, ou excellent authority,
that Dick Liddell is in town, and will appear
at >he proper time.
Gov. Crittenden and Gen. Shelby are among
the witnesses summoned for the defence.Much
gossip is occasioned by the summons of the
governor,the chief executive of ti e State called
as a witness for the defence in such a case.
The

A Kail road Official ArrrMird.
Aug 22.—J. M. Haven, ex
Rutland, Vt
I Treasurer of the Rutland railroad, was arrested
gations.
the over-i«*ning of 4717
tc-night, charged with
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
nhare-iol preferred stock of 'ho Rutland railunder
#5,000 bonds for his
and w is r»ut
Monday night nurgiars entered the office of load,
before the grand jury at the OctoGeo. Farley, a New York city commtsiou mer- I appearance
Court.
and forced open a safe and took Slow. I her term of the County
__

chant,

The Tnllnpoosn has Left Poiuiuoillli.
Washington, Aug. 22. -The navy department here is informed that the Tallapoosa left
Portsmouth navy yard this morning with
S-cretary Chandler on board.
■small Pox, I Jiolci'ii unit Yellow Fever in
Mexico.
The Surgeon General of the Marine Aospilal
Service has received a report from Surgeon
Main at Brownsville, Texas, from which it appears that the black small pox is prevailing
with great mortality in the towns of Tamatalan and Purificacion, Mexico; that yellow fever iN reported at
Tampico and Panama. The
black small pox is prevalent in Guatemala, the
victims being principally foreigners. There
were 160 deaths Irom cholera iu San Dionisis,
Oaxaca, during July. There were 477 deaths
Irom yellow fevor in Vera Cruz during July.
Early in August there was a shower of thousands of fish in Muutemorelos, and there wus
an earthquake at Patchuca, causing 20 deaths
and destroyed 60 houses.
Nevernl Deaths.
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Pensacola, Fla., Aug.

22.—The Board of
H“alth announces two cases of yellow fever at
Polar Fox wharf.
A guard lias been placed
around the building, which will he burned as
soon as the
sick ure removed to quarantine.
The men are sailors who were stolen from a
ship and hidden uutil the ship left port. They
are supposed to have been hiddon at Warrington. Dr. Owens is reported with black vomit.
Oue now case is reported at the navy yard.
Chief Justice Wnilc.
Col. Tourlelotte, of Gen. Sherman’s staff,
has just returned from a visit to Chief Justice
Waite at his home in Lyme, Conn., and says
that the Chief Justice hua nearly recovered
from the severe fall ho sustained while traveling with Gen. Sherman in the West, and that
he will not suffer any permanent injuries iu
consequences therefrom.
The llmziliau Charge il’Affaire*.
The State Department has requested the
chief of police of the city to investigate tho
charges, recently published, of improper conduct on the part of the Brazilian charge
d’affaires. A detective has been detailed to
look into the matter.
The Test Cuse Decided.
Inquiry was recently made at the Treasury
Department by the state board ef immigration
of Baltimore, whether the iund available for
that port can be applied in defraying the expense of a returning alien (now sick and destitute) who arrived in Baltimore last spring, to
the country whence ho came. It appears that
the person iu question was in good health
when he arrived here, and soon secured emplayiueut, but that lie had ouly beeu at work
a few days when
he was stricken down with
paralysis and had to be sent to the hospital.
The Acting Secretary of the Treasury has
decided iu this case that the immigrant, on
securing employment after his arrival, ceased
to he a charge upon the commissioners or to be
entitled to relief from its funds, and that his
subsequent sickness or destitution cannot operate to restore him to their care so that he
might receive the benefits of the immigrants’
fund.

Bcspect to J uelge Black.
Secretary Freliuliuyscn has notified all
diolomatic and consular represantatives of the
United States of the death of Judge Black

and instructed them to display the usual symbols of mourning.
Nearly all Whiskey.
la compliant!!) with the quest made by the
proprietor of one of tho popular patent medicines «idely sold throughout the country und r the general name of “Litters,” the commissioner of the internal revenue t i-day rendered a decision wi(h regard to the liaiibities
of such quack medicinal preparation to a
special tax. Where bitters are sold iu rood
faith as a medicine no special tax since July
Is will be required. Au analysis of the particular specimen of bitters upon which this decision was rendered showed the following result: Absolute alcohol 32 per cent, water 84
per cent, essential oils and flavoring extracts 4
per cent, Upon this analysis it was estimated
that the sample contained 82 per cent of

ordinary whiskey.
The Post Office

Changes.

The recently published statement tnat Post*
General Gresham had ordered the dismissal of several cle. ks in order to make room
for personal friends is untrue.
Congress, at
the last session, decided to dispense with thirteen clerks in one divisiou of the Post Office
Depart meut at the close of the fiscal year.
These clerks were nearly all women of experience and ability.
Before liis death, Judge
Howe promised to find places for most of them
and General Gresham lias only fulfilled this
promise in appointing them to places formerly
tilled by less competent males.
The only vacancy created to make room for a new employe
was made iu order that a grand-niece of
Gen.
Washington might oe given an opportunity to
herself.
The
support
only personal friend
ihai General Gresham has appointed is but
Chief Clerk Walker.
master

I he

Maryland
The split among the Democrats of Maryland
seems to be widening.
Aside from the trouble
created by the recent letter of Governor Hamilton and the indictment of Mayor Whyte
with the Baltimore Board of Fire Commissioners, the Mayoralty contest iu Baltimore
gives evidence of becoming a three-cornered
fight. The Democrats are said to he badly demoralized, not only there but all over the
State. A gentleman who has recently traversed
the State for the purpose of carefully viewing
the situation said this morning that there is
not the slightest prospect that the differences
between the Democrats can be adjusted this
fall. Both tactions tacitly admit that the success of the Democratic State ticket is almost
hopeless, and the Republicans are correspondDemocrats.

ingly jubilant.

Uuite to Fight the Western
Washington, Aug 22.—Rumor was

Will

Union
current

among the brokers here this afternoon that
steps were being taken in the direction of the
consolidation of the American Rapid, Bankers
and Merchants’ and Post 1 Telegraph Companies lor the purpose of organizing a strong
opposition to the Western Union.
Hostetler's Bitters Analyzed.
The chemist’s analy sis shows the component
parts ef Hostetler’s Bitters to be alcohol 32 per
cent.; water, G4 per cent.; essential oils and
other flavoring, 4 per cent, and a trace of quinine. Commissioner Evans says that when the
mixture is sold as a beverage a license must be
paid, but when sold iu good faith as a medicine none will be required.
Financial.

Tho statement of the United States Treasurer shows gold, silver and United States notes
in the treasury to-day as IoIIowb:—Gold coin
and bulliou, $202,890,808; silver dollars and
bullion, $118,293,172; lraciional silver coin,
$27,875,101; Unued States notes, $55,570,002;

total, $402,785,203.
Certificates outstanding—Gold, $55,533,730;
sliver, $74,181,441; currency, $12,055,000.
The receipts lrom internal revenue to-day
were $277,810, and ltotu customs $023,147.
The

national

demption to-day

bank notes received
amount to $214,000.

Colby Railroad JBill Dincu^eil in the
House.
Concord, Aug. 22.—The Senate yesterday
afternoon passed the bill increasing the salary
of the mayor of Manchester to $1800. In the
House, a bill relating to the practice of medicine, surgery aud dentistry was read and referred. The consideration of the Lisbon election
case was resumed,
aud several
gentlemen
spoke upon the resolution to unseat Messrs.
Cummings aud Aldrich. It failed of passage
The

a

vote.

following passed. Bills exinjurisdiction of police courts;
The

truding the
amending the general laws in
dealers in

old medals.

At 4

journment-

THE PRESIDENTIAL PARTYlUujciatic Smn ry in tbe WestWashington, Aug. 22.—A despatch from a
member of the President's party, dated Sunday, the 19th inst., says that upon that day, at
6 o’clock in tho morning, tbe horses were
mounted, and not without longing, lingering
looks behind, the party rode away from Camp
Arthur. A westerly direction, along the north
side of the Gros Ventre river was taken. Tbe
air was clear and bracing, and the day as fine
as any since the party set out from Fort Washakie. The trail was beset with few of tho dif"
The

Acuities with which a fortnight’s trials in the
wilderness had made the party so familiar.
Indeed, in the absanoe of fallen timber, rocky
side hills, and steep ascents and pitches,tbe
ride would have seemed somewhat monotonous
but for a single feature which actually glorified it. The party had olimbed to the summit
of a hill about five miles from Camp Arthur,
wbeu there suddenly burst upon their view a
scene as giand and majestic as ever before
witnessed. Below, covered with grass and
flowers, was a lovely valley, many miles iu extent, through which the river was threading
its way, on whose hanks they bail jo-'.encamped. Aloug ibe whole westerly edge of
this valley, with no intervening foot hills to
obstruct the view, towered the 'magnificent
Teton mountains, their snowy summits piercing the air about 8,000 feet above the spot on
which we stood in reverent admiration, H,000
feet above the level of (lie sea. It wus the
voice of every member of the party that that
sight alone would have fully repaid for the
toils and perils of the march.
The party is encamped on the Teton basin,
on the bank of the Gros Ventre.
The locality,
aside from the splendid views of the mountains which it affords, is the least attractive^
The river at this point, has an excef
camp.
lent reputation as a tront stream, bnt tbe wind
lias bi-eu blowing at too many miles an hour
to permit much success in angling. It has
been powerful euougb to break the ridge-pole
of the mess tent, but fortunately the pole is
not beyond repair.
The tourists are all in excellent health, and aro thoroughly enjoying
the trip.
_

MASSACHUSETTS.

to

o'clocfrife con-

federation of the Coloy railroad bill was reMr. Colby of Claiemont offered an
sumed.
amendment providing that the contract for
leasing the corporation should be made only

by the consent of two-thirds of the stock
holders, aud preventing the purchase of the
stock of one road by another to be used to
action. He stated the object of
secure such
the amendment was to require two-thirds instead of a majority vote of the stockholders.
Mr. Briggs of
Manchester submitted
an
amendment requiring the supreme court to
tbo
of
pass upon
public exigency
any proposed
lease of one railroad to another before consenting thereto. Mr. Sanborn of Franklin opposed the amendment, claiming there was no
occasion for passing it. Mr. Briggs said the
Colby bill was the most remarkable in its provisions of any introduced since the adoption of
the state constitution.
The sections relatiug
to the general railroad law frauds was a sham.
The bill proposes striking out the existing law
requiring the Legislature to sanction to lease;
consolidation is not permitted until the court
passes upon the public exigency of it; what is
the difference between consolidation and a
lease for 999 years; the bill allows unlimited
and unrestricted leasing.
Mr. Stevens of
Nashua had studidcl the railroad question in
its different classes many years, aud would
gladly aid to perfect a bill to preserve the
rights of railroads, as well as the people.
A demand exists in the State for a generarailroad law. He believed the railroad commission bill a most important subject to considHe would have the board iner at this time.
sist upon the best material obtainable, aud
them
would give
greater powers than those
enjoyed by the Massachusetts commissioners.
Ae iiad prepared au amendment providing for
the election of members by a joint convention
of the legislature, aucT was satisfied, if adopted,
it would oviate many objections raised against
the measure. Mr, Q lint of Dover said the
amendment of Mr. Briggs had been considered
by the railroad committee; even if the college
bill proposes changes in the railroad legislation,
cannot we improve over the previous y* ars?
The bill allows corporation by leasing to Bave
expenses in their management, which economy
the public would receive the beuelit of Mr.
"'Briggs was unwilling to release railroads from
the control of the State unless public exigency

FlruicutN Creditors.

Boston, Aug. 22.—The creditors of C. W.
Clement met today and heard a proposition

from him to the effect to pay merchandise cred
itors in full to the amount of $12000; to pay
holders of indorsed notes in cash and by instillments yearly to the amount of $538,135,
either 50 per ceut within fou. years, 45 per
ceut within three years, 37 1-2 per cent in two
years, 33 1-2 per ceut in one year or 25 per cent
iu cash. A creditor moved to make the settlement tor 55 per ceut to be paid in four years,
hut it was defeated. It was voted to leave the
acceptance of Clements various propositions to
cruditors option no preference being made.
Assault by n Naloou Keeper.
Dennis Buckley, saloon keeper iu Salem, toassaulted
Lawrence Corrigan, who enterday
ed his store and he threw him iuto the Btreet.
Corrigan was subsequently found by the police
in a field where he had lain four hours unconscious and suffering from concussiou of the
brain. He will probably die. Buckley was
arrested and admits the assault.
Kenniou of the Fletcher

Family.

Lowell, Aug 22.—The third gatneriDg of
the Fletcher family competed of the descendants of Robert Fletcher, who settled iu Concord in 1030', was held here today. Nearly 3C0
were present, many coming from distant
places.
The exercises were informal, consisting of
family remiuisoenses. Palms, music and dancA collation was served at noon by resiing.

dent members. The following officers were
chosen: President, G. L. Fletcher oi Chester,
Vt.; Vice President, W. I. Fl-tcher, of Hartford, Conn.: Secretary, E. H. Fletcher of New
York; Treasurer, J. N. Fletcher of Belmont;
Executive Committee, S. W. Fletcher of
Lowell, J. VY. Manning of Reading, and Wm.
Fletcher of East Boston.

NEW

JERSEY.

Democratic Slate Convention.
Trent* n, N. J., Aug. 22—The Democratic
State convention meets here September 13th.

1

NEW YORK.

Kewaril Offered

for

the

Yacht

Mystery.

New York, Aug. 22.—E. W. Bullingerof
75 Fulton street, this city, offers a reward of
$5< 0 fur the first information sent him before
September 1 as to the whereabouts of the
oi the sloop Mystery, of New Haven, or of her
crew.
Itd*Jeared here tnat the sloop has
been blown to sea by a heavy gale.
A It Oily Recovered.
At 7.30 o’clock this evening a friend of the
Sargents, who are supposed to have been lost
from the yacht Mystery, Mr. Coffin of Nantucket, arrived and at once instituted a search
for the remaining bodies.
At 10 o’clock a brother and Bister of L. R.
Sargent arrived, but postponed the identification of the body until to-morrow morning.
A body said to have been seen floating in
the water at Wing’s Neck, has not yet been recovered. The body here will probably prove to
be one of the Sargents.
The

Knight* Templar.

San Franci-co, Aug. 22.—The grand encampment ol Knights Templar convened in
conclave yesterday morning for the transaction of business at 11.30 o’clock. The officers
forming the escort accompanied by the Hawaiian Royal baud, conducted Graud Master
Dean to the asylum of the grand commaudery
of California, the Boston Knights acting as
special escort of honor. The California
Knights were drawn ap in double line add the
officers of the grr.nd encampment passed under
their crossed swords. A large crowd of people
assembled and were greatly interested in the
proceeding. The business of the day was purely pieiiminary, the real work beginning to-

day

The St. Louis and Boston Knights are making an active canvass for the next canelave. It
is the opinion that St. Louis will get it, although many tliiuk Boston better emitted to
it.
_

American Association

for the AdvanceSieicucc.
Minneapolis, Aug. 22.—At a meeting of the
American Association for the advancement of
science yesterday, the following officers were
elected:
President—Prof. J. H. Leslie, Philadelphia,'
General Secretary—Dr. Alfred Springer, Cincinnati; Assistant Secretary—E. 8. Holdeu,
Madison, Wisconsin. Section A. President—
H. T. Eddy, Cincinnati; Secretary—J. W.
Hoag, Chicago. Section B. President-John
Trowbridge, Cambridge, Mass.; Seer tary—D.
C. Hodges, Salem, Mass. Section C. President—John W. Langley. The various sections
met in the afternoon and in most instances the
full programme was carried out and all papers
read. This morning general business was attended to, after which the 32d annual meeting
of the association for advancement of science
was declared adjourned.
ment

of

Labor Convention.

Fire at Breircr.

Bangor, Aug. 22.—A fire at Warren & Bardeur’s shipyard, Brewer, did damage to the
amount of 82000. Four buildings were destroyed. A new schooner on the stocks narrowly escaped destruction. Partially insured.

progress in the formation of local
unions and an increasing membership of the
unions previously formed. Tho report reviews
the history of labor agitation in the past year
and the efforts made to obtain legislation favorable to the workingmen.
A Ntnlnc to be Unveiled.
It is understood the promoters of the statue
to Liberator Bolivar, of South America, have
decided to unveil the statue on the 22d of next
February, Washington’s birthday. It is expected delegatons from all nations of the Western Hemisphere will be present and that
many goverhinentg of Europe will send repre-

sentatives.

Booth’s Body Found.
The body of L. H. Booth, superintendent of
railroad emigration traffic, Castle Garden, was
found near the Battery this morning. He has

been

missing about

a month.
Brotherhood Ended.
Master Workman Campbell and Chairman
Mitchell, before their departue for Pittsburg
last night, said that not only hail the strike
ended, but it had ended tbe'Telegraphers’
Brotherhood. Mr. Mitchell says the brotherhood is to be dissolved. “I am going to Pittsburg now," said Mr. Mitchell. “The consent
of uil the officers will be asked nefore the disbandment takes place, and then Mr. Campbell
and Secretary Hughes will be empowered to
wind up affairs. We will reorganize at once.
Tbo operators who have gone back to work
swear by the brotherhood, and a new and better organization will be effected. We will
work along until we are prepared to get our
rights. There will never be another strike,
but I will say this, that when we begiu oar
next struggle every operator will have at least
$50 in the bank on his own account. We can
also have a general fund."
The Electrical Conduit Construction Com'The

pany.

Albany, Aug. 22.—Articles of incorporation

have been filed of the Electrical Coudnit Construction Company, with a capital stock of
$1,000,000, divided into 1C3,000 shares. The
incorporators are H. W. Pope, Vice President
oj the Manhattan District Telegraph Company of New York, A. B. Chandler, of the
Fuller Electrical Company of New York, H.
W. Fairbanks, Superintendent of the Postal
Telegraph Company, C. A. Brown, Manager of
the Western Electric Company, S. F. Kneeland of New York, Prof. Elisha Gray uudJL.
N. Hurlbut of Chicago. The object of the
company is the construction of underground
telegraphs and telephones. The inventor is D.
N. Hurlbut, the well known telegrapher of
Chicago. It is stated that the telephone syndicate of Lowell will shortly become interested
in this company.
military Ficurilou to Providence.
Troy, Aug. 22.—Tibbits Cadets, Capt. E. L.
Cole, commanding, left for Providence, It. I
this morning, eighty strong. At Providence
they will be the guests of tile First Battalion
Rhode Island Militia. They will visit Newport and Block Island, retnruing on Saturday.
American Bar Association.
Saratoga, Aug. 22.—The sixth aDuuai session of the American Bar Association was
called to order this morning by Hon. L. P.
Poland, of Vermont. Gen. Alexander R.
Lawton, of Savannah, delivered the president’s address, and sixty-tive new members
were elected.
The committee for the ensuing
year was ihen elected, consisting of one representative from each State.

SPORTING.
Billiard Tournament.
San Francisco, Aug. 22.—Last night was
the second night of the billiard tournament at
the Metropolitian Temple. The game was the
balkline game of COO between Schaeffer and
Sexion. Schaeffer opened the game, but failed to scor '. Auer two hours’ play Schaeffer
The highest
won, scoring GC3 to Sexton’s 052.
runs made were’ Schaeffer, 143; Sexion, 105.
The I*o)at of Bines

Begatta.

Boston, Aug. 22.—The oarsmeu who are to
row iu the regatta at the Point of Hines FriAmong the
day afternoon arrived tc.-day.
entries are Ross, Lee, Ten
Eyck, Gaizel,
Plaistod, Riley, Hamm, Elliott, Driscoll,
McKay and Hosmer. The race Is to be single
srnll, three miles with a turn, for $500.
nanlau also arrived to-dav and will remain
till after the race, although barred from participating. He will then leave for Toronto,
where he will rest some time.
Base Ball.
At Boston—New York 18, Bostons 10.
At Cleveland—Chicagos 8, Cleveland 2.
At Buffalo—Detroits 8, B ffalos fi
At Providence—Providence 8, Philadelphias
2.
Iu Detroit tlio Detroit-Buffalo game was
called on account of darkness on the sixth

DISASTROUS

STORM.

Ten Inches in

Ilail.lour.

—Lons of Life

and

Circumference

Orcat

Damage

Minneapolis, Minn., Ang. 22.—A heavy
storm raged west and eonlli of this city yesterday. The wires are down in both directions.

The report comes from Kasson on the Wioona
and St. Peter railroad that a cyclone passed
over that plaee blowing down mauy buildings,
killing two persons and injuring several others.
Hail stones fell measuring ten inches in circumference. The storm to the west and north
was a heavy
one, and fears are expressed bv
mauy that great damage has been done, but
the wires being down no particulars have been
received.
St. Padl, Minn., Aug. 22.—The cyclone
which raged at Rochester, Minn., last evening
24 peris reDOiteil to have been very severe.
sons are reported to have been killed and 50 or
It is also rumored that a train
more injured.
was blown from the track, but no more particulars have been received.
A passenger train on the Rochester & Northern R. R.< was blown from the track last evening during the cyclone and some hundred perAnother despatch
sons killed and wounded.
says that 25 persons were killed by the accident
and 35 injured. The latter were taken to the
One third of Rochester is an entire wreck.
It is believed from all reports that come that
the whole country surrounding that place is
in ruins and that the number of killed may
reach up into the hundreds. Mr. Cole, proprietor of the Zumbrota mills at Zumbrota, was
instantly killed. He was In one of the mills
when tho storm struck the town and wrecked
Governor Hubbard has sent
the building.
Governor Hubbard
$5000 to aid the suffererB.
has received word from Rochester, stating that
the town iB in ruins and that 40 persons have
been killed. It is impossible to gel full details of ravages of the storm, as the telegraph
wires are all down.
The storm in other directions wa ssevere.
lndenuite dispatches about tbe cyclone were
received early this morning, but tbe first authentic account arrived this afternoon.
They
were obtained
from passengers on incoming
but
even
kuew
no
trains,
they
particulars. At
10 o’clock the Governor roceived the following

riot.
A Hungarian, named Peter Yeder,
killed, l’wo fellow workmen wereshot,
und an Irishman, named Kearney, was unmerNo arrests were made, but
cifully beaten.
Sneriff Anderson and posse are on band, and
will probably make arrests to-day. No further
trouble is anticipated.
in

Rochbstek, Minn., Aug. 22.
To Gov. Hubbard, St. Paul, Minn.:
Rochester is in ruins.
Twenty.four persons
have been killed and 40 seriously injured.
One-tbird of tbe city is laid waste.
We need
immediate help.
W.
S.
Whitten, Mayor.
(Signed)
i In less thau three minutes $5,000 was raised
and sent to tbe aid of tbe sufferers.
Telegrams were sent to all the cities in the
State, calling on them for aid.
Tbe cyclone which struck Rochester demolished about SCO booses and damaged about 200
more, fourteen persons were killed as far as
known and identified of Rochester.
These
with four unidentified bodies were brought to
tbe undertakers.
Six others are known to
have been takeu care of by friends. The destruction through Dodge and Olmstead counties was terrible. It is impossible to give any
estimate of tbe damage to the city and conntry
Most of tbe bouses were brick and there were
many stately and substantial business blocks.

HAYTI.
Pori. Closed— Political

Prisoners

Jlur-

tlercil.

Haytian minister,

nl

Saratoga.

1.43$.

Time

Carrie Roy IVIns.
London. Aug. 22.—At the York meeting today the race for the great Ebor hand leap stakes
was won by Johnston’s mare Carrie Koy.

ENGLAND.
•

Disease.

The Foot and Mouth

London, Aug. 22.—The foot aud mouth disease has appeared among the cattle at Spaulding, county of Lincoln, and is spreading.
The Indian Rudget.
In the House of Commons this afternoon the
Uuder Secretary for India presented the Indian budget. The surplus for 1884 is estimated
at

£467,0C3.

A auspicious Powder.
A canister containing a white powder,which
cau ouly be ignited when brought into contact
with water, has been found at Plymouth.
Will anil for England.
Capk Town, Ang. 22.—O'Donnell, who killed
James Carey, will sail for Eaglaud, where he
is to be tried in September.
Home Rule for Ireland.
London, Aug. 22.—Gladstone stated this afternoon iu the House of Commons, in response
to a question by Parnell, that he regretted that
the House of Lords had rejected the Irish registration bill.
Gladstone also said that be
would introduce a large measure on the subject at the next session of Parliament he would
offer a resolution declaring that it is desirable
to grant a measure of home rule to Ireland as
the best means of securing a permanent place
to the Irish.
Collin’s announcement was received with cheers.
fttenraer Demeanor.
The Times commentingon,the language ussiL,
of late in tho House of CommomTby a number
of the members for Irelaud, and particularly
that of Mr. Healey in his response on baturday
last to Mr. Gladstone’s remarks, when the
former declared that there was a state of war
between England aud Ireland, say:
“Sterner
demeanor on the part of the House will before
in
of
bo
view
the
long
necessary
revolting ex-

cesses,”

_

RUSSIA.
Jews in Russia.
London, Ang. 22.—The Times correspondent at St. Petersburg, iu his dispatch referring
to the expulsion from St. Petersburg of au
Amerioau Jew in accordance with the law forbidding Jews to live in that city, says it is not
likely that the Russian officials have been over
strict iu such cases iu view of the repeated
protests by the British and American Governments in regard to the treatment of the Jews.
The Jew who was expelled declined to ask|the
Prefect as a favor to allow him to remain until
he had transacted his business, as be could not
demand such treatment as a right. The correspondent adds that as the Jewish difficulty is
more of au economical
than a religious one,
there is little prospect of the removal of the
prohibition agaiust Jews living in St. PetersThe thousands of Jews
burg and Moscow.
who do live in both places either belong to the
privileged class or skilliully evade compliance
with the law.
The

TURKEY.

The

Patriarch of Armenia.

Constantinople, Aug. 22.—Tho patriarch
of Armenia has leudered his resignation.
GERMANY.
Relations of Rennnuy tautl Frnnce.
Berlin, Aug. 22 The Norlh German Gazette, Prince Bismarck’s orgau, replying to
The

—

the attacks of French journals on Germany
and their cry for revenge, declares that France
alone threatens the peace of Europe.
It says
that Buell a state
of
affairs connot continue without serious danger, and that the passions fomented by the agitation may burst the
bounds af peace.

ITALY.

Mtouut

fASIA.
llaitliioiig (/'nptured by tlic French.

London, Aug. 22.—A
Iiong, dated to-day, Bays

desuatch from Hong
that Haiduoug, Tonquin, has been taken by tbe French. They
have also Captured 150 c •unon and $50,000 of
Auamifte cash. Tbe Anamltes have bed into
tbe interior.

a

THE CHOLERA.
Nil in her of fllfnithft.

London, Aug. 22.—Tbe oeaihs from cholera
ftgypt, Tuesday, numbered 131, including

in

one

at Cairo.

Veiuviua^Hurniiy.

Naples, Aug. 22.—Mount Vesuvioua is in a
state of remaikable activity.
The continuous
trembliug of the coil has resultod in considerable injury to buildings and to the railway running on the mountain.

King

Examination ol' the Firm’* Affair* in
.Tluiue and New Brunswick.
Augusta, Me., Aug. 22.—Mr. George W.
Morse, attorney for F. Shaw & Bros., retorted
this morning from a trip to the principal points
in Maine and New Brunswick, where the
property of the firm is situated, and mere
particularly the points where the local attor-

neys of the firm have places of business. Tb*
trip was taken for the purpose of
the precise legal status and what suits and
attachments have been brought against the

finding^out

In au interview with the Journal’s
representative Mr, Morse stated that he has
found the feeling in Maine especially friendly,
and has assurances from all the counsel representing the creditors, both local and foreign,
that they will come into any reasonable settlement proposed by the Shaws.
At least they
will advise their clients to do so, and the
kindly feeling manifested is doubtless inspired
firm.

by

the wishes of

their clients.

One of

Blcnned.

AII'ouno Well

at his reception by the people.
St pain Not Included.
London, Aug. 22.—Tho Times’ correspodent
at Vienna says the report that Spain will join
the Anstro-German alliance, is idle gossip.

Tpriaing.

The correspondent of the Times at Barcelona says that after oareful
inquiry it has been
found that the people of Barcelona had no symThe only prepathy with the recent risiug
text for the alarmist reportB put in circulation,
was a demonstration by 25 men who were hired
to arm themselves. This movement has since
been clearly traced to a Bourse manenvre.
Kiug Allonso will remain atJBarcelona until
to-morrow, so gratified is he at his reception
by the people.

Received the I,nal Nacranicuta.

Frohsdorf, Aug. 22.—The

condition of
Count de Ohambord continues very critical.
He lias received the last sacraments of the
chnrcb.

morning meeting.

At 10.30 a prayer meeting was conducted
by
the Rev. J. W. Parsons, of Saco.
At 2.30 p.
m. there was an address by Rev. Smith Baker
of Lowell on the noble work of tho Christirn
Association. He was followed by an address
on the growth of religion
by Professor E. H
Smith of New Market, N. H. In the evening
there were reports, prayers and addresses. Tho

meetings have been
a

large

est manifested.

a

grand

success.

attendance and

much

There
inter*

At 2 o’clock the assembly was sounded, and
excellent dinner partaken, provided by
their host, Mr. Frank A. Hale, embracing •
an

that would In variety and service equal
the best hotels. Music, furnished by Perkins'
orchestra of Lewiston, added much to the enjoyment of the day.
At the pavilion the regular business of tha
association was held, resnltlng in the choice of
the following officers for the ensuing year:
President—Capt. Geo. A. Parker, Lewiston.
First Vice President—Capt. Gustavos C.
Pratt, Sonth Paris.
Second Vice President—Capt. Sumner L.
Richards, Saco.
Secretary and Treasurer—Henry 8. Trickey,
Portland.
Necrologist—Capt. Geo. W. Verrill, PortlandBoard of Directors—Adjt. C. W. Roberts,
Sergt. W. S. Waterhouse, Capt. J. C. Perry,
Portland.
Letters of regret at unavoidable absence
were read from Gen. C. P. Mattocks, Col. E*
msrm

|

house

well this morning, their tents being floored
and furnished with an abundance of clean dry
straw and blankets, they could hut rest well.
The morning report showed that there were
717 men in camp, three more than ou Tuesday.
The brigade staff numbered 7 men, the band

24, First Regiment 295, Second Regiment 338,
Battery 53.
Fonr cases of sickness were reported at the
sick call at 7.30 a. m.
Guard mounting occurred at 8 o’clock, and
was very well executed, their
being a marked

improvement

over

The details for

Tuesday.
general duty

Field Officer of the

Regiment.

Officer of the

Day—Maj.

Day—Capt.

G, First Regiment.

follows;
B. Hill, First

are as

L. A. Kendall,Co.

Officer of the Guard—First Lieutenant H.
M. Weston, Co. B, Second Regiment.
The guard numbered over 50 men. Four
hours each day will be occupied in drilling.
Two regiments were offered by their colonels'
and were drilled ip the battalion movements.
There was also a mounted battery drill under
The firing
the command of Capt. Proctor.
sections and siDgle guns.
was by full battery
A large number of people witnessed the dress
parade which occurred at (1 o’clock p. m. The
effect was very fine. Good order is maintained
both inside and outside of the grounds. The
galoonB have orders not to sell a drop of liquor
to soldiers.
Three soldiers were arrestsd for drunkenness
to-day, and placed in thr guard-house, and will
Id the forenoon Gen. Brown
be punished.
aud staff, and in the aftcrnooD jthe Goverrnor
and Council, accompanied by State officers,
inspected the company headquarters, the mess
Gou. Chamberlain will be
tent and kitchens.
present at the review ef the troops by the GovGen. B. F. Boiler, who is
ernor te-morrow.

Harmony, Me., has been invited to attend.
L. Balard, First Regiment Infantry,
Major F. H. Strickland, aud Capt. John W.

at

Noel

Berry

were

detailed as

mastering officers.

Augusta, Me., Aug. 22.—The weather is
fine here, and everything is moving along
smoothly. Chandler’s Band gave a concert at
The prothe brigade headquarters last night.
gramme was as follows:
Divcrtiseuient from LcliengriD,

introducing Bridal
Chorus
Wagner
War Memories.Bt-yer
Violet Waltzes.Waldteufel

Folio Medley. Aug Datum
Halloo Galop....Steiuhauser
Arthur Clark, of Chandler’s Band, cut his fin-

The following is the first special order that
has been issued:
Special Orders No. 1:
Headquarters First Brigade, M. V. M.,)
Camp Chamberlain,
}
Augusta, August 21, 1883. )
1. -Sergt Winfield Sc >tt Choate, Company F, 1st
Iiegt Infantry, M V M, will report to Col E C Farringtou, inspector of Rifle Practice, for duty during
the tencampmeut Aug 21-24
II—Principal Musician Charles W Bean, 1st Kegt
Infantry, M V M, is hereby detailed for duty at the
headquarters during the encampment
HI—The following details for general duty are
announced:
Field Officer of

the Day, Lieut Col N C Stowe, 2d
Iiegt Infantry
Officer of the Day, Capt W F Harding, Co A, 2d
Iiegt
Officer of the Guard, 1st Lieut Charles E Holmes,
Co A, 1st Rest
The Crlonei of the Second Regiment will detail
one ser .eant, one corporal and 25 privates for
guard duty
The Colonel of the First Regiment will detail two
The captain of the Battery will detail a sufficient
guard for his own camp
Guard will be mounted as a Brigade Guard by
the Adjutant of the First Regiment, assisted by the
Sergeant Major of the same regiment
The Field officer of the Day will report at headquarters on receipt of this order The Officer of the
Day will report to the Field Officer of the Day at

guard mounting
By Command of

conclusion of

Brig. Gen.

First Baptist Association.
The meetings of the First Baptist Association at Ocean Park closed yesterday under the
auspices of the Young Men’s Christian Associa
tion. J. C. Butterick, president of the Lowell
\. M. C. A., presided at the

charming locality and a pleasant surprise

to many who had never visited the place before. The day’s festivities commenced with
target firing, giving to Mr. H. N. Bracket, Of
Cl. H, the first prize.

Moore, Capt. E. I. Merrill,Hon. Geo. 8. Wood,
well as well as elsewhere in favor of the credman
itors who itave assented to it, though perhaps
Mayor of AuDnrn, Hon. A. H. Garcelon.
not as against the local attaching creditors,
Mayor of Lewiston. There was present Gen.
The
asseut.
who actually attached before Buch
Geo. W. West of Ticonderoga, N. Y., who was
amonut of such attachments before assent of
greeted by the boys with the same enthusiasm
the creditors is about one million dollars,
which is comparatively trilling. The recent
as when their gallant leader on the field.
Tha
National
case of Chafee against the Fourth
twenty-one
years that have elapsed since their
settles
in
71st
conclusively
Bank,
Maine,
marked by tha
enough that the assignment will hold against entry into service is strongly
all foreign creditors. The local attorneys are
effects of time in their ranks, as well as many
of
bank
number
greatly annoyed at the large
limb recall the
an empty sleeve
or shattered
lieu suits threatened—perhaps two hundred in
cruel effects of the war. Yet all entered into
all. These claims represent several thousand
the enjoyments of the day, and hattlee were
cords of bark, aud as the total amount of the
Hens will be only some five thousand dollars,
again fought over, the bright sunshine of
as near as can be estimated, probably not onepeace leaving only in memory the dark shades
lialf the value of the bark, and as the costs of
of actual war.
the many suits will be thousands of dollars,
Mr. Morse thiuks the creditors will expect Mr.
Wymau to discharge these clients if be caD
Camp-Meetinsr at Old Orchardget the funds to do so. There has been very
little other litigation since the Spring & Case
Old Orchard, Aug. 22.
bauk attachments and the Spring mortgage,
have been well attended.*
The
services
today
which every one who knew the generous and
At the annual business meeting of the Camp
equitable nature of Mr. Spring feels assured is
done for the benefit of all Interes'ed in
Meeting Association, the following officers
the general sentiment, whether Mr, Spring
were elected :
it In
has
so expressed
writiug or not.
President—Rev. C. J. Clark.
Mr. Morte has taken the opinion of the
Secretary—Rev. S. F. Wetherbee.
leadiug lawyers of New Brunswick upon
T. P Adams.
Treasurer—Rev.
the validity of the assignments there.
They
Managers—Revs. J. Cobb, E. T. Adams, J.
have undertaken to examine the question
M. Woodbury, E. W. Hutchinson, H. Chase.
thoroughly, and have given the nnquaiified
Several new arrivals are noticed among tne
opinion that the assignment is valid there.
New arnnswtcs nas u DanKrupt, or insolvent ;
clergy. Among others we noticed Rev. Dr.
law aud no attachment on lien process; so
Bolton, of the Temple street charcb, Boston,
nothing can be done in the way of attachments
Rev. A. J. Clifford, of the East Maine Conferupon the ass gument, even if such an attack is
premeditated, until some party has recovered ence, and Rev. Alvah Hatch.
judgment, which cannot he before November.
At 10 a. m., tne Rev. S. F. Wetherbee
Substantially the only pany whxh is suing iu
preached from the following text: "And their
New Brunswick is the Bank of Nova Scotia,
words seemed to them as idle tales, and they
whose representative is upon the general committee of creditors. This bank is bringing suit
This serbelieved them not."—Lake, 21:11.
it becomes due, through
upon each note as
mon was aimed at the skepticism of the proThis
Fisher & Council of Woodstock, N. B.
fessed scientists, who claim that this age has
will necessitate from fifty to one hundred
suite, with large costs, aud under the circumoutgrown the need of a Bible.
stances this action seems hardly justifiable, as
At 2.30 p. m. the Rev. E. S. Stackpole of
the bank, through Jrepresentatlve, gives assurSaccarappa spoke on the text; "Wherefore,
The
ance that it is desirdus of no preference.
suits, however, can do no harm except to make O King Agrippa, I was not disobedient unto
The feeliog iu New Brunswick is also
costs.
the heavenly vision.”—Acts 2C:19.
aud it is befavorable to F. Shaw & Bros
At 7.30 p. m. the Rev. H. W. Bolton, D. D.t
lieved no great difficulty will be found in setting with the creditors there for such reasona- of the Temple street charcb, Boston, preached
ble sum as the committee aud Mr. Shaw can
taking as his text: "Brethren pray for us."—
Mr. Morse expects to make aragree upoD.
IIThess.3:l.
1. There must be prayer. 2.
with
the
creditors
attaching
perrangements
3. Let ns pray for the
It mnst be definite.
sonal property iu Maine for the release of the
spread of God’s word, that it may have full
attachments upon such personality aud let the
attachments rest on real estate alone, which
conrae and be glorified.
can lo no harm at present.
Miss Bolton sang the solo, "Flee as a Bird,"
with power and expression.
Senator Edmunds Envoi's a (•ovrintnent
To-morrow (Thursday) the chnrch will be
Telegraph.
New York, Aug.
22.—A
Washington dedicated.
anhas
special says that Senator Edmunds
nounced himself iu favor of a government
Current Comment.
telegraph and will introduce a bill to that effect at the meeting of Congress and ask for
Amos Townsend, of
Ex-Congressman
its immediate consideration.
Cleveland, Ohio, says that Judge Foraker is
doing splendidly. On the stump he is elean
MAINE VOLUNTEER MILITIA. cut, meaning just what he says. No ambiguity about Foraker. He is doing well,
and the Republicans are beginning to see
fn*pectiou of Headquarter*—Bril'ing aud
the wisdom manifested by his selection.’’
Artillery Firing—Concert by Chandler’*
How do the people uf Massachusetts like
Baud.
this sort of thing? Here is advertisement
[Special Despatch to the Press.]
in display type, occupying a portion of two
Auqulta, Me., Aug. 22.—To-day was the columns
first page of the Boston
on the
second day of the annual encampment of the
Globe:
Maine Volunteer Militia in this city, The
Important features of the Tewksbury investigaI
tion fully illustrated in the Police News, published
morning opened fair and bright, without a sign
to-day, august 18. Leather manufacture from hu-

eornoral* and 25 pr vates

FRANCE.

has been

the

leading attorneys of Maine, who represents
the present indebtedness,
a large amount of
thinks the assignment will hold in Maine as

quite badly with a razor. Charley Brooks
sprained a finger playing ball. There is an
elegant band stand provided here this year.

London, Aug. 22.—King Alfonso will remain
at Barcelona until to-morrow, so gratified is he

The Barcelona

a moat

ger

SPAIN.

merce.

was

\

lard.

despatch:

A proclamation has been issued by President
Solomon auiiouncing that the insurgents at
Joemel in cold blood murdered 14 political prisoners, civil and military.
After being deloated by tbe government
troops in a battle on tbe 3d iust., the insurgents
retreated to the city and before the government troops arrived assassinated the most iufiuoutial government officials, because on July
23d these ifficials bad refused to betray tbe
goverbment and join the rebellion.

Kiot Among Hnilroad Laborer*.
Pittsburu, Aug. 21—A special from PunxBUtaa uey, Jefferson county, Pa., says that during the payment of the railruad bauds yesierday, a dispute arose about wages, culminating

Races

Saratoga, Aug. 22.—The first race, threequarters of a mile, was won by Force, Gledgariue second and Pope Leo third. Time 1.16$.
Tho third race, one mile, was won by Bal-

hospital.

attempt by cowboys to ruu
the town.
Five City Marshalls have been successively appointed in ten days, aud have all
resigned. Last Thursday Deputy Marstial
Forsythe aud llaynor arrived from Fort Worth
Forsythe was sworn in as Marsha], aud two
hours afterward he and Raynor went upon the
street and were met by a gang of
cowboys. A
fight ensued and one of the cowboys, Dick
Turner was fatally shot and two horses were
killed. On Sunday night Sheriff Thrall of
Wellington came over with a posse and arrest-

ed ten of ttie rioters. The town is now quiet,
the authorities being in the supremacy.
The
cowboys, however, are still ugly and threaten
to make further trouble.
Hnnewell is an important cattle station, and is situatsd near the
line of the Indian Territory.

RACES.

Property.

New Yoke, Aug. 22.—Mr. Preston, tbo
is in receipt of official communication lrom Hayti announcing that a law
had been made, closing to foreign commerce
the ports of Joemel.Jeremto and Miragoane,the
three beiog in the rebellion, to foreign com-

an

Ntandard Oil Works.
Hunter’s Point, L. I., Aug. 22.—Fire is
raging in the Standard oil work at loig Island
city. One man is said to have been burned to
death.
The 10IIII>ire Oil Works Alirc-llnl! n
million Dollars Damage Already Doue.
A fire broke out this morning in the packing
shop of the Empire Oil Works at Long Island
city. The shop is a brick structure 250 by 700
feet. Oyer 100 men and boys were employed
in it, and the wildest excitement prevailed.
The tin shop, a building 175 by 250 feet, next
to the shop, caught tire and was followed by
the barrel shop, about the same size. One of
the largest agitators in the yard, containing
50,000 barrels of oil, next caught fire. The
Howe lard oil works are iu gaeat damage. The
damage already doue is estimated at 8500,000.
The fire burned fiercely throughout the afternoon and was not subdued until 5 o’clock
this evening. The efforts of the firemen prevented the flames from spreading beyond the
buildings occupied by the company on whose
premises the fire broke out. The damage is
variously estimated from 8200,000 to 8500,000.
There was no insurance. When the fire broke
out there were seven vessels at the company's
docks. Some of them wero loaded with oil.
Fortunately two tug boats were near at hand
and the vessels were towed ont of danger.
Large l*npcr mill Burned.
Chester, Pa., Aug. 22.—The paper mill of
Howard Lewis, m Springfield township, Pa.,
was burned this morning.
While the fire was
burning the boiler in the mill exploded, killing
one man and seriously injuring two or three
others, including hte proprietor. Loss 880,000.
Lee’a Foundry.
Putnam, Conn., Aug. 22.—The loss by the
burning of Lee’s foundry was 880,000.
Fire in Mulem.
Salem, Mass., Aug. 22.—A fire broke out
this afternoon in a planing mill on Front street,
owned by Thos. J. Goldthwaite, and occupied
by W. J. Stickuey’s wood working shop below
and A. J. Faxon, stair builder, above. The
building waB gutted. Loss about.811,COO; part*
ly insured. Cause of tire unknown.
Large Fire in Uuti.
Port au Prince, Aug. 22 —A large conflagration broke out here on the 7th inst., beginning in ii educational institution of the Christian Brothers. Four blocks were destroyed.
The loss is 8259,000.

lo

Cowboy* in n Knn*n* Town.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 22.—A special disto
the Times Irom Huuneweli, Ks., says:
patch
This place has been in a ferment for some

days, owing to

THE SHAW FAILURE.

Nkw York, Aug. 22.—At this morning’s
session of the federation of organized trades
and labor unions of the United States and
Canada the legislative committee appointed
last year at the Cleveland convention reported

encouraging

---

—

RECORD.

FIRE

inning.
The Yacht Mystery.
West Falmouth, Mass., Aug. 22.—The fact
that the bodies washed ashore here yesterday
were dresstd iu
yachting shirts, and that on
one body was a life preserver marked C. H.
leads
to
the conclusion that the
Northam,
drowned men were two of the crew of the
missing yacht Mystery, of New Haven. The
yachtsmen borrowed four life preservers from
the steamer C. H. Northam at New Haven.
A gentleman has started for Falmouth to see
if ho can identify the bodies.
New Haven, Ct., Ang. 22.—Twenty members of the New Haven Yacht Club went to
Port Jefferson, L. I., shortly after 11 o’clock
to-night iu search of the crew of the ill fated
sloop mystery. The shore will be patrolled
from that port to Mantauk Point
The prevailing opinion is that the bodies must have
sunk on that she re, as there waB a strong northeast wind blowing for some time after the
MyRtery left port.

lor re-

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

upon

required it. The bill would allow railroads
outside of the State to lease and control one
within the State to which ho was opposed. He
was friendly to the passage of the commission
bill, which should be considered before or with
the lobby bill. The amendments orgered by
Mr. Colby, Mr. Briggs, and Mr. Marston of
Exeter, were presented, and will be presented
before being acted upon.
Pending discussion
on the Colby bill the House adjourned.
The House railroad committee resumed the
hearing of the bill ratifying the lease of the
Nashua & Lowell to the Boston & Lowell this
evening. It was unfinished at the hour of ad-
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Henry

M.

Brown,

Sprague, Major and A A G

17th Maine Regiment AssociationThe morning traius brought to Lewiston a
large number of the veteran survivors of this
gallant regiment, who were cordially greeted

by resident comrades assembled at the depot.
The line was formevi under Col. T. A. Roberts,
president, and with thp battle worn flags,
cherished mementoes of many a hard fought
lield, the column marched through some of
the streets to Vickery’s restaurant, where a
breakfast was partaken. Horse cars were in
readiness and Lake Grove soon reached, when,
embarking on the steamer Auburn, a pleasant
sail across the beautiful waters of Lake Auburn brought the party to the hotel and

grounds of the Auburn Mineral Spring House>

^n-

Thus Gov. Butler lets out “all the exhiWts**
to be “specially photographed” in order to
reach his party through the Police News,
the paper which panders to the taste of the
criminal class by Illustrating the repulsive,
the vile and the lewd features of low life.
What nse has he for other organs of public
opinion when these are open to him?—

Springfield Republican.
The feminine element and influence are

slowly but surely making themselves felt in
political circles. At the State Convention
of the National party in New Jersey, the
other day, a platform was presented for
adoption. Objections being raised to the
clause favoring women suffrage. Miss Marie
Howland arose as if to speak in its favor,
but, witn great sagacity and presence of

mind, burst into tears and sat down. This
unanswerable argument closed the discussion, and the suffrage plank was unanimously adopted.—Indianapolis Jonrnai.
The trnth is that the business of telegraphing properly belongs to women, and any
sympathy the public has to spare in the
matter is due to the women whom these
young fellows keep ont of it, or to the
women now in it, whose wages their competition keeps down. In England the women
in the government service are rapidly taking
hold of the telegraph offices. For all but
the great offices, where the pressure of long
despatches is severe, they are amply qualified for the work.—New Fork Evening Post.
The Catholic Review of Boston attribntes
the great popularity of Sullivan the prize-

figh

er

ana

rum-seller,

to

"New

England

culture which is fast learning to ignore the
supernatural and despise the ideal of the
angelic Christiau virtues,” and in which
“the brute instincts of human nature are
fast coming to the surface and being stimulated ;to an unuatoral degree.” It is probable that the editor of the Review does not
appreciate with what bad grace this insult to
New Eugland comes from an organ of Sullivan' s own creed and race—a creed and race
which have not yet fully learned to appreciate the Dlessings of liberty and law.—Buffalo Express.
We cannot bnt regard this decision] in the
the Chinaman landed at Boston] as
case of
unfortunate. It puts a special interpretation upon words which do not require it, for
the expression “from any foreign port cr

place”

shows that

Congress

intended

to

whence Chinese came
cover all the
roost
to this country.
As a matter of
came from
of our Chinese
and to admit them will
de-

points

immigrants

Kong

fact,
Hong
entirely

stroy the force of the present act, which is
a wise and reasonable effort to protect this
The
country from an Asiatic immigration.
only references to the treaty in the act are
made in justification of those sections which
r. quire those Chinese residents, now here,
who desire to visit the old country to take
out passports and which require those Chinese who are not laborers to bring
passports with them. Thesejefetences do not
seem to require -the'-'ifmitatlori Which our
judges have applied to the scope oi 'the
wholq,act. The decision will be taken, wcT—■

apprehend,

tbe Pacific coast as an exMassachusetts hostility to the
act. and of tbe determination of eastern
judges to nullify its provisions.—Springfield Republican.
on

pression of

We are inclined to think that the mostsnggestive of Mr. Kelly’s features is his back.
We venture contrary|to custom, to speak of

it as a feature because it reveals so much of
his character. Viewed under favoring circumstances of costume—for example, when
there is a dress coat on it—that massive and
tremendous back, broad as the brogue of
Tipperary and immovable as the pyramids of
Egypt, proclaims the quality cf stubborn
resistance which has |made Mr. Kelly the
great obstacle of contemporary politics. It
is a back of the sort which no man lfkes to
see before him in a
crowded doorway;
indeed, among backs of that sort it is the
ideal back; and many an anxious candidate,
beholding it in blank majesty at the official
portal, has gone home in low spirits and announced that he is out of politics.” At
present this stupendous back is turned full
in the face of tbe Hon. Mr. Tilden. That
gentlemen has shown recent indications of a
realiuess to come out of the retirement
wherein he is said to have r< juvenated himself by a course of ath.etics, and some of hi*
friends have been cautiously pushing people
this way and that to make room for him;
but the back remains. It has confronted
Mr. Tilden, so to speak, for a good
while, and he knows too much to shove
against It. Everybody is now watching the
the
mauteuvers with curiosity, and one of
most interesting questions of the political
season is, Will Mr. John Kelly turnaround?
has said that he will no!; but the
Mr.

Kelly

purposes of ststesmen are controlled

T. Tribune.
progress of events.—N.

by the

the Bible. By judicious pruning the Tribune thinks the play may possibly be made
useful ou the road. The World thinks the
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play
We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all

cases

tion but

indispensable,

not

necessarily for publica-

guarantee of good faith.
undertake to return or preserve
munications that are not used.
as a

We cannot

com-

Premature Praises.
a

SEKCIMFJi OF MAYOR DEERIXG’S WORK.

We have the best authority for the statement that
municipal tax for the current year will not exceed two per cent. This is a lower rate than has
obtained since 1803. Let the
tax-payers score this
chiefly to the judicious administration of Mayor
the

Deering—Argus.
Suppose the Mayor

friends wait
until the end of his term before
they begin
boasting. Or are they afraid there will be
nothing to boast of then? It is, however,

quite timely

and his

say now that the lower rate
of taxation which is promised this year is
not due to either Mayor Deering's “work”
his

or

to

“judicimts administration,”

but to

conditions for which he deserves no credit.
As a matter of fact, the estimated expen-

of this year, for which his administration

ses

is

enough

of a one for the

market,

but

considers it wanting in dramatic excellence.
The charges made hv Howard Totter, one
of the trustees of Union College, against Rev.
Ur. J. Trumbull Backus and Mr. Tlatt Totter, fellow trustees of the College, are not
new. They were made a year ago. Recently
they have been formulated and presented in
the shape of a three-column letter to the
trustees. The substance of them is that Dr.

I#ckus has for sixteeu years held at a cost
of $13,000 certain certificates transferred to
him by the college, from which he has received $25,000 in land dividends and realadditional profits from the sales made
>y him, the implication being that he has
used his position as trustee to make money
at the expense of the college. Dr. Backus
is hostile to the president of the college who
is a brother of Howard Totter, and the object of the publication at this time is doubtless to influence the public in the controver-

Hzed

sy now going on in regard to the presidency
of the college. Dr. Backus's friends claim
that these

gated

and

charges have once been investipronounced false.

must

answer, are greater iban they were last
year, $797,873.70 instead of 7S9,741.20, and
they would have reached a higher flguie yet

if the Mavor could have had his way in increasing salaries. The sum required to be
raised by taxation this year is less than the
sum required last year, not because
the
Mayor has done anything to reduce it, but
because the city receives this year an income
from other sources than taxes much larger
than it has recently had. This circumstance in connection with another, the increase in the valuation of
property which
pays taxes, makes it possible to raise the required amattnt, notwithstanding the increased appropriations, by a lower rate of
taxation. But the Mayor has not contributed any considerable portion of this increase of the city’s wealth.
If the city’s valuation were the same as
last year, if there had been no
extraordinary
addition to the city’s income, if the State
tax and the county tax were as large as last
year, the expenses of this Mayor’s administration could not have been met without
imposing a higher rate than last year. But
shall not know until the end of the
year
whether this administration
keeps within
its appropriations, some of which we understand already threaten to be insufficient owwe

ing

to the

are

used.

injudicious

manner in which they
This administration is only about

five months old.

Before final judgment is
financial wisdom we shall
want to know how mueh money it leaves in
passed

on

its

the

treasury.

A

Temperance Movement

in Ger-

many.
A new and

vigorous temperance movement
has sprung np in Germany. Beginning at
the time of the silver wedding of the Crown
Pnnce it is now attracting the attention of
the press of that and other countries. The
Pall Mall Gazette reproduces an account of
its progress and aim from a recent number
of the Deutsche Rundschau. It is the first

Instance of a general interest in temperance
In that country for a quarter of a century,
but it appears to be deep and serious. Count
Moltke beads the movement and all the religious bodies are working with much zeal to
forward it.
xl

be

win uui

ue

luuugui Dy iunericans

to

very radical reform, for in what it attempts it resembles the scheme of a New
York society the members of which are
pledged not to indulge in certain forms of
drinking and not to exceed a certain limit
of indulgence supposed to be on the safe
side of an intoxicating allowance. It does
not imply total abstinence. “The term temperance is no longer confounded with teetotalism.” The sole object is “to prevent
the abuse of alcohol and to diminish the
number of those who from time immemorial
have been victims of intemperance.” The
German periodical says that the reason
wliy
there haSiheretefere been no organized and
^attained effort to promote temperance in
the Empire is because Germany has been
swayed to and fro by the waves of war and
revolution.
Every attempt at systematic
organization was baffled by the political uncertainties which monopolized attention.
Now, however, an era of peace has come
and the whole nation is in arms against intemperance. Men of science, physicians,
a

clergymen, soldiers,
with
of

a common

are

working together

purpose to expose the evils
the people listen with

intemperance, and

eagerness.
The writer in the Rundschau says • ‘Something must be done, and it must be something different from the former agitation
which knew only one narrow method for the
removal of the evil,namely,to persuade each
person Individually to abstain totally from
the use of strong drinks”. The Pall Mall
Gazette says, in reference to this last remark, that the temperance reformers of
Germany have arrived at the truth which
the English reformers are gradually learning,that “the propaganda of total abstinence
has failed, and is certain to fail. As long as
the causes which render it easy to drink and
difficult to abstain from drinking flourish
untouched on every side”. Probably the
Germans will find out, as the English are
finding out, and as Americans have found
out, that the propaganda of temperance is
just as likely to fail under such circumstances as the propaganda of abstinence,and
that the suppression of “the causes which
make it easy to drink and difficult to abstain
from drinking,” namely the dram-shops, is
the necessary condition of any marked success

in

temperance reformation.

The Rev. Joseph Cook has been lecturing
at

Chatauqua

on

the

‘‘Religious Signs of

the TimeB.” The good signs of the times he
stated to be the immense physical opportunity of the United States, their unity, as
piration and intelligence, the prospective increase of the population to 200,000,000, the
predominating influence of the American
people and of their free Institutions in the
probable future history of the word, and the
self support of the churches and the growth
of the power of pure Christianity in the
United States, The bad signs of the times
he stated to be the poisoning of America by
Europe through immigration, broad church
views and false

philosophy, municipal mismanagement or the bondage of politics in
cities to the corrupt classes, Mormonism,
Sunday desecration and the increasing destitution on Sunday of religious culture, the
invasion of Sunday time and opportunity,
by journalism, railways and the whiskey
ring, illiteracy among freemen in the South
and the great cities of the North, the greed
for gain and display, the deterioration of
the part of the young and the
and the uneducated, denominational rivalry
among religious sects, the aggressiveness of
vulgar infidelity, failures in family governin
fashionable
ment, semi-universalism
churches, a factional orthordoxy and unscientific religious instruction.
manners

on

Oscar Wilde’s

new

play

Vera, which
was brought out in New York on
Tuesday
night, receives agreat deal of attention from
of

the New York press. The general verdict
is that the play as a dramatic work is a failThe Times describes it as an energetic
ure.
tirade against tyrants and despots, full of
long speeches in which the glory of liberty
is eloquently described, but entirely wanting in the dramatic element, though it ad.
mits that there is good writing in the play,
and that some of Mr. Wilde’s characters exhibit cleverness and wit. The Tribune is
The style is pronounced
even more severe.
florid and sophomorical and unworthy of a
scholar. “Such fustian,” says the Tribune:
“as"Mr. Wilde causes to be uttered about
liberty would hardly have been acceptable
even in the tumid and shrieking fourth of
July orations of 30 or 40 years ago.” The
best sentiment of the piece, it says, is taken
from Sheridan, and its best imagery from

A letter appears in the New York Obserfrom a gentleman long resident in Mad-

ver

agascar which, if it be an impartial statement, shows that the condifct of the French

forces in that country has been shameful in
the extreme and contrary to all the rules of
civilized warfare. The bombardment of
Madagascar towns was [begun without
sending an ultimatum or message of any
kind to the
Queen, and even while the
French consul was professing friendship to
the Hova governor. At Majunga the French
landed in a most friendly way, and were received by the governor as friends and shown
over the fort.
Within an hour they began
to bombard the place, and in a few hours it
was nothing
but a heap of ruins. Cruelty
and falsehood seem to have been the most
prominent characteristics of the French
campaign throughout, and the affair at
Majunga is only one of many of a similar
kind.
A

champion of

the much

maligned English sparrow has finally appeared in the
shape of an anonymous correspondent of the
Boston Journal. To most of the charges
made against this bird the coriespondent
puts in a general denial, which he backs uP
by proof founded on his own observation
and experience. He has seen them eat grubs
when they
could
get other food, a
thiDg which their enemies allege that
they never do, and he asserts with great positiveness that they are guiltless both of fruit
stealing and driving away the song birds.
There is still left one grave charge against
them however, which he overlooks, and that
is their hideous'and persistent chipping. Unless his voice can be improved the English
sparrow must go.

The total vote in Ohio last year fell off
from that of. the previous year 100,438. Of
this failing off the Republicans suffered to
the extent of 77,000 and the Democrats 23,537. The Trohibitionists cast 12,000 votes
and the
Greenbackers over 5,000. The
Democratic majority over all was 1,500.
This would seem to indicate that all the Republicans have to do to .carry the State is to
get their vote out.
The Democratic

candidate for Governor
of Iowa has been compelled by the force of
public opinion to explain his famous speech,
in which he advocated a saloon on every hill
top. It seems that the candidate was indulging rather freely in hyperbole. All he
meant was that it would be better to have
the business carried on openly rather than
in secret.

Three Maine Senators.
Pen Portraits of Fessenden,

Morrill and

Blaine.
[From Ex-Sergeant-at-Arms French’s New Lecture*
“Ten Years About the Senate.”]
No ten years of the American Senate has

been marked with the discussion of larger
questions, or been more affluent In brilliant
statesmanship, than the decade to which
this lecture is devoted. The Senators of
first class ability and large experience were
as numerous as in any
period of the Senate’s
history. But of that galaxy of great men,
whose able debates and brave
leadership
made the ten years so illustrious, 1 think*
by general consent, Wm. Pitt Fessenden
would be placed at the head. At this period
he was in the full meridian of his
powers
Fifteen years of Senatorial experience had
been added to the admirable
fitting with
which he first came to the Senate—and he
was the recognized leader of the
party in
power. He was an untiring worker in com-

mittee; in counsel he was pre-eminently
wise, and unmatched in debate. He was
not especially an
orator; indeed he made no
attempt at eloquence. But no other man’s
sta.ement was so clear; no other man’s argument so impregnable. He had a full
comprehension of the matter in hand, and
was able to make it as
clearly understood by
He was not an impassioned
every hearer.
he
used
few gestures, scarcely ever
speaker;

raised his voice above a conversational
tone,
and using common every-day words, talked
straight on to the full elaboration of his
theme, and the complete discomfiture of all
opponents. It is told that Mr. Fessenden
was once associated in
the trial of a cause
with a professional brother, who afterward
became one of the Justices of the Supreme
Court. According to agreement Mr. Fessenden was to state the facts, while his associate was to urge the law, for which he
made elaborate preparation. Mr. Fessenden
made his statement, whereupon the court
remarked that nothing further was necessary on that side of the case. So clear and
convincing was his presentation of the facts,
that no occasion was left for argument. Mr.
Fessenden was a man of fine
presence; a
little under six feet, Blender, of dark com-

plexion, his rather long iron-gray hair swept
ba*k from a square, strong forehead, and a
sharply cut intellectual face. A man of the
most genuine modesty] the leader of the
oenaie—me aoiest man or tne
country; yet
he went out and in with less pretension
than the men who opened and shut the

doors.

Simultaneously with his advent into the Senate arose in Congress that class of
public questions whose discussion in the
subsequent years shook the nation to its
foundation, and afforded, Mr. Fessenden
grand opportunity for the exhibition of those
powers of analysis, logic and invective,
which have rarely been surpassed in any
legislative body. Mr. Fessenden had scarcely taken his seat when he found himself in
the midst of the fiery debate. His brave
and memorable speech on that occasion was
electric in its effect, both in Washington
-and throughout the country; and from this
time forward to the sudden close of his
life,
Mr. Fessenden took leading part in the debates upon all questions'" of importance
which came before the .Senate, and his influence upon the legislation and policy of
the country during its eventful struggle of
civil war was as potent as it was wise. Internal Revenue, the Currency, the Banking

system, and finally Reconstruction, all received the shaping influence of his strong
mind. One with slight acquaintance with
Mr. Fessenden might tell you that he was
proud and cold; but those who knew him
well knew that he had an exquisitely sensitive nature, which vibrated to the slightest
touch; and his love of kindred and friends
was as deep and tender as a woman’s.
The
twilight hour of a winter afternoon which
was
once
to
it
my pleasure
spend with him
in his Committee room, is among my most
cherished memories; and the endearing
terms of
respect and love with which he
spoke of his aged father (a father most worthy of such a son) were touching and beautiful in the extreme; and those who were
present will never forget the moistened eye,
the quivering
lip, and the stifled utterance
with wnicli he
spoke of his sons, living and
on
the solitary occasion when he rose
dead,
in the Senate in his own defence
against
what he deemed an
unjust imputation of an
undue exertion of influence in their behalf.
And while this great debater had no
superior in the Senate his appearance in
the debate
was never heralded by any note of
preparation. He never addressed the galleries
and
made no speeches for distribution. His sole
aim seemed to be to forward the
business
immediately before the Senate. He bore
himself with graceful ease; but as he
warmed with his subject and took fire at the

interruptions
then that

and responses of his opponents
head which was usually
slightly

inclined forward, was proudly thrown back
and he carried himself with an imperial

bearing which

atteeled

the

nature.

royally

of

discharged the high

duties

of a Senator with more honor to their

State,

Few men have

than did

Lot M. Morrill.
Both in character and person perhaps manliness is the term which would best
express
his especial qualities,
©f good figure, erect,
looking every mau and every question
or

to

themselves,

squarely

In the

face, quick

of

judgment

CIISCELlUmOl*.

his

aud

resolute in execution. A mau of great nobleness of soul, aud as true to the Right as
the needle to the mpgnet. No sinister influence could swerve Lot Morrill from tlio line
of rectitude a hair’s breadth—and he was

stumbling about in search of his path
Instinctively he knew the right ami walked
bravely Its narrow way. He was a frequent
and brilliant debater—often illuminating his
periods of hearty sentiment and ringing eloquence with gleaming shafts of corruscating
sarcasm and iiumor.
Sharp in his denuncia

SUMMER

Fains, Diarrhoea,
Dysentery, Indigestion, Colds, Chills, Simple
Fevers, Exhaustion, Nervousness or Loss of Sleep,
whether caused by Unripe Fruit, Impure
Water,
Unhealthy Climate, Uuwholesomo Food, Malaria,
Epidemic or Contagious Diseases that beset the
traveler or household at this season are
nothing to
those protected by a timely use cf Sanfobd’s GutCEB.

lion of wrong, but never sour or bitter. Indeed his spirit was tempered with rare kindliness, his soul seemed a fountain of generous emotion.
Mr. Morrill added to his'great
abilities the most social disposition and real
love of men. Ha was one of those favorites
of society whorn we call “whole souls”—
“men who fill the hour and the
company,
whatever the occasion, contented aud coijtentiugly.” A man of “clean grit,” of
whole honorable conduct his friends had no
anxiety, whatever the responsibility or what-

the temptation.
One day when there was high debate upon the question of Reconstruction and
tk(f
status of the freedman, I found Mr. Morrill
in the great Rotunda of the
Capitol walking
to and fro iu front of the old historic
paintings which hang upon those high walls. He
had left the Senate aud its heated wrangling
for a half hour’s communion with the great
men and the great events of our oarlier history. He took me by the arm and led mo to
the grand painting of the “Embarkation of
the Pilgrims,” where William Brewster,
with an open Bible iu his hands is leading in
prayer a company of the Pilgrims, men, women and children, kneeling about him on
the deck of the Mayflower. “Here,” said
the senator, iu his earnest tone, “Is where it
all began. Here is the source and inspiration of the whole controversy. And here is
where we are to come for doctrine and law.”
A few minutes later I returned to the Senate Chamber aud found Mr. Morrill iu liiB
place, and joining in the warm debate with

B"Cd,

or

hot

ringing appeal for Justice, Liberty and
Righteousness, aud tracing the roots of his

or

cold

milk,

or

cultural

added to ice wat-

lemonade, effervescent draughts of mineral waters, it forms a refreshing and
invigorating beverage, unequaled in simplicity and puritv by
any tonic
while
free from alcoholio reaotion
medicine,
Avoid mercenary
dealers, who for a few cents extra
profit try to toreo upon you their own or others
when you call for SANFORD'S
GINGER. Sold by
wholesale and retail druggists,
grocers, otc., ever,

to

the Delicious

Sale of iine

NO.

excessive use of alcoholiS stimulants, it is unl in tho whole range of medicines.
Boware
imitations. SANFORD’S is the finest ginger in
an

world, and, notwithstanding the high cost of its
ingredients, is the cheapest family medicine. Sold
everywhere.
Poller IIi'uk and Oliemicd Co., Uo»ton.

Lisle Hosiery

1
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Satrty Afternoon, Aug. 25th,
Admission 25 cts.

TO

1.37
1.50
108
1.88
8.00

“
“

1.00

“

1.00
1.85

“
“

1.50

“

1.50
1.50
8.00

«

FINANCIAL.

Bardiner, Me.,
Brunswick, Me.,
Lewiston, Me.,
Cortland, Me.,

French Lisle and will he appreciated by ail
lovers of iine Hosiery.

dtf

An invaluable and palatablo tonic In all casos of weak digestion
CAUTION.—Genuine
and debility.
fac-simile of Baron
ls a succors and a boon for which Nations should feel grateful.”
;« mnA
ture m
Blue Ink across
-See Medical Frets, Lancet, Bnthh Medical Journal, <jtc.
To be had of all Storekeepers, Grocers, and Chemists.
Caution IS necessary
Sole Agents for the United States (wholesale only) C. David &
Co., Various cheap and il
9, Fenchurch Avenue, London,

Important

to allwho use

Belting.

GIANT BELTING.
oThis Belting is made up with the usual plies of
Duck and Rubber, and, before putting on the out.
side cover, 't is stitched in seams one inch apart
with cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of
fifty pounds. It is then stretched in its plastic
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with the stroDg cord with which it is stitched, mate
rial strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn into the plastic rubber, that they cannot wear off on the outside. The outside cover is
then put on seamless* so that it cannot open, as is
the case of Rubber Belting made in the ordinary
way, and the plies being so firmly stitched, as wel
as friction ed together, that the belt cannot separate
as many belts made in the old way will, after be in
used for a time, especially when run at a greag
speed or in damp places.
We particularly call tb^ attention of all Mill owners to this Belt as being in the end the cheapest belt
they can buy, while the first cost is only about ten

of time.

For

on

application.

REVERE RUBBER

CO.,

173 A 175 beTonnhire Ml., Boaton.
57 Keadc Mt., New York.
FH«tori«f» at Chelnea, IUaiM.
mar2Ceod3m
jn26tsep

owing

to

KINDERGARTEN
-WILL

COST

✓

SOFTENS & PRESERVES LEATHER.

WANTED
People to know that Woodmansee & Gar side's tine
N. Y. Boots can be found on Congress Street in all
the leading styles, all widths,sizes and half sizes.

SPECIALTIES.
Ladies’ Fine N. Y. Boots.Ladic-s* French Kid Side
Lace Boots, Ladies’ Patent Leather Foxed Button,
Ladies* Cloth Top Button, Ladies’ Patent Low Slipper, Ladies* Fine French Kid M. P. Ties, Ladies’

Fancy Slippirs.

-FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS-

140

Singers’ Welcome!
NEWEST AND BEST BOOK FOR

Singing Classes, Conventions, Choirs,
BV L. O. EMERSON.
Songs, Duets, Quartets, Part Songs, Glees
Hyinn Tunes, Chants nud Anthems,
besides many melodious Exercises and Easy Airs for

tbe

Elementaiy

FOR
30 DAYS
STRAW
HATS.
LIGHT
SOFT
AND

LITTLE

its 1«2 pages.

attractive pieces of secular music, (songs,
duets, glees, etc.) provide for the useful practice of
choirs and classes.
50 pieces of sacred music, (hymn tunes ami anthems) are quite sufficient for the new music o a
choir for one year
I OH

New features in the elementary course will commend themselves to teachers. Every wide awake
singing class teacher will be glad to examine the
new book which is to be so widely used.
Send 75 cents for Specimen copy.

OLIVER

DITSoF&

CO., BosIol.

BLEE,

Enrming'sa,

Maiue.

Address A. H. ABBOTT, Principal.
eodl6t

aug9

Westbrook Seminary and Female College
Courses of Instruction—Common English, one
year; Higher English, including Business Course,
2l^£^*5«5^1i!l0#™eParalOry» Lad,et* Col legi-

STIFF

Gentlemen’s Low Summer Shoes for the next

days.

On Gent’s Low Shoes.
th «t inns* be sold.

500

angl-dtsep3

J. P. WESTON, President,
Westbrook Seminary, Leering, Me.

Instruction in English and Classical

Studies

J. W.

POKTLASI),

Tli re will also be a Junior Amateur
suitable prizes, for which there wiii bo a
of entries.

INDIAN CANOE RACE:
a race In Canoes by several Oldtown

Dancing all day in the .Mammoth Pavilion. Music
by Chandler’s Poll Quadrille Band. The Bangor
Brass Band will furnish music for the Regatta. For
farther particulars regarding fares, running of
trains, &c., see M. C. R. R. time tables.
WINSHIP & McGLINCHY, Managers,

COLCORD,

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

dtf
PROPOSALS*

Engineer’s Office, U. S. Army,

Newport,

li.

)

}

I., Aug. 15,1883.

SEALED PROPOSALS, in triplicate, will be receivod at this office until 12 o’clock,
noon, on
Thursday, the sixth («th) day of September, next,
at which time they wil) be opened in
presence of
bidders, for extending the jetty at the entrance to
Nantucket Harbor, Maas.
The amount to be expended for stone is about
$20,000
The United States reserves the
right to reject any
or all proposals.
Specifications, blank proposals and full informaas to

the

manner

of

bidding,

conditions to be

SCHNAPPS.

AND

.A.
FEW

variety.

FALL

general beverage and necessary

a

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition
Aromatic

COE,

ON LY

Portland will And it to their advisiting
w
vantage to call at my

FOR

—

ART GOODS!
AM)

—

and

Mo. 37 Plum Street

_d

OLD ORCHARD

DISTRICT CAMP MEETING.
Tickets 45 Cents
For the round trip from Portland, good from August 2oth to August 2Bth. Ask for Camp Meeting
I tickets.
aug20dlw

Rupture
or
cases

inter*

before
faience withlibor. Likenesses of
CURED
be
the office of the
after cured

nnrt

Fine Framing. Special attention to filling order
and Tourists. Orders by mail
promptly and correctly filled.
Sketching outfits a specialty.

J. T.
400

perfect,
73 Tl*EMONT ST.,Boston.

in want of
at Gorham \

one

CANgreat bargains

a

;yao

nice

residence

&o., nice water. Send for plane and descriptions to
a. X). WEEKS, Auc. and Keal Estate Agent.
Gorham, Me.
jydldtf
tar*llouse low for Sale.

St.

PORTLAND, ME.
dtf

VI.At. UltiKPi; Sc to..
MYerlisliiff A cents,

illage.

One 2 story house, “L," and stable, acre of laud,
60 fruit trees, nice water.
One 2 story houso, now, never has been occupied, very nice lot HOx 16, fruit trees, currants

Congress

Opp City Hall,

NKi: HEBEI!
show any

STUBBS,

seen at

EYlS
-ARTIFICIAL
Warranted
both in color and
OFFICE,

...

PJItK IPOtV,
NEW UIBK
Advertisements written ipproprtatoly dlrplaye
u>d proofs given, free of charge.
The leading
Daily and Weekly Newspapers of the
Uailed States and Canada, kept on file for theaccommodatiou of Advertisers.
<

and

Manager.

TWO NIGHTS,

MONDAY AND TUESDAY. AUG. 21 AND 28
The

Distinguished Actress,

Miss

Charlotte Thompson,
Supported by

pear

a

first class

on

dramatic Co., will sp-

MONDAY EVENING
in

the successful drama

NEW JANE EYRE.
Tuesday Evening,

T IE ROMANOFF.
75 and 50c.

Seats

commences

Gallery 35. Sale of seats
Friday, Aug. 24
aug22dlw

ble rates.

eodtf

No. 18 New Street, also 9 Wall Street, N. Y.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Bankers aud Commission Merchants.
Securities aud Products bought and sold on commission for cash or on margin. 4 per cent, allowed
on Deposits.
Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
N. Y. Produce Exchange, N. Y.
Mining Exchange,
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
N. Y. Bba.nches) 953 Broadway, cor. 23d St.
connected by [ Grand Cent. Hotel op. Bond St.
Private wires) 34C Broadway cor. Leonard St.

9y23_eodtf

BONDS.

—

BY

t

—

Chandler's Band,

Oorerument,

State,

—

STEAMER

counties!

giren

to

and
Municipal
Special

Write

bonds cl

ns

large cities and

if you wish

buy

to

or

sell.

PRESTON, KEAN A

CO.,

Bankers, Chicago.

marts_

eod6m

MIDDLESEX BANKING
COMPANY SB

Incorporated

under the laws of Connecticut, and
sublect to the inspection of the

STATE B INK COMMISSIONERS.

PER CENT,

6 GUARANTEED

—

GAZELLE,

Saturday Afternoon, Ang.

25.

Steamer will leave Custom House Wharf at 2.16 for
a sail of three hours
among the Islands of the Bay,
returning at 6.16, in season for parties wishing to
take Eastern and Boston & Maine trains
going west.

FARE:

Adults25c; Children 10c

aag23

dtd

-AT GREENWOOD

School Bond, bought and sold.
attention

ON

FANCY SKATING

online

DUNUu

by First Mortgage. Interest payable at
Middletown, or at the Fourth Xatiouai bank ot
York. If you wish an investment, whether
large or small, which will be »A F F and profitable
send for circular giving full information.
aPrJ41
6meod
New

PINE

By Prof Herbert

RINK,

Keys, of Boston,

W.

On Friday Evening, August 24th.
General Skating before and after the exhibition.
«hg23
d2t

Special Trotting Premiums

SI,800,

Offered by the Cumberland County Agricultural Society, for their 46th An,
nual Fair to be held at Presumpscot Park, Portland, Me.,

Sept. 11,12,13 & 14.
FIRST DAY, SEPT. II.
Fee 3.00 C In... 8200— *1 00,60,30,20;

*.
$100 extra to the winner if better than 2.35.
For Mtallion.
owned in
.Uninci,
8300 *100, 60, 30, 20; $100 extra to the winner if better than 2.30.

No. 2.

SECOND DAY, SEPT. 12.

No.

3.—For 3.34 da.., 330«;-*100, 60, 30,

w,d »“d Coder,
8100—*60,26, 16, 10.
THIRD DAY, SEPT. 13.
No. 3. For 3.50 t'ln*., 3300 * 1
00, SO, 30, 20.
No.
For 3.38 Claim,
SUOO-JIOO, 60,3(5,20
FOURTH DAY, SEPT. 14.
No. r.—For free for all, 3300-*150.
70, 60

30.—8 too extra to the winner it better than

2.26'.

3.—Running Race, 8100—*60, 25, 15,

borsea to be owned in Maine except Noe. 4 and
8 free to all.

The above races to be mile heats, best 3 in 6 to
harness, except iu Nos. 4 and 8, and conducted by
by the rules of the National Trotting Association.
Entries will close on Wednesday, Sept. 5th at 11
o'clock p. m. Entries mailed on day of closing will
be

eligRde. All entries must be made to
J. d. FRYE, Secretary, 23 Preble St.,
aug9e dtaep4tdtd
Portland, Me.

PEAKS ISLAND.
m
Glvo your orders early, as

some

we

are

time ahead.

always eiiRaued

CHARLES CURTIS & CO..
493
myl4

Congress dtfSt.

Makes beautiful
Lambrequins, Sofa
PRfiPU FT PiWow and Ottoman
bnuoncl Covers, Toilet and
Table Mats, Counterpanes, Sheet
and Pillow Shams,Carriage Robes,
Hammocks and Drapery. Instruction Books and all material for
this new fancy work at the Warerooms of tho

TLA/INF
B nillC

"BOMESTIC”SEWING MACHINE CO.
Cor.

CONGRESS & EXCHANGE

MONDAY,AUGUST 20
Engagement Extraordinary

of the

BOSTON

Juvenile jjpera Co.
Grand Gala Week for the Little Ones.

Burlesque Extravaganza Cinderella,
Glass Slipper. See our immense cast.

or

Fairy

A

the Little

Cinderella
OR THE
LITTLEOLASS MJPPER

Get tickets

over

the

included**0Q*® ^^arf;

Forest City Steamboat line
25 cents round trip,

<^>er&

STS.

“nflMCCTIf*”

UUlYlLO

!

El

the “DOMESTIC”
LADIES,
PAPER PATTERNS. Elegant in
Design. Faultless in Fit.
COR. CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.

FISTULA AND PILES

RITPTURE CORE, 43 Mil K. STREET.BOSTON.

IvsKRTED.
movement.

Curtis.Proprietor

—TO—

use

for Artists

operating

Maine Central
......
Portland und Kennebec
6*.
A utlroMcoggiu and Kennebec
6m.
Portland and OgdetiMburg
....
City of Portland
6a
and other first-class bonds and stocks.

It stands at the headTho Light Running

^

Artists’ Material

can

Frank

FOREST CITY PAVILION,

—

eodtf

Afternoon and

For sale by all Druggist

FINE ART STORE

»», S», »lff.

GREENWOOD GARDEN,

8treet,
»|

salubrity

18 BEAVER STREET,

CAUHERT,

without truss, torture,

Middle

country of Udoipho Wolfe's

Mop life’s M Cl

237 Middle Street.
SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.

STEPI1EM BERRY,
Book, Card and Job Printer,

BANKERS,

and Grocers.

let) MIUDI.E NTKEET,
PORTLAND, ME,
PRICE:

the

PORTLAND THEATRE

Ail

Strangers

TIatter,

_

J. B. Brown & Sons,

its unsolicited endorsement by

OENIIINE
HYfll ENID

-:-3I*MRES»-i-

Ev uing. Aug. 20th.
tiRAND MASK CARNIVAL.

...

A public

ART NOTICE.

THE

a

Evening.

section of

claimed for it.

33th.

MKATINU, followed by
RANCH.

NOTICE.
Get yonr tickets at Steamer EMITA, Franklia
Wharf. 26 cts. the round tiip, fun aad all combined.
ang23 dtf

by auy other alcoholic distillatiou hay

ecus

aug21

AT

No.

insured for It the reputation of

Evening.

->Grand Naval Battle->

saltr of over 30 years duration iu every
our

MERLIN

and

Tuesday, August 28tli,

17__eodtf

is superior to every

___^__

MERRY,

Saturday

Zanenrillr, Ohio
Ea»t ttuginaw. Mich.
Port Wa nr, Ind.

218

Parks,

—

FREE

other causes,

other alcoholic preparatiou.

TO-DAY

anglB__

or

NEW YORK.

sew.

A.ND

FANCV

the medical faculty and a sale nne<|ualcd

Street.

Tlio

Schnapps

Schnapps,

HATS
THE
JUST
HATTER
197 middle
OPENED

soimirn;

dug

Portland, Me.
day. a g23 td

Harry

Friday Evening, Aug.

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
33 Exchange Street.

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

as

We shall sell the above goods at cost, to
rednee onr immcn-e ‘•lock. Our stock
of Hammocks and lie cli Hats is complete. Also Silk Umbrellas iu great

NEW

“

secured

As

BAGS.

to first fair

GKffiWOOD GARDEN.

HENRY CLEWS &CO..

143 Pearl Street.

fan24

'

_j!yl4eod tf

stormy postponed

eodtf

ME.

with
field

There will bo
Indians.

Every Afternoon

Cs
4a
7s
6s
7s
Cs
6g
S.

Race,
large

__

BROWN,
-THE—

well known amateur scullers:

.

6m,
4 I-2m.
5m.
“
6m.
Portland Water Company
6m.
‘‘
6m.
Akron, O. “
Maine Central R. B.
5m.
4‘
«•
To.
6m.
Andro*coggin A Kennebec R. B.
Southern Pacific K. R.
6m.
“
‘‘
Northern
6m.
8t Paul A'No. Pacific Guaranteed
6m.
JLoan A TruitCo. Secured by R. Estate 6m.
Also other desirable securities for sale by
“
“

decl4

observed by bidders, and terms ot contract and payment. will be furnished on application to this office.
GEORGE H. ELLIOT,
Lieut. Col. of Engineers.
auglHdCt

visit Portland take your feet with you and
have them properly fitted at

RATE,

Sterling and Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most farora-

given to private pupils by the subscriber

tion

Pairs of ^Gent’s', Shoos

follewing

the

Look ont for

Offer for

HATS.
OVER STOCKED
SILK
WHE]\r
HATS. W.
A.
S.
GLOVES WOLFE’S
Schiedam Aromatic
TRUNKS
SHOE DEALER

On
ao

PRBCE 75 CENTS.

subjects in

eodif

1

SPECIAL SALE

Liberal reduction for quaniilic*.
THE NINCiEUV WELCOME, Mr. Emer
last, and, presumably, his best Singing Class
book, is a new and fresh compilation perfect in mol
ody and harmony, and there is a great variety of

Street.

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOLS.

course.

son’s

Spring

aug2

J. H.

—

1JK-

OPENED SEPTEMBER 18.
Miss Proctor continuing the charge of the Kindergarten.

MANUFACTURED
AND FUR MAI.E RY

THE

by

for

..

BE

BOUTS and SHOES.

Western Wonder

JOHN BUCKLEY,of Portland; WILLIAM O’QON.
NELL, of Portland; MARTIN GREELEY
Portland; HUGH SWEENEY, Portland;
CASEY, of Boston; U’NEIL, of Boeton; J. MUKPHY, of Boston; KILLIAN, of Boston.

Prof.

BONDS.

ferior cub-

aug4

7
Ladies and sickly girls
requiring gentle
and reliable stimulant, will find Brown’s
Iron Bitters beneficial.
Elkton, Ky.—Dr. E. B. Weathers says:
“I regard Brown’s Iron Bitters as a medicine of unusual worth.”
Fayetteville, Ark.—Rev. T. j. Reilly
says: “I used Brown’s Iron Bitters for
indigestion and dulls with entire satisfaction.”

eodtf

186 JTliddle 8tieet.
aug2

AT

VISITORS

Pitt burg. Penn..
The

Pbizks;—Gold Watch, valued at 8100, to first' Sil
ver Watch, valued 3+0, to second.
To he contested

Sis.

SWAN & BARRETT

MISS SARGENT’S SCHOOL

superior to anything made. It is also superior for
Knoless Belts, as we stitch the splice in such
way that it cannot separate.

Samples and quotations furnished

Middle

Securities, for sale by

Label. This

ray3

it

We will Warrant
Satisfaction.

BY

J*e wis ton

City of Portland

heavy main belts yon will find

Try Our Giant Belt.

6s
7s
7s

Cincinnati
5s aud
St Louis
Maine Central R. R. Cons. Mort.
Northern Pac. R. R. General Mort.
St. Paul & No. Pac. R. R, guaranteed
Car Trust and Equipment Bonds and U.

Kn^d._.titates being in the Market.

Are invited to call at Sign of Gold Boot, 421^Congress Street for their tine

1EEMER, of

JOHN

DR. ALBERT

Liebig’s
Signat

per cent more than belting made in the ordinary
way. We believe t "'Ul wear more than double the

length

Cs
6s
6s

Portland Water Co., 1st mortgage,

ONLY with

You

We have Just patented a new article la Rubber
Belting which is sold under the name of

IJghtnlxig Sculler

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

FINEST AND CHEAPEST MEATFLAVOURING STOCK FOR SOUPS.
MADE DISHES & SAUCES.

man who has confidence in himself—for
James G. Blaine is emphatically that man.
Mr. Blaine has not only faith in himself—
but unbounded faith iu hie country; believes that she is, and by right, at the head

BELTING.

BALE

Corner Exchange &
augl

EXTRACT
OF MEAT

grayer than his years should w'arraut. With
the quick, strong stride aud bearing of the

RUBBER

GEORGE RCSKEB.ol Boston,
The

4*
...

Cleveland, Ohio,

COMPANY’S

Liebig

much

his Fears.

...

BOKT BS

James G. Blaine is of Scotch-Irish blood
—perhaps the best blood that lias come to us
from the old country; at any rate the most
thrifty. Mr. Blaine is a man of good figure,
erect, round, full, lipping the scales ordinarily at a little more than 200; but when in
deadly earnest weighing a ton. With the full
gray eye and prominent nose, which so often mark the Captains among men. His

of the nations; and should be an active, positive power iu the lead of civilization, and in
the protection of free principles everywhere.
He holds with St. Paul, that the strong
should bear the infirmities of the weak. Mr.
Blaine believes that the time is ripe for Liberty ; that the day for the people’s rule has
come; aud that Republican Government
should be an aggressive power, rather than
a suppliant at the feet of palsied despotism.
His coming into the Senate Charnb r was
like a breezy March morning.
He brought
with his presence an air of fresh life; the
breath of out-of-doors, of the fields, of the
woitt-suuj), ui me exuuauge, oi lnieicourse
with the people. He made no intimation of
saying, by your leave, gentlemen; but came
as by right—caring little for the dignified
and solemn ways of those venerable Senators, but hurrying in as if it were a Maine
town meeting. And in the same mannner
be rushed into debate, right and left, dealing
hard blows on all sides, and taking them
without ever a murmur.
Old Senators,
shocked at bis lack of deference and provoked at his temerity, cudgelled him with
downright bitterness—but never a bitter
word iu return—indeed, no word in reply,
but going r’ght on vith the attack—and in
his own free way. A man of a great deal of
knowledge, and on all subjects. He seems
to absorb it through his finger-ends and all
the fibres of his being. And he classifies it
—and lays it away, always ready for immediate use.
Always equipped for battle.
Never falling back to hie entrenchments—
but accepting the gage of war wherever proffered. He is the pluckiest man living—
fears no opponent, nor combination of opponents, and usually wins; and chiefly because
of his supreme faith in himself. In fierce,
excited, rushing debate, he has no equal,
James G. Blaine is a born leader—and the
popular heart responds to his leadership because he treads with resolute step
the advanced lines of thought and action—and
takes counsel of his Hopes, rather than of

4s
4,

Portland Wafer Co.,
Railroad Equipment Co.,
St. Paul & >o. Pacific (guaranteed by No. Pac. R. R.)
Maine Ceutral R. R.

FRANK GOUDY,™ Congress St.

their name and for their cause which, by inwas our rich legacy, he demanded
the enthronement of Liberty and the establishment of Justice.

close-cropped beard,

EDWARD HANLAN, of Toionto, Canada,
Champion Sculler of the World

JUNIOR AMATEUR RACE:

are all in iine

Botwoosa Oalt and Groon.

EVER

PROFESSIONAL SINGLE SCULL
RACE.
Three Miles with Turn-$60O to first, 8200 to seo
ond, $1< 0 to third.
The following famous oarsmen have entered and
will positively appear:

If

heritance

hair and

called at 3.00 o’clock.

d3t

.54
.75
.75
.75

“

Game

an23

FOR

„n
jyso

EVENT

AQUATIC’

WITNESSED IN MAINE.

Ball. WALLACE
ROSS, of St. Ml), N. B.
DIBIGOS vs.J. PEAVY & BROS, of Boston JAMES H, Rl
EY, of Saratoga Springs, N.Y
PRESVM1P8COT PARK

argument back to the sublime purpose and
heroic sacrifices of the Pilgrim Fathers. In

stubby

GREATEST

SENIOR AMI AT EUR

.83
1.00
1.85

8.85
8.50
3.00

Tuesday, Sept. 4.

Base

in all the New Shades and Sizes.
EBON

“

~

the Agricultural

in

are offered for the best Town Team
a,.*d
10 yoke.
ofA®?
Town Clubs of the
County are invited to exhibit
on the grounds under their own
tents, to whom free
tickets will be furislied upon certificate from their
secretary.
Farmers’ Meetings will be held Sept. 12 and 13 In
the evening. Auction Sale of Stock Friday a. m.,
at 11 o’clock.
Members of the Society will be famished Tickets
to the Fair by applying to
J. J. FRYE, Sec.
aug23dtd

THIS WEEK
Special

LAKE MARAKACOOK/

Park,

Large Premiums are offered
and Stock departments.

jy23d2plawThnrm&w7poO- 3m

EOT

Society

PORTLAND,
SEPT. II, 12, 13 & 14, 1883.

the

cry where.
Potter Drug nn<l Chemical Co., Boston.

AT

Ppesunipscot

equale
of

—

Will be held at

A 8 A *JURE FRUIT STIMULANT, for the aged,
** mentally and
physically exhausted, careworn
or overworked, for delicate
females, espeoially
mothers, for those recovering from debilitating diseases, and as a means of reforming those addicted

sweet-

THE

Cumberland County Agri-

pepper.

Ginger,

BEVERAGE, with hot or cold water,

ASA

ever

a

j

j

OF

—

XJREPARED with the utmost skill from IMPORT
ED GINGER, CHOICE AROMATICS and the
purest and best of MEDICINAL FRENCH BRANDY, from the world-renowned vintners, Messrs.OTAR1>, DPPUY & CO., COGNAC, rendering it vastly
superior to all other “Gingers,” au 0f which are
made with common alcohol, largely impregnated
with poisonous fusil oil and strengthened with cay-

enne

Sanford’s

never

FfiRTY SIXTH ANNUAL FAIR

COM PLAINTS

'LERA MORBUS, Cramps,
I'U'
^

■RTEKTjuifnimi).

_entertainments.

Cured without tho Use of the Knife.
WILLIAM READ (M. D., Harvird, 1842), and
ROBERTM. READ (M. D., Hai.ard, 1870), 41
Moiiirrr.fi nlreeI, llo.ion. gird special attention

to the treatment of KIM'IT I, A. 1*11,KM A|kl»
ALL III.*' it AM EM OK THE KEUTUM,
without detection from businoss. Abundant refer
ences given.
Pamphlets sent on application.
Office Hours—12 o 4 o’clock P. M. (except Sun
fel.lodlvr

4.4.'_
l>«*. F. «. It HA I MU

hat* opened an office in
Poland and can he
foun* 1 at

No. 270 .diddle HU
Edward*s and Walkers* Hardware store from

over

Aug

ti,

u»

Aug £7

Miss

Margaret Bryant

HIGH ST.

enURCII,

Wednesday Evening, Ang.
TICKETS

29

$1,00.

to six tor

each person.

iSSSi

aug20dtd

GREENWOOD RI.»K,

iones’

Landing,

Begular Sessions daily

Peaks Island.

from 2.00 to 6.00 and from
7Vj. to 10 pm Admission 10 cts; admission, iucluoiug skates. 20 cts; package of t> tickets §1; children at afternoon session, 10 cts, including skates.
Good door and first class music.
BON>KY A CRAWFORD, Managers,

jiui20-dtf

THE

PRESS.

THURSDAY

MORNING, AUG. 23.

LOUISE

V.

BOYD.

know the secret that its hawthorn keeps;
I know the sorrow thrilling through its pine;
The voiceless visions of its violets.
The joy in a'l its buttercaps ashice.

38®

40

Rice.
lb

Rice,
«@7%
Rangoon
6@6V4
NalrrntiiM.
lb
Saleratus,
5@ 6%
—

Nnii.

Turk’s

Island.

¥ hhd.(bd.)2 00@2 50
Bonaire ....2 00@2 60
Cadi*. du.pd2 00® 2 60
Cadia.b’dl 1 75® 2 00

Liverpool.
Duty paid 175

llurk.
No.
No. 3.
No. 10.
» oz.
3-0 oi.

@34t

5p&ce».
pure.

Cassia
Cloves

@30
lt&22
@36
@20

Of the old woods the music echoes still,

Deep
heart, and not one toue has died;
The red-bird’s carrol, and the robbin’s song,
The cricket’s chirp; along the streamlet side,
In my

30®32
18®22

box.
1.

Bay N

....

—Indianapolis Journal.

Wit and Wisdom.

NOTORIOUS OFFENDER ARRESTED.
The Chief of Police in Hartford has arrest
ed and effectually brought to a standstill that
old offender “Cramps.”
“Cramps” was
“known to the police” for a long time; in fact,
the chief had him in his bowels. “Cramps”
came unexpectedly and at inconvenient times,
with severe gripings and neuralgic paius.
Pekby DaVis’b Pain Killer proved to be
more than old “Jramps” could
stand. The
notorious villain surrendered, and acknowledg*
ed himself beaten.
“That iB one of those restaurants,” said a
fussy naan, who was asked if So-and-so’s was a
good place to get a meal, "where enterprise
and skill are all centered in the charges, and I
always expect to find on bills of fare this notice; “Customers will please report to the
cashier any incivility on the part of the waiters; and it will be promptly added to the

bill.’"

Burnett's Cocoalne[ffrftens the hair when harsh and dry.
J9bothes the irritated scalp.
Affords the richest 1 ustre.
Prevents the hair from falling off.
Promotes its healthy, vigorous growth
Contentmeut; A gentleman sent his coachwith a favorite setter to have the animal
photographed. When the man returned and
presented the proof his master observed: “This
is a good nicture, Mike; but there is a good
deal more of you in it than of Flora.” “Yes
sor,” returned the coachman, “but you Bee,
sor, she was ristless, an’ I tho’t she’d be more
conlint if she knew I was there.”—Brooklyn
man

Eagle.

“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s
Box, and hope plumes her wings anew,” since
the publication of the great Medical Work of
the age, namely; “The Science of Life; or,
Self-Preservation.
Applied proverbs:

"You can’t make a silkpurse out of your sows here,” muttered Bismarck as he signed the edict against American
pork. “Look before you leap,” is the Bad refrain of Roscoe Cockling as he reflects upon
his resignation of his Senatorial seat. “Enough
is as good as a feast,” remarked Frank Hatton
as he named the seventh post-office after him-

self,—Boston Transcript.

REFRESH-

Thus cries alond the fiend wh stands on the
railway platform when the train comes to a
halt. As he cries he beats a huge gong or
brandishes a heavy bell. Then the people
crowd in to partake in a hnrry of cucumbers,

cabbage, tough qfeat, unripe fruit and soggy
pie. In three minutes they finish the work,
which, if done at all, ought to take nearly
twenty. Then they crowd out again and complain of not feeling very well. Pity for them.
Those who have brought Perry Davis’s Pain
Killer with them may avoid attacks of cramp®
and other bowel disorders; bnt as for the
thoughtless folks who have started on their

journey without this valuable aid to travel,
wbai shall they do? Be wise before you prowait till the last
your home drugcan get at it with,

minute, but buy a bottle of
gist and pack it where you
out a moment’s delay.

Superiine and

U.M.Corn, car lots.68y»
low grades. .S 60@4 50 Mix Corn,oar lots @66
X Spring and
Corn, bag lots-70@72
XX Spring. .6 00@0 001 Oats, oar lots.4G
Patent Spring
New Oats.39
Wheats.7 60@8 00 Oats, hag lots. .60
Meal
.G8
Michigan Winter straights 5 25® 5 75 Cottonseed,car lots 28 00
Do' roller.... 0 25@6 60 Cottonseed,bag lots30 00
St. Louis WinSacke«lBran car lot,
ter straight 6 00@6 25
18 00@19 00
Do roller.. .0 60@0 75
do bag lots_
23 60
Winter Wheat
Middlings, car lots 24 00
atents.6 76@7 25
do bag lots
26 50
Produce.
Prov Lkoux.
PorkCranberries, $> bbl—
Maine
12 00®IS 00
Backs. .19 00® 19 60
Cape Cod.16 O0@17 00 Clear.18 00® j 8 50
Pea Beans
2 60@2 75
Mess.17 00®17 50
Mediums....2 50@2 66 Moss Reef.. 12 00® 12 50
German med2 0O@2 26
Ex Moss..12 76® 13 25
Yellow Eyes3 40^3 60
Plate.13 00@13 60
Onions -pbbl. 3 26@3 50
Ex Plate.14 00,a 14 50
50
New Potatoes
Hams
—@1
13Mi@14c
Sweet Potatoes 4 76@$5 Hams covered 14Vfe@16c
Eggs fc> doz. @23c LardTurkeys, & ib.00c I Tub, lb
9y8@ 9Ya
Chickens. .23@25o| Tierces..
9*4® 9%
Fowl.
Pail. io@ioy3
18@c
..

...

if utter.

Need*.
Creamery.25® 26c
Gilt Edge Ver....23a,24c Red Top.3 75@4 00
Choice.17®18c Timothy..... 2 15@2 3 6
Good.14@16c Clover.16 @16
Raisin*.
Store.12@14c

Cheese.
Muscatel.1 70®2 40
Vermont....
10@12 London Lay’r.2 20®2 30
N Y Fact’y..
OnduraVal
10@12
7Yi@10Vz
Applea.
Orange*.
Eating # bbl.. 4 60@5 001 Valencia j
@
Evaporated ib 16 V2@ 18 ya Florida.
@
Dried Apples_9V*@10j Messina.
@
Sliced
...10@10^ Palermo.5 60@6 00
l^emon*.
Sugar.
Granulated ^ lb
9
Messina.4 50@6 00
Extra C.
Palermo
.4 60@6 !»Q
....

...

Daily Press Stock JList.
Corected by Woodbury & Moulton, Investment
Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Par Value
Descriptions.
Offered. Ask
State of Maine Bonds.
...Ill
113
Portland City Bonds, Municipal.100
..120
Portland City Bonds, aid R. K. 105
..121
Bath City Bonds
.100
..102
..111
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years.109
Calais City Bonds.103
107
Cumberland National Bank.. 40.... 57
..58
Canal National Bank.100....168
..170
first National Bank.100....158
..160
Casco National Bank.100.-*.165
..167
Portland

Merchant’s National Bank... 76.. .121
..122
National Traders’Bank.100_167
..159
Portland Company.105
..110
Portland Gas Company. 60.... 65
68
Ocean Insurance Company ...100.... 102
..104
1. & K. R. R. Bonds. 108
..110
Maine Central R. R. Bends 7’s.121
.123
Leeds & Farmington R.R.b’ds 100.... 110
..112
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,100... Ill
113
Rnmford Falls & B R. B, Receiver
1st 7a..107
..110
Portland & Ogdensburg R R gt 6a... .107% 108V*
Portland Water Co., la..
105
106
"
2s.107 ..109
3s.109
.111
..

..

..

..

Hide* and Tallow.
The

following

Portland quotations

are

Hides

on

and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hid-s over 90 Jbs weight.. 7c
^ tb
Ox and Steer Hides between 80@90 tbs.. 6c
p fb
Steer Hides under 90 lbs. 6%cp lb
Cow Hides, all weights.
lb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights. 4e
lb
Calf Skins.10c
& lb
Light and Deacon Skins.26 to 40c each

5%c|>
^

Rendered Tallow.•
Railroad

•.

7%cp lb

Receipts.
Portland, Aug.

22.

Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland

38

miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
84 cars mis ellaneous merchandise.

cars

roads,

Slock market.
The following quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton, cornci
of Middle and Exchange streets.
BOSTON STOCKS.
A. T. & S. F. 80%
Boston & Maine.162
Flint & Pere Marquette common. 23
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred.
99
L. R. & Ft Smith. 20
36
Marquette, Hughton & Out. common.
Mexican Central 7s. 69%
NEW

YORK STOCKS.

G. 24%
Missouri'Pef.. 95%
Omaha common
39%
Wabash preferred. 31%
Northern Paciic preferred.. 77%
Denver & R.

..

orthern Pacific common.

Frisco preferred.
New York

Nloucy IVIarket.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, Aug.22.—Money easy at 2@3 on call;
prime mercantile paper 5 a6 %. Exchange dull at
482% for long and 486 for short. Governrae: ts arc
**

lock nod

Tkn Ykaes before any of the baking powders of the present day were thought of, the
Congresss Yeast Powder had a large sale
throughout New England.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Chicago|& Alton. ...131
Chicogo &' Alton pref.139
Chicago, Burr & Quincy .122

uo

Portland Who esale Market*
FOR THE WEEK ENDING Allg. 22.

There are few changes to report the past week.
Shore Mackerel, large 3s, are quoted at
and Mediums at $9a$IO. In Produce good Butter
has advanced to 14<al6c ancl Store to 12@4c.
Matches have dropped to 70@73c. Turpentine has
advanced to 46®47c. In Oils, Linseed and BoiJed
have advanced

l@2c.

K react.

Pilot Sup.... 8 00@10 00
do sq p 100.
@6 00
Ship.4 25@4 60
6 50
Crackers ft
100. 25®
Candle**.

30

Iron.
Common. 2%@2%
Refined. 2%@2%
Norway- 4%@6%
Cast Steel. ..13
@16
German Steel 8
@10

Shoe Steel.. 3%@
Mould p ft.
12@12% Sheet Iron,
Common ..6%@ 6%
Sperm.25 @30
H. C.7vm 7%
Coal.—(KetaiL)
Cumberland 6 00@6 60 Russia.... 13%
Acadia.6 60@7 00
Galy. .9% @10
Chestnut.6 00@6 50
Lead.
Franklin.7 00^7 60 Sheet.8 @gVa
8
Lehigh.6 00@6 60 Pipe.7 %@
Coffee.
pft.... 20® 20

.Java,
Hto..
10@12Vi
Cooperage.
5Hh4. Shooks ana Heads
MoLCity.. 2 60@ 2 75
8ug. CXiy.. 140® 0 00
j3ng Sawed shk 86® 901
Pine Sigar
Boxshooks
60
45®
Heading.
8 p

Pig.6%@
Leather.

New York,

Light.22
Mid Weight 24

36in.

Heavy.26

Slaughter...36
Gd.Dara’g’d22

@27

@41
@26

90^110

Am. Calf....
Lumber.

South. Pine,30 00@40 00

24
24
26
00
00®27
00® 12 00

22®
22®
24®

Uppers.$56@65

Select.45®56
Fine Common.. ..36®50
Spruce.12 00@14 00
Hemlock... 11 00@13 00
00®
Clapboards.
F^>p’rStavesl2 00@14 00 Spruce, ex.28 00@30 00
do No. 1.17 00@19 00
Spruce r’gh
@12 00|
O. Hud.
Clear....26 00@28 00
2d Clear 20 00®24 00
Staves... .26 00&30 00!
Pine.26 00@60 00
Copper.
I Shingles.
Kplts
25®
Cedar ex.. 4 25@ 4'6n
Y.M. Shfc' fil@17 Va1 Clear. 3 76® 4 00
ing..
Bronze do..,
@17Vi Cedar No.l 3 00® 3 20
V.M. Bolts...
@20
Spruce. 2 00@ 2 16
Cop Dottom?
Laths,
@30
Cordage*
Spruce— 1 76@ 2 00
..

Amer’n

pib.ilVi®

•wsia.11 Va®
Manilla. 16® 17
Manilla Bolt
Hope .17Va®

Pine.

i

w

Sisal.10Va@12Vaj
Drug* and Ufei*.

Acid Oxalic...

16®
63 5

are

me

closing quotations

»iocks:

Erie.
28%
Illinois Central.125
Lake Shore...105
83%
Michigan Central.. ..
New Jersey Central
83%
Erie pref ... 82%
Northwestern.
.122%
Northwestern pref.140%
New York Central.115%
Rock Island.120
,.

St. Paul.101%
St. Paul pref. .118
Union Pacific Stock.
87%
Western Union Tel
70%

@

Matches.

Star.^gross

70@

xTIolatiMCM.
Porto Rico..
36®
Muscovado.
34@
Barbadoes
36@

Che W ool

73
48
35
37

18 Cienfuegos
30@ 33
tart.
65 Boilin
24%@ 24
Aicoiie: 4gal. I 36@2 60 S H in hhds..
@15
Amm.
6!
bbls..
@ 19
Ammonia.
(Vails.
oaro
26@ 27 Oasx
3 10@3 26
8
IVavai Mtor«
Asnes, pot.... 6»4@
Bals copabia.. CO® 65 lar, & hbx..
3 60 v 3 75
Beeswax. 46® 60 Pitch(C.Tar) 3 76@4O0l
Wil. Pitch.. 3 50(33 75
Bleaching
6
Powaers....
3®
3 25®4 25
Borax.
4 0 47
lurpt’ne.g’l
Brimstone...
3® 3V» Oakum.
8®
^ a
40
Cochineal. 35
OH.
3 Kerosene.
1V2@
Copperas...
®10Ve
Cream Tartar
37® 3‘J Port. Ref.P’tr
® 844
Ex. Logwood.
12® 17 Water White
11V»
60
Devoe
Brill’t.
Gum Arabic
20®
|
@14Va
Aloes cape...
16® 25 Pratt’ Astral.
@14
26 ® 2H Ligonia.
Camphor.
18%
54® 60 1 Sperm.1 35@1 40
Myrrh.
Opium........ 4 26^4 40 I Whale. 65® 70
60
Shellac. 35® 4y Bank.
indigo.1 00@1 26 Shore. 43@ 45
46,cl 56
Iodine. 2 60@2 66 Porgie.
67® 68
Ipecac.
@1 25 Linseed.
60® 61
Licorice, rt.... 16® 20 1 Boiled do....
Lai ex. 34® 40 Liard.
76@ 80
31orphino.3 35®3 46 Castor .1 35@1 45

Ohio ana Pennsylvania—
PicklocK and XXX.40
Choice XX.37

@

42

FineX.35

@

35

@

32

45@"

@38

Medium.38

lb.

Countr Hides, heavy at 7 67%c
lb.
Country Hides, light, at 6%@7c <j[) lb.
Tallow
lb.
4(64%c
Country
Calf Skins ll@12%o P lb.
Sheep Skins 25@50c each.
Lamb Skins at 60®7oc eaeh.
The trade for Beef Cattle opened slow at a decline
in prices equal to %c & lb from those obtained one
week since. The quality of the Cattle ottered for
sale was mostly of a good grade,prices foi the
larger
portion of them ranging from 6%@6%c ^ lb live
weight. The demand for shipping Cattle was light.
Prices of Veal Calves ranged from at 3®7c t> lb.
or 2 50(g$12
head.
Working Oxen—Not much call for them and but
few pairs In market. Wo notice sales
Qirth.
lbs.
Price
1 Pair.7
4
3500
$170
2860
110
$136
J Pair.6
10
Ifpair .6
2860
$140
1 Pair.9
4
2400
$115

Milch Cows and Springers—The market is dull
with a lighter supply. We note sales of 4 new Milch
Cows at $210, the lot; 1 extra do $70.
Sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep cost 5%@0%
■P* lb Lambs 7c lauded at the yards.
Swine—Western Fat Hogs cost, landed at the

slaughter houses, $5%(3$«%c ^ lb live weight,

Doweatic illaikrSH
fBy Telegraph.)
Aug. 22.—Flour market—Receipts
,J%^yORK.
19,(>(>9 bbls; exports 4071 bbls; quiet and firm,
prices shwing no marked change; light export demand and very moderate inquiry from local trade;
sales 13,800 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 45@3 50; Superfine
Western and State at 3 20@4 00; common to good
extra Western and State 4 20@4 00; good to choice
do at 4 70@7 26; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25@7 00; fancy do 7 10@7 60;
common to good extra Ohio at 4 2u@0
75; commo
to choice extra St. I^ouis at 4 20 67 00: Paten
Minnesota extra good to prime 5 0060 60: choic
to double extra do at 0 80(67 50; including 1,900
bbls City Mill extra a 6 50^6 00; 850 bbls No 2
at 2 60@3 66; 700 bbls Superfine at 3 20(64
00;
900 low extra at 4 20@4 60 4300 bbls Winter
Wheat extra at4 20@7 60; 4,100 bbls Minnesota
extra 4 20 a,7 00, Southern steadily held;oommon to
fair 4 25(a>5 30; good t > choice 5 35 60 75. Wheat
—receipts 142,468 bush;export* 220,294 bush ship
ping quiet but firm: Winter on spot opened strong,
dosing %@% lower; options opened shade lower,
afterwards advanced %@%c, later lost %@»/ac,
closing firm; export light and speculation quietjsaies
172,000 bush futures, 198,000 bush spot; No 2
Spring i 13%; No 4 Red 1 04%; No 3 at 1 14%@
l 16; No 2-at 1 19%@1 20 elev, 1 18% f o b. 1 20
deliveredlfrom store, 1 21@1 21% in elev,No 1 Red
State at 1 23; White do 1 21. I%> < firmer. Western sold at 78%e delivered. I'oru— spot and Aug
1@1 % higher; later options opened rather easier,
afterwards advanced %@%. closing steady with a
reaction of %6Vsc; export demand
light and more
doing in speculation .receipts 98,650 bush; exports
25,937 bush; sales 1,072,000 bush future. 167,000
on spot No 3 at 60%(6«l%c; No 2 at 64%o
elev,
65%@66c afloat; No 2 White 67%c, low Mixed at
64c. No 2 for August 63<%@64%c, closing at 64c;
September 62%(®63%c, closing at 63 %c October
at62%@63%c, closing 63%c. Nov at 62%@63c,
closing at 62%c. Ona spot %@% higher joptions
opened %@% better, closing with a reaction of Vs
@% ; moderate trade; receipts 62,338 bush; exports
-; sales 306,000 bush futures. 91,000 busies pot:
No 3 at 34c; do White 36c; No 2 at
36%c; White
39(639% c; No 3 at 36%c; White at 45c; No 2 Chicago 36V c afloat; Mixed Western at 36(637c; do
White at 40@48c. White State 44@48%,including
6000 bush No 2 for August at 35%(63'><%, closing
ivu ou

72 u, ou,wu

aepiemoer i34*%(aaoc,Ci08ingat3o%c. Sugar firm refining 6 9-16@6 1116c: maraet for refined is quiet—C at 6%@6% ;Kxtra C 7@7%; do White 7%@7%c; off A 7%@8c;
standard A 8%c; powdered at 8%@9; granulated
at 8 9-16@8%c: Con. A 8%c; cut loaf and crushed 9 Cube.* at 8%c. Molasses quiet. Petroleum
-united 1 09. Tallow flrm:eales 90,000 lbs 7%r<£
8c. Pork is weak; sales 100 bbls mess spot 14
110 bbls clear back part at 18 2&^gl8 60; options
neglected. I.ard opened 4@5 points higher, af
terwards declined 8ai0, closing weak: trade dull;
sales 6C0 tcs prime steam spot 9 0 ; 126 city steam
at 8 76; refined for continent at 9 80; S A at 9 90.
Butter steady; Penn.
Creamery at 22%@23; State
1&@23; Western at 9^22. Cheese stronger; State
uo lor

25;

7(£9%.
Freights to Liverpool lower;Wheat steam2%.
Chicago, Aug. 22.—Flour is strong; patents 26c
higher. Wheat—Regular quiet at 1 02 for August:
1 •. 2%@1 02% for September; 1 04%@1 04% for
October: 1 06@L06% for November; No 2 Chicago
Spring 1 02 V*; No 3 do at 91@96c; No 2 Red Winter l 09. Com is higher; 61 %c cash; 61%@61%c
for August; 50%(&60%c for September; 60%(®
50%c for October; 48%c lor November, Oats are
higher at 26%c for cash; 27c for August; 26 %@
26%c for September;27c for October; 27% for November.
Rye easier at 68c Barley quiet at 62@
64c for December. Pork nominally unchanged at
12 30@i2 35 for cash and August; 12 30@12 32%
for September: 12 42%@12 45 October. H9t@
11 96 for November.
Lard nominally unchanged
at 8 65@8 67 % cash August and September: 8 60
@8 62% for October; 8 26@8 27 Va for November.
Bulk Meats are firmer; shoulders at 6 00; short rib
7 06: short clear 7 3".
Receipt*—Flour 14,000 bbls,wheat 117,000 bush,
corn 481,000 bush, oats 194,000 bu, rye 60,000 bu.
barley 6000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 11,000 bbls, wheat 6,000 bu,
corn 190,000 bush, oats 138,000 bu, rye 26,000 bu.
barley 1900 bush.
Sr. Louis, Aug. 22.—Flour steady. Wheat lower;
No 2 Red Fall 1 06% cash; 1 06 August; 1 06%
for September; 1 09% for October; 1 11% for November; No 3 at 99Vac^l 00%. Pork firm 12 76.
Lard quiet at 8 00 bid.
Receipts—Flour 3,000 bbls, wheat 107 000 bust
corn 00,000 bush, oats 00,000 bush,rye 0,000 bush,
barley 0,000 bush.
Shipments-Flour 12,000 bbls, wheat 5,200 bu,
corn 0,000 bush,oats 00,000 bush.rye 00,000 bush,
barley OOOO bush.
Detroit,Ang. 22.—Wheat steady .No 1 White fall
cash 1 10%. September 1 10%; October at 1 lOVs;
November 1 14; No 2 White at 1 04%; No 2 Red
Winter at 1 11%.
Wheat—Receipts 33,000 bujshipments 22,000 bu.
New Orleans, Aug. 22.—Cotton dull; Middling
uplands 9% c.
Mobile,SAug. 22.—Cotton is easy; Middling uplands 9%c.
Savannah, Aug. 22.—Cotton is dull; {Middling
uplands 9%c.
Memphis,Aug. 22.—Cotton steady: Middling up
lands 9%c.
_

European ?larket«.
(By Telegraph.)
London, Aug. 22.—U. S. 4s, 122%; 4%s,U4%.
Liverpool, Aug. 22—12.30 p. M—Cotton market
—moderate inquiry and freely supplied; uplands at
5%d; Orleans o%d: sales lu,000 bales ^peculation
and export 1000 bales.

Michigan-

Extra and XX.34
Fine.33
Medium.38
Common.28

@ 30

25
No 1.16
delaine—
and
Combing
Pine and No 1 combing.42
Fine delaine.
38
Low and coarse.30
Medium unwashed.25
20
Low unwashed.
10
California.

@42

@20
@

@
@35
@30

@22

@30

Texas.17

Montevideo.27

Cape Go«* IIopo.26
The

39
25

Wool market remains the

@30
@35

@35
@ 28

Buenos

Australian
Donskoi.

43
40

same as

@17
@29

@ 32
@32
@44
@28
noticed

last week, with a steady demand from manufacturand prices remain unchanged. Desirable lots of
Wool are held with considerable firmness, and there
Most holders
is no great pressure to buy or sell.
are confident that prices are as low now as they wilj
be this year. Calfornia Wool has been quiet, and
the demand almost exclusively for the best Northern spring, which may be quoted from 28@30c, alers

though the latter price 1?
foreign Wool nothing of

very extreme figure. In
any consequenco has been
a

done,
Boston Produce Market.

Boston, Aug. 21.—The following were to-day’s
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter We quote We tern creameries at 21@
23c for choice, 18@20c for fair and good: Northern
creameries at 21 @23c for choice, 1 M(a>20c for fair
and good; New York tu Vermont dairies 19@21c
lb tor choice, 15@18c for fair and good; choice
Western dairy at 14@i6c and Western ladle packed
13@15; choice grad es scarcettrm.
Cheese dull; 9@9y2c for choice and 7y2@8V2
for fair and good; 6@7c for common.
Eggs—22@23c for Eastern,2 l@22c for New York
and Vermont, 20@21 for Nova Scotia and P E I.
Potatoes—Wo quote Jersey and Rhode Island at
1 65@I 76 V
bbl._
C

hicago

Live Block

Market.

(By Telegraph.)
Chicago. Aug 22—Hogs-Receipts 11,000 head;
shipments-head; strong; packing at 4 60@5 05;
60.
packing and shipping d 1
Cattle—Receipts 8,000head; shipments 1,400 lid;
good choice shipping steers 5 10^5 76.
Sheep—Receipts 510 head; shipments 1400 head;
good 3 25; choice 3 50.

Ar at Cadiz 18th,
barquo Proteus, Small, from
New York.
Sidfm Liverpool
Kendall.
21st, ship Farragut.
b
San Francisco.

BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, sch Viola Reppard, Ogier
Brunswick.
Cld 21st, schs May McFarland, Montgomery, for
Portland; Maggie I> Marston. Pendleton, Camden;
liS i>erby, Naylor, Bath; Lizzie Carr, Teel, Bangor.
Sid, schs May McFarland, and M D Marston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 29th, schs Carrie A Norton Hodgdou, Kennebec; John E Sandford, Handren; Mary Weaver, Weaver, do;
*JeBsie Hart, Wall,
Bichmond, Va, lor Boston, (to repair.)
Cld 29th, soli D W Hunt, Baker, Hallowell.
Ar 21st, sehs Lulu. Baker, fm
Windsor, NS; Daylight, Hopkins. New Yora; S B Vronan, Hughes,
Booth bay.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, barque Fred W Carlon,
Spalkhaver, Progresso 16 days; brig Mary Bartlett,
Welch, Curacoa; Junietta Thompson, Addison;
Mary SSewart Coombs, *nd L I) Wentworth, Pendleton, Bangor; Hannibal, Pendleton, Bangor; Orozimbo, Guptlll, New Haven.
Ar 22d, ship Swallow, Dnncan, Havre; barque
Nellie Brett, Savin. Inagua.
Cld 21st, barque Coryphene, Ginn, Anjler.
Passed the (iate 2l*t, brig Edith, Turner, from
New York for Portland: sens Sammy Ford, do for
Pembroke; Gen Hall, do for Kocklaud; Diadem,
do for Boston; Cabot, do for do.
MYSTIC—Ar 20th, sch Island Belle, Hall, New
York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar2l8t, sch Rosa Mueller, McLean, Pensacola; Emma F Hart, Davis, Apalachicola.
Sid 21st, schs Freddie Eaton, Mot*, and Abigail
Haynes, Smith, New York; Oregon, Sylvester, for
Rookland; Ella, Coombs, New York.
BRISTOL—Ar 20tb, sch Ruth S Hodgdou, Anderson. Hallowell.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 19th, sobs Annie Leo, lor Greenport; Flora King, and Freddie
Eaton, for New York Annie L Moreen, for Balti-

Trains leave Portland

8.‘J5 A. HI.—For

POWDER
Pure.

Avon, Smith, Ellsworth; Atalanta, Arey, Rockland;

Cld 22d, barque Am Lloyds, Travis, Guantanamo;
sch Minquas, Cobb, Rockland.
LYNN—Ar 21st, sch A Richardson, Patersball,
New York.
BANGOR—Ar

20th, schs Carrie Bell. Seavey,
Boston; Sophia Wiley, Turner, and J P Ober, Denning, Portland.
BOOTH BA Y—Ar 20th, schs Sarah Hill, Robinson, Oamden for Portland; Three Sistets.Thompson,

Friendship

for do.

Sid

20th, sch Elect, Gray, (from Portland) for
Rockland.
BATH—Passed up 22d, sch Cassia Jameson, from
Portland for Gardiner.
Passed

Passed

down, sch

John H Converse.

FOREIGN POiri'M.
Aujior Head July 12, ship Leading Wind,

Hinckley,

Iloilo for Boston.

Mauritius July 16, ship Suliote, Owen, from
Calcutta, for New York, ar June 28.
Ar at Gibralter 3d inst, barque Haunah McLoon,
Keen, from Algiers for New York, (first and second
officers severely wounded by one of theciewwho
struck them with a sLeath knife.)
Ar at Nuevitas July 27th, sch L F Warren, Johnson, Cardenas.
Ar at Trinidad 9th inst, barque Augustine Kobbe,
Ford, New York via Zaza.
Sid fm Havana 11th, brig R M Heslen, for Delaware Breakwater.
At Sagua 13th inst, barque Jose E More, Carlisle,

waiting.

Ar at Canso 20th, sch Golden Belt,
Swain, from
Pictou for Portland.
Ar at St

John, NB, 21st, ephs Julia S, French,

Afton, McIntyre, Portland; Sea Bird, Andrews,
Rockland.
and

(4POKEN.

Aug 20, lat 37 50, Ion

74

south.

20, sch

R F

Hart, bound

smUER HOTELS.

THE

WAJ_,DO

Little Cliebengtie Island, Portland
Harbor, He.
mills Hotel, just completed by the Little CkeX beague Island Association, will be open to the
public July 9, 1883.
This Island, seven miles from Portland, in full
view of the city, Is the gem of “Casoo Bay.**
The Hotel contains sixty sleeping rooms of good
size, broad halls, spacious dining room and parlor,
veranda on all sides. 14 feet wide; lighted through

out with gas;
electric hells in every room;
pure
spring water conducted into each story; drainage
perfect; good sea bathing; every facility for sailing,
shore and deep sea fishing; communications with the
city regular and reliable two steamers making
round trips from Portland, four times per day.
Terms reasonable. For information and terms address “THE WALDO.” Idttlf diebeavuc
Inland, Portland, IYlniue, or HOLMi>H <k
AIM1!I§, No, 22 Exchange Ntreel, Portland, vi nine.
jySdtf

ITTEPS

system.

For sale

aug9

by

all

Druggists

and

Dealers generally.
eoa&wlmo

iSTEWS,

Sch May Wyman, Ober, Rockland—limo to CW

Bolknap

& Son.
Sch Three Sisters, Thompson, Friendship.
Sch Susan. Geyer. Pemaquid.
Sell Mary Elizabeth, Duntou, Booth bay.
Schs Henry K Willard, Willard, with 140 bbls
mackerel; Sea Foam. 80 do.

THE

Cleared.
Steamer Eleanora, Bragg, for New York-J B
Jr.
Coyle.
Sell S P Adams, Greenlaw, Calais, to load for New
York -J B Dodge.
Seh Sardinian, Holbrook, ltockland.
Sell OrrlBsa B Kimball, Kimball, Boottabay—N
Blake.
SAILED—Brig Tally Ho; eebe M L Wood, and
Lizzie S Haynes.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
W1SCASSET, Aug 19— Sid, sch Buena Vista,
Portlaud.
Dodge,
Aug 20—Ar, schs Fillmore. Scott, Bootbbay; Robt
Woodruff. Lewis, and Isabella, Lewis, Boston; Cam*
bridge. McVlahou. do.
GARDINER, Aug 17—Ar, sch Jos Eaton, Chat

field, Portland.
Sid, sch Fred W Chase, Nason. Philadelphia.
Aug i 8—Ar, sch Minnie C Taylor. Hamilton, New
York; Ada A Kennedy, Kennedy, Portland; Carrie
Strong. Strong, Boston.
Aug 20—Sid, sch (late steamer) Maggie J Smith,
Washington; Abbie Duun, GilchriBt, Richmond.

New Vessels—A large barque will be launched
from the yard ol Goss & Sawyer. Hath to-day.
The new schr H O Higginson, in the yard of E
Soule & Co, Bath, is to be launched 25th. She is
owned at Rockland and is to be com anded by Cant
A N Fales, late f scbr Addie M Bird.
Ezekiel Dyer, at Millbridge. has a schr of 120
tons ready to launch, understood to be for sale.
The ship in the yard of C V Minott, IMupsbnrg
is all plauked in and caulked, an t will be lauuched
next month.
I Hagan & Ca, Bath, have the frame up for a schr
of 220 tons, to be mployed in the fishing business.
Will be off next month.
FROM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Sid fm

Antwerp 21st, lust, barque P J Carleton,

Amesbury, New

Yoik.

BEST THING KNOWN

««

WASHIN Gr aotBLEA0HBT G
IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLO WATER.
$AVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction,
tfo family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.
Il-tll.KO.t

DM.

Proprietors,

1MC -A. N II o o X>

:

SUMMER

ARRANGEMENT.
TAKES EFFECT

Monday, July 23d, 1883.
trains will run as follows:
TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.

Passenger

Nos. of Trains.
Fbosi Bkidgtox
Bridgton, Leave
Sandv Creek,
Ingall’s Road,

6

13
mls.

a.

a.

m.

0.05

p. m

m.

10.20

6.00
6.07

6.12
10.27
t6.30
10.45
t6.34 110 49
Perley’s Mills,
Witham’s,
16.38 110.53
Rankin's Mills,
t6.58 til.13
7.05
11.20
Bridgton Janet. Ar.
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.
2
6
7
8
14
16

Nos. of Trains.
Foa Bbidgton

mls.

Bridgton Junet. Leave
Rankin’s Mills,
Witham’s

Perley’e Mills,
Ingall’s Road

Sandy Creek.
Bridgton, Arrive,
1 Stops when signalled

2

4

g

p. m.

p. m.

2.15
12.22
t2.42

8.00
18.27

12.46
12.60

18.31
t8.36

3-08
3.15

8.63

H0.05
110.36
110 40

or

7.00

a. m.

9.65
2
8
9
10
14
16

t6.25
t6.29
16.33
t6.63

10.45
10.68
11.06
notice to

18.07

9.00
conductors.

jy24

dtf

Railroad,

Boston & Maim*
SUMMER

arrangement.

PANNENGEKTKAINN B ILL LEAVE
PORTLAND for RONTON
6.16, 8.46 a. m., 12.66 and 6.30
_

Hun !

arriving at Boa ton at 10.46,
—S_J£fl—a m 1.16 4.45, and 10.00 p.m.
RONTON FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 3.30, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
at 12.55, 5.00, 8.15 and 11.00 p. m.
HON ION
FOR OIsD ORCHARD H K it’ll, at 8.00,
9.00 a. m., 12.80, 3.30 and 7.00 p. m. 01.0
ORCHARD REAC H FOR RONTON at
6.40, 9.13 a. m., 1.23, 3.50 and 6.54 p. ra.
FORT! AND
FOR
NCABRORO
ITRACII.AIVI)

POINT,

PIUE

at

6.15,8,46.

10.25 a. m., 12.35, 2.16, 6.15, 6.00,,'.and 8.16 p.m.
FOR OLD ORCHARD BEACH at 6.15,
8.46, 10.25 a. m., 12.35, 12.55, 2.15, 6.16, 6.00,
6.30 and 8.15 p. m. Returning leave OLD ORCHARD at 7.59, 9.34,11.40 a.m., 12.29, 2,46,
4-33, 5.00. 7.25, 7.48 and 10.30 p. m.
PORTLAND FOR «AUO, at 6.15, 8.45,10.26 a. m.,
12.36.12.55. 6.16, 6.00,6.30 and 8.15*p.m. FOR
BIDDEPORD at 6.15, 8.46,10.2o a.m.,12.35,
12.55, 6.15, 6.00 and 8.15* p. m. FOR KENNE BUNK at 6.16, 8 45 a.m., 12.55, 5.15 and
8.15* p. in. FOR WGLLNt at 6.15, 8.45 a. m.,
and 5.16 p.m. FOR NORTH BERWICK,
GREITFALLN.ANDDOVER, at 6.16,
8.45a.in.,12 556.15ami 6.30pm.FOR NALMON
FA 1.1.*, at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.56, and 6.16
FOR
EXETER. HAVERHILL,
p.m.
LAWRENCE, AND LOWElsL at 6.16,
8.45 a. m., 12.55, and 6.30 p, m.
FOR NEW
MARKET! at 6.15, and 8.45 a. m.
FOR
ROCIIENTER. FARMINGTON. N. H.,
ALTON BAY, WOLFHOROUGH AND
CENTRE HARBOR at 8.45 a. m., and 12.56
p. m. FOR MANCHENTERt AND CONCORD! N. H«, (via New Market Jet.) at 6 15
a. m., (via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.
MORNING TRAIN LEAVEN KENNEBUNK
FOR PORTLAND at 7.25.
♦Stops an hour and a quarter at Old Orchard

Beach.

t Passengers may also reach these points by taking
the 2.15 p. m. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach until 3.60 p. m.
gg^lhe 12.66 p. m, train from Portland connects with Nonnd Fine Nieamerw for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 6.30
p. m.. train with all Rail Fine* for New York
and tne South and West.
Parlor Uar* on all through trains.
Seats
secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.

sense—mechanical,
by

professional—

0.40

M

STEAMER

4.60
0.45

Leaves
Portland.
A.M.

A. M.

3.16

0.20

7.36

6.00

9.45

11.16

P. M.
2.30
3.46

6,00

p. M.
2.40
3.50
6.15

s#

sit

CAPT. A. H. OLIVER,
will leave as follows,
except on Excursion
when notice will be given in the
daily papers.

I^eave
Portland.

Leave
Peaks.

A. M

A. M

10.00
12.00

10.30

P. ST.

P. M.

PM.

2.40
6.10
6.80

6.20
6.40

2.30
6.00
6.20

MINNEHAHA.

CAPT. WB, J. CHAIR.
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves

Evergreen and Tref.

Portland.
A.M.
9.00
10.80
12.00
P.M.

days,

Leave

White Head.
A. M.
10.46

Cushing’s

Diamond.
A.M.

A.M.
9.40
11.20

9.60
11.30
.P.M.
12.16

P.M.
12.25
-2.39
6.00

2.00
3.16
6.00

2.40

6.16
6.40

6.30

A. M.

Steamers will run to aocomodate the PavtlUan
Entertainment. 25 cents for the round trip and
free admission to the pavlllion.

P. M.
12.25

P. M.

B. J.

0.00
nr

P.M.

P.M.

STEAMER

Leave

1.80
2.45
5.00

3.30
7.30

p.

9 40

11,30

—

2.16

Last

9.30

11.10

12.40

0.10
7.25
9-30

9.20
11.00

11.46

2.00

A. m.

11.00

GAZELLE

CAPT. A. 9. OLIVER.
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
White Head Cnahmos
Peaks'.
A.M.
A.M.
AJSt.

10.30
12.16
PM.

STEAMER GAZELLE.

for

Trips

Island

9.00 and

10.16

STEAMERS.

on

WILLARD, Manager.
iyafdM

10.15
from Peaks’

ISLAND

a.

lUonmoutb.

Farmington,

6TE.4.VERB.

JULY 24. 1888.

m.

Every Wednesday and Saturday,
From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday and Friday.

morning.

From
P

sailing vessel.
Freight for the Weet by the Penn. B. R..
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
Pa—age Tea Delian.

8Through

msfHums
-To-

ORCHARD

REACH

-AND-

CAMP

ELLIS.

OO Cents.
tDtrnp Kllia anil
th°

ro'urn

ob8erTatl,,n

far8

rid
of lL

♦

Jlyl6dtf

at

Geu.

12.22, 2.45, 7.30,
Agent.

and

9,49

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.

Long Wharf, Ho-lon.

A. M.
6.16
7.35
9.20
11.16

M.
6.09
7.30
9.36
11.09

P. M.
1.15
2.20

P. M.
12.20
2.36
3 45
6.09
6.46

A.

3.35
6.16
6.36

9.16
10.16

[10.40

a

Company.

and Friday Evenings,
W^nasaBiJtwo...
o clock or on arrival of Steamboat

10.30

at 11.16

Express Trains
Boston, for Iiockiand, Castine, Deer Isle
Sedgwick, (Stage from -edgwlek to Blue Hill on arof Steamer), South West and Bar Harbors.
MUbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Connect at ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE
HILL, SURREY and ELI.SWORTH, Friday’e trip.
At BAR HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBOLtMOINE, HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and
gO’,
ELLSWORTH each trip, also with B. & B. Steam
ers at Rockland,
going East, for Bangor and River
Landings each trip.
RRTV^ RNINir, will leave Machiasport
every
jlon.lay and Thursday,at 4.30 a. m., touching at intermediate landings,and
connecting at Portland with
Pullman and
morning train for Boston.
early
Hwton and Bangor Steamers at
i>.
u!1160.1
(coming West, and receive passengers and
^r°m
and River Landings for Portfrom

with steamer

for

6.00

arriving

p. m., connecting with
10 00 p m.

at

will leave Long Wharf, foot of

Exchange Street,
10.00

Eastern Railroad,

E. CUSHING.

jul84t

Peaks’, Long, Little and Great Vha>
beague Islands.

AFTERNOONS.

Great Chebe<gue at.4.30 p. a.
Little Cliebeague at.
4.45 p. m
Long Island at.6.00 p. a.
“
Jones'Landing at. 6 30 ■ a.
Regular Fare (round trip).26 ea
Fare to Peaks’ Island (round trip).16 ea

Leate

Boston

JSST?1 T^tAgent

ItHuiM, JmwM, 1883.

for

RETCRNINO,
Leave Little Chebeague at.11.09 a. m.
Long Island at.11.16 a. a.
•*
Peaks’ Island at.11.89 a. a
Arriving at Portland at
..11.46 a. a

GEORGE L. DAY,

m

m.

at

for Peaks’, Long, and Little Chebeague

a. m.

2.16 p.

Gouldsboro

train for

Managof.

STMER GEN. BARTLETT

Lamorne, Hancock and Sullivan, each trip.
Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 a. m.
Monday Wednesday and Friday, touching at South
West Harbor and Rockland, arriving in Portland
about

L. L. LINCOLN. Snpt.
Portland. Juno. 10. 1883
octl4dtf

i.li

9.00

•TIME TABLE.

nesday’s trips.

Harbor

T. H.
1.09
2.36

2.20
6.30

Jy2

foi’

At Bar

p. M.

12.60

7.35
9.39
11.09

Steamer will ran to accommodate the RollerskatRink, leaving the city at 7.3
returning at 9.15
and 20.16. Tickets, with admission te
Garden, 36
cents. Will run as above until further notice
CHAS. A. SPARROW, Treaa. and

The new Steamer CITY OF
RICHMOND,
inpi. Win. fc. DcnuiNon, leaving same wbarf
every Monday, Wednenday, & Saturday Evat
11
16
enings
o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat
Expiess Trains from Boston, for Mount Deser
(Southwest Bar Harbors) touching at Rockland onh
and arriving at Bar Harbor about 10
a. m next daV
Connections made at Rockland with steamer
Blue Hill, Surrey and
Ellsworth, Monday’s and Wed

Leave Janton for Portland
and
'-Cfj*S£ggaLewi*ton 4.45 and 9.45 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.45 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
connections
with Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld,
Stage
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.

r. M.

12.30
2.00
3.00
6.16
9.30

A. If.

ing

laud)

BAIIiROAB.

A. H.
6.30
7.20
9.46
10.60

7.1)0
9.00

Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
dsa’-'c
M.jwv'f -_f- Charles I leering, will leave Kailr-S'ibtat' road Wharf, Portland, Tuesday

1

Or eat Chebeague
mnslo evear
evening on board this steamer, for a sail- (tom iSt
bay and a dance on Long Island—leaving Lon*
Wharf at 7.16. Fare for sail and danco 36 ea.
,

V
v

/Steamers!

Trains leave Portland
At 9 a. m. Dally (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Conway Junct., Kittery,
Portsmouth. Newbury port, Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.30a. m.
At 8,45 a. m. for Cape Elisabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South

FARE $1.00.
The

at

^Through

a.

m., 12.65 and 6.30 p.

Semi-Weekly Line

lo all

p.
m-

Points South anil

Tickets for Seals and
norths sold at Depot Ticket Office only.
dune 17.1883 •
PAYS0N TUCKER,
D. W. SANBORN,
General Manager.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
aMaster of Trans.
Gen’l Pass’r Agent
Junl6dtf
Car

yard Haven.

Goods shipped by this line destined
beyond Portland
New York, will be at once forwarded to their
on arrival.
Tiokets and State Rooms can bo ohtained at 22
Exchange Street.
_•* **. COYLE, Jr., Ueneral

or

destination

ll

Agent:

Portland, May 10, 1883.

dtf

_

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Bound Brook Route.

IUNINTH

Enstport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N. B., Halifax, N, S., Ac.

Philadelphia.

THREE TRIPSPER WEEK.

Philadelphia

ON ANB AFTER HON.
BAY, JIAYIlIh Fleam.
ere
of
ihle Line will
<s—c——>;*i ii iSl I.rave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State itreet, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 8 p. m., for
East port and St.
John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston, St.
./«■»»»■

Express Trains, Double Track, Slone Balias
aure t

buy

ticket* (at any railroad
office in New England) via

or

Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock Grand
Meuan, Camnobelle, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Archer!*
Plcton, shediao, Bathurst, Daihensie, Char
lottetown Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and othei
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Connties, Rail Roads, and Stage Ront.ee.
^"Freight received up to 4 p. m. and any In.
formation regarding the same may be bad at the
offloe of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tieket*

steam-

BOUND BROOK ROUTE

FARE
I One Way, 8'4 50.
New York and Philadelphia, j Excars ion, 4.00.
NEW ENGLAND AtlENCV,

ail

State

Gen. Manager.
H. P. BALDWIN,

Grand Trunk

T. C.

nuvTI

C.G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Pas*. & Tick. Agt.
Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt.

On and after Monday, June ‘43th,
Train, will run a. fallow.:

DEPARTURES:
Auburn and Lewiston,7.10

Par
and 6.20 p. m.
For Clorhnm, 3.30

a. in.,

TICKET OFFICES

HEXCHANGE STREET
-ANDINDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
Canada, Detroit. Chicago,Milwaukee
Cincinnati, St. Louts. O innha, Snginnw.St. Paul, Salt l.ake
City,
Deuver, San Francisco,

To

a

CALIFORNIA,
china,

and Australia.
For Freight,

Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Eas-

points in the
West and Southwest.

tern

Agents,

U. I. BARTLETT Jk
■ lasinii dircrl, Cor. Hread CO., Roaion.
Mi.,
„or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
feb8dtf
31 Exchange St., Portland.

(Jeueral Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of passsage tickets by the White Star,
Cnnard, Anchor, State, American. Red Star,
North German Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam aud Italian lines, all tlrst class
from all points in
j fast passage steamers, to aud
1

FOR

I Europe.
!

Cabin, 2d Cabin

rope* to inland place* in the United States. Sterand Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plana, circulars, sailing schemes
Ac. and other information apply to J L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. fe0x 979
lanlO

ly

whitITstar
STV

EVANS’
Agency and Printers’

Warelionse,

lOO WANEIINISTON
B NTON
Hi.,
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type, and all kind* of
Printer*’ Material*. Advertisements inserted in all
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers'
oweet prices
Send for estimate*.

steerage outward and

ling

G. P. A.
oct7dtf

€.

an*

prepaid ticket* from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid ticket* from inland places in Eu-

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.

Advertising

apply

Manager'
dtf

Islands, New Zealand and
Australia*
Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the
aud
10th,
20th of each month, carrying
1st,
1.16
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Fr&nChi
j cisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
9.00
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands. New Zealand

and Auburn, 8.36 a. m„
and 5.60 p. m.
From Uorhnrn, mixed, 9.40 a. m., 6.00 p.m.
From Chicago. Montren. and Quebec,
12.36 p.m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 6.20 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.

T.

and

Sandwich

Front Lewiston

j.

President,

TO

1883,

Montreal nnd Chicngo

T
..
STEPHENSON,
J.
SPIOER Superintendent.

information

Exchange St.

Jgggggggjiig

(mixed,land 5.20 p.m.
Montreal, Quebec and

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

40

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CO.

12.46,

Northwest,

and further

HKP8EY,

Railway of Canada.

CHANGE OF TIME.

engo 1.80 p.m.
For Gsrhnm,
a. in.

Rooms

Company's Office,

Washington Street, Boston.

J. E. WOOTTEN,

follow* vix:
Leave llarpswell 6.00 a. m., 2.46 p. m., Great
Chebeague, East end, 6.30 a. m., Jenks’, 6.46 a.
m., 3.30 p. m., Little Chebeague, 7.00 a. m., 3.45
p. m., Long Island, 7.20 a. m., 4.06 p. m.. arriving
^
at Portland at 8 a. m., 4.46 p. m.
Returning, leave Custom House Wharf, Portland.
9.30 a. tu.,0.16 p. m., Long Island, 10.10 a.
m.,
6.66 p. m., Little Chebeague, 10.30 a. m.. 7.16 a.
m., Great Chebeague, Jenks’. 10.46 a. m„ 7.30 a!
“•’Eaet End, 7.36 p. m., arriving at Harpswell at

8.16p.

m.

SUNDAY TRIPS.
Leave Portland, 10.00 a. m., 6.30 p. m. returning
"
leave Harpewell, 2.45 p. m.
For Passage or Freight, apply on board to
3y2dtf
Capt. GEO. F. WEST. *
STEAMERS.

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
desiring to nd for friends In the Old Cointry will save money by boring their prepaid
steerage ticket* at the General Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake the
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at present reduced rates by tbeConard and other fast
first
class mail steamers coming direct across the
ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream
route, thus avoldingau
dangers from tee and icebergs. 1 can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Qneenstowa Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Cardllt and Galway, $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Be
tertfam, Paris, Bremen and Har ngen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, christii isand, Bergen
Trondhjem. Goteborg, Malino, $28 JO; children nm
der 12 half fare.
Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent,
change at low rate*.
jan 24d)t
22 Exchange 8t.

ALL

IWttllT INSURANCE
-IN THE-

MTBWESTEM
Mu.tu.al

“J

AND THIRD AND

Be

and

after
July 2, 1883, (he Steamer GorON don will
leave Harpswell daily for Portland

as

SPRING ARRANGEMENTS.

UREEN STREETS,
BERKS STS.

AND

special excursions.

to New York.

ON

West.

Pullman

for

Harpswell Steamboat Co.

11.30 a. m.,

and after Saturday the second day of
Juno,
next, the steamers ELEA NORA and FRANCONIA will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, every
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at (! p.
and
leave Pier 38, Faet River. New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, nl 4. p. m.
During the summer months these steamers will
tooehat Vineyard Haven on their
passage to and
New York.
Passage in State Room, *6:
These steamers are fitted up with tine accomodations for passengers,
making this a very desirable
route
for
travelers
between
New
York
and Maine; or for parties
desiring to take a
pleasure excursion in the summer months to Vine-

Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Port-

Through Tickel*

via the various

___

Through Pullman Sleeping Cars
On Trains leaving
land 2.00 a. m.

ifork,

Maine Steamship Company

Portland at 11.00 p.m.

3.45

Tickets to New

Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. LOVI.E, Jr., General Agent.
dtl

a. m„ and arrive in Portland at 11.66
a. m. and 12.65 p. m.
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
in Portland 6.00 p. m
At 7.00 p
m.
Uuilv

and Portland

night.

HPTlcketN and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
272 Middle Street.

ifOUN’G’S,

At 7.30, 9.00

m.

elegant new

steamer TREMONT and favorite
JOHN BROOKS will alternately leave
FRANKI.IN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m,
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, at 7 o’clock
p. m,
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable
night’s rest and avoid the exiienseand inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

Southern and Western pouts.
At 0.30 p. iu. (Express), for Boston and
principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 10.00 p. m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p, m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
p. m., connecting with Fall River Line for New
York.
d rains Leave Boston

Pullman Parlor Cars
On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m., 12.30 and 7.00

•Except when chartered

Jy24dtf

Berwick, Couway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester^ Kockport,
Newburyport.
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At 12.55 p. m. (Express,) for Saco. Biddeford,
Kennebunk,
| No.
Berwick,
Conway
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 4.66 p. m.,
connecting with Sound and Kail Lines for all

and arrive in

Parties wishing to engage this Steamer for special
excursions will apply to E. Ponce, cor. Middle awl
Exchange sts., or Capt. Chase aboard the boat.

t

a

OrchardBeacUR'. lt“
BO Cents.
nn*?.eS?.er tr?i-ne leav8 Portland at 10.00 a. m„
P*111 Betuming leave Orchard
h’xxoU,i
BbmU for^Vvantl
Portland

10

And Maehlas Steamboat

Rum ford Fails & Bucfcfleld

or
W.

including

SIN

A. M.

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
Pass. & Ticket Agt.
Portland. June 12,1883
f
jul

and all

Fare to Oi'cliai'tl Bcacli anti return

and

Passage
B. HAMPNON, Agent,

JB.

”

SCHDAI.

F. E. BOOTHB Y, Gen’l.

ARRIVALS.

PETERS, Snpt.

or

deSltf

rate*.

boat

a. m.

Round Trip
included.
apply to

Meals and Room

For Freight

Excumiou Rate* to Naranncook and reto parties of live or more.
Limited Ticket* tir*t and second cla** for
He. Jobu and Halifax on a ale at reduced

Ayer

Close connections made at Westbrook Jancllon with throngh trains of Me. Central R.
R„ and
at GrandTrnnk
Transfer, Portland, with throngh
trams of Grand Trank R. R.
tickets to all points Sonth and West, at
spot offices and at Hollins A Adams’ No. 22 Ex-

10.30
P. M.
12.00
2.00
3.16
4.30
6.16
7.30
9.45

com-

mission.

turn

of Trains.

Bhia,

! 7.00
9.00

IrSf Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insnrance one-half the rate of

From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.15 p. m.; Nt. John,
7.00 and 8.00 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Uoulton, 7.00
а. m., 8.30 p. m.;
Hi. Htephen, 7.30 a. in.,
9.00 p. in., Vanceboro, 2.00 a. m. 10.10 a. in.,
1.50 p. m,; If uckaport. 6.10 a. m. 10.00 a. m.,
б. 05 p. m.; Bangor. 7.20 a. m., 2.05 p. m.
8.00 p.m.; Dexter, 7.00 a.m(8.10p. m. Belfawt, 6.45 a. m., 3.16 p. m.; Hkovrfcegan,
8 30 a. m. 3.06 p. m.; Waterville, 9.20 a. in.
2.16, 3.33 and 10.08 p. m.: Augusta, 6.00 a.
m 10.03 a. m., 3.00, 4.12 and 11.00
p. m.;
€*ardiuer. 6.17 A. m., 10.20 a. m., 3.18,4.27
and 11.18 p. m.: Bath, 7.00 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.$
4.16 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.65 p. m.
BruuNvricii, 7.25 and 11.30 a. m. 4,45 & 5.10
p. m. 12.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland,8.16 a.m.,
1.26 p m., and Mondays only at 4.30 a. m. LewiNton. 7.20 a. m.
11.16 a. m., 4.36p. m. 11.20
pm.; Phillip*, 7.05 a. m. Farmington, 8.30
a. m.; Jlai-anacook, 10.11 a. m 3.25 p. m.:
Winthrop, 10.18 a. m. 3.37
p.
m.,
being due In Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta and
Bath 8.35 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. ra. The day trains from
Bangor, and all intermedlato stations and connecting roads at 12.35 and 12.45 p. m. The
afternoon trains from Vvaterville, Augusta. Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.00 p. m. The St.
John Fast Express at 6.15 p. m. The Night Pullman Express vrahu ai 1.50 a. m.

Stations in

ping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.03 p. ns.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1,03 p. m.
For Rochester, Mprlngvule,
Alfred, Waterboronnd Sac. Hirer.7.,'10 a. ra., 1.03
in., and (mixed) at 0.110 p. m. Returning
lave Rochester at (mixed) «.46 a.
m., llTlB
P-m-i arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
Bnecarnppu, Uumberlund
.i.".;.’. we**brook and Woodford’..
«“•>
1.05, tt.’JO and (mixed)
*Ostiu p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. train from Portland eonneets at
Bye* June, with Uooeac Tunnel Route for
t beWest, and at Union
Depot, Worcester, for
New Fork via Norwich
Uine, and all rail,
*l»owlthN. V. Sk N. g. R.
R .("Steamer Maryland Route”) for FhiladelRaltimore, Washington, and the
outh and with Boston A Albany R. R. for
the West. Parlor Cars on train
leaving Portland
at l.Oo p.m. and train
leaving Woroester at S.00

A. M.

3

--—-—

““

Clinton,

Long Wharf, Boston,

EMITA.

CAPT. JOHN T. STERLING,
Franklin Wharf Jones Landing
Trefethen’s L’4a
to Peaks Island,
to Portland.
te Portland.

From Pine Street Wharf

m-

“

STEAMER

From BO x JJi

tThe 11.15 p. in. train is the night expresB with
sleeping ear attached and runs every night Sundays iucluded but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.

On and after Muuday. June 1M.
JINN3, Passenger Trains will leave
-.I’orliand at 7.110 a. ns*, and
“*”1.©3 P. us., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, nt. and 7.80 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and11.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p,

NEW TINE TABLE

UNION STEAMBOAT CO.

Direct Steamship Line.

5.10
m.
t The
train is the Ml. John
p.
Fust (Express, with Reclining Chair Car attached, and stops between Portland and Bangor
at Brunswiok,
Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta,
Waterville and Newport only, arriving in Bangor
at 9.46 p. m. and St. John at 6.30 following

-BETWEEN-

---

—

PHILADELPHIA

Oak

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R

Arrangement

AND

—

Winthrop,

and ntnrnuacook, 8.15 a. m, 1,15 p.
land and North Anson, 1.16 p. m.

New York, Trenton &

J. W.

The untold miseries that result from Indiscretion
in car if life may be alleviated ami cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchaso and read
the new medical work published by the Penbody
Medical Institute, Boston, ontitled The Ncienre of Life; or, Nrlf. Preeervntion.
It Is
not only acomplnte and perfect treatlseon Manhood,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline in man, Errors of Youth, etc.,
but it contains one hundred and twenty-live prescriptions for acute and chronic diseases, each one
of which ia invmunble.so proved by the author
whose experience for 21 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of
It
any physician.
oontalns 300 pages, bound in beautiful embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings, guarantood to be a liner work in
every
literary, or
than any other work retailed in this country for
82.60, or the money will be refunded. Price only
mail, (fold Medal awarded
81.26
by the National Medical Association to the officers of which
the author refers. Illustrated sample Bent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
I)r. W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulfincb Street, ItostOD,
Mass. The author may be consulted on all diseases
requiring skill and experience.
my30d&wly22

0.30
9.00
10.15

88

jun23dtf

Portland and Worcester Line.

JUO

Young, Middle*

6.00

M*

P*

Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.
and Knox A Lincoln K. B:,
1.20
m.,
p. m. and on Saturdays only at
6.30 p. m.; Auburn and Lewiston, 8. 16
a. m. 1.15 p. in.,
6,06 p. m. Lewiston via
Brunswick 0.45
a.
til.16 p. to.;
m.,

m.,

KNOW THYSELF.^
A Kook for Knirj
nged nud Old.

5.10

,»-22
1(J-30

On and after Monday, June 18, 1883,

ohange Street.
a* Does not stop at Woodford’s.

<

a-m.

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND ANO BOSTON

R.

receipt

3.30

Rockland,

6.46

June., Fitchburg,
Nashua, I,owell, Windham, and Un-

C boxes for $3.00; sent by mail
of
prepaid on
price. \Y e guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case. With
each order received for 6 boxes
with $5.
accompanied
we will send the purchaser*our written
guarantee
to refund the inCr' v if the treatment does not effect
a cure. J. C. West «& Co.
issue guarantees through II. II. HAY & CO.,
Druggists, only
agents, Portland,Me.,junction Middle and Free Sts-

2.16

6.45
7.00

:

Dexter. Bangor
Vanccboro, Ml John, Halifax
snd
the Provinces Ml. Andrews, Ml. Stephen,
Fredericton Aroostook
County, and all
stations on B. A Piscataquis B. it., 1.15
p. to., 1.20 p.
15.10 p. m. til.16
m„
p. in.; for
and
Belfast
Mkowhennn
1.15 p. m.,
1.20 p. m.,
in.:
til.16 p.
Walerville, 6.45 a. m. 1.15 p. m„ 1.20
in. t6.10
m.
p.
Anp.
til.15 p. m
Brunguana, Ilallowell, Cfardiuer and
swick 6.45 a. in., 1.20 p. ni., t6.10, 6.30 and
til.15 p. to.; Hath 6.45 a. m. 1.20 p. m„ 6.30

For

Du. 12. C. West’s Nf.uvk and Brain Treatment, a guaranteed specific for Hysteria, Dizziness,
Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache.
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco, Wakefulness. Mental Depression, Softof the Brain resulting in Insanity and leading
ening
to misery, decay and death, Premature Old Age,
Impotency, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exertion
of the brain, self-abuse or over-indulgence. Each
box contains one month’s treatment. $1. a box, or

P.

2,20

2.10
3.25

PT. W.H. J. CRAIb.
Leaves
Leaves
Evergreen and Tref.
Diamond,

Leaves
Portland.

follows

p. m.. and

11.06

P. M.

9.00

after

Portland

11.00

M.

STEAMER
MINNEHAHA.
CIA

MAINE CENTRAL KMKIMII.
Leave

10.65

Burlington,

Portland, June 22d.l883.

in.

OF PORTLAND.

7.30

Ac.
J. It A dll LTON. Superintendent.
H. POKE, «. T. A.

CHAM.

S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
ap6

Hoetetter’s Stomach Bitters, by increasing vital
power and rendering the physical functions legular
and active, keeps the system in good working order and protects it against disease. For constipation, dyspepsia and aver complaint, nervousness,
kidney and rheumatic ailments, it is invaluable and
it affords a sure defence against malarial
fevers,
besides removing all traces of such disease from the

Portland

m.—Express from Montreal,

Exchange

....

in

Ogaensburg

as

Calais’

—

4.30
O. 10

TABLE,

7.20
9 40

P.

TIME

A. M.
_

9.30

1.4G
3.00

MONDAY, June
lhtli, Passenger Trains will run

SUNDAY TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAY
STATIONS at 1.00 and 6.3<> p, m. IIOMTON
FOR PORTLAND at 8.30 a. ra. and 6.00
PORTLAND
FOR OLD
p. m.
ORCHARD Hi:AAAI at 10.00 a. m. and 1.00
OLD OR< H4Ro FOR
3.30 and 6.30 p. m
PORTLAND 12.22, 2.46, 7.30 and «.4».p.m.
Portland for Biddeford at 10.00 a. m., 1.00 and
5.30 p, m. Biddeford for Portland at 12.06 2.30.
7.16 and 9.3H p. m.
Trains on Boston St Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machine, Eastpori,
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland St Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be bad of M. U. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston St Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40
St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt.

.Glasgow.Aug

Randall & McAllister.
Sch Grace Webster, Young, Boston.
Sch Maria Theresa, Kellock, Boston.
Sch Pearl, Dolliver, Boston.
Sch Agnes, McFartand Gloucester.
Sch Willie Martin, Holbrook, Saco.

7.46 p.

On mid

At

FOB

WEDNESDAY, Aug. 22.
Arrived.
Steamer City of Portlaud, Larcom, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Barque Zulmira, (Port) Fonraca. Santos, in ballast
to Chase, Leavitt & Co. Spoke. 1st, lat 31 00, Ion
49 26, whaling scbr G H Phillips, of Provincetown.
with 430 bbls oil; 2d, iat 30 40, Ion 48 29, sen C W
Morse, with 260 bbls do.
h Allston, Powers, Amboy—coal to A W Berry.
Sch Elizabeth DeHart, Low, New York—coal to

tions.)

Absolutely

This Powder never varies. A marvele porky,
strength and wbolesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold ovlp in earn.
Royal Raking Powdeb
Co., 100 Wall St., N. Y.
mohO
dlyr

>vm

..

PORT

Trains arrive

M.
6.15

9.25

P. M.

8.40 a. m.—fromBartlett and local stations.
J 2.56 noon—from Fabvan’s and all Mountain points.
0.15 p. m.—from No. (jpnway (mixed train leaving
No. Conway 2.00 p. m. for Portland and way sta-

Waterman, Hinckev,

A L Wilder, Thurston, Rookport.
Old 21st, eck Grace Webster, Young, Portland.
Ar 22d, brig Screamer, Bowden, Matanzas; schs
Gulnare, Goodwin, New York; Mazurka, Wooster,
Oamden.

foUotvs:

nt. (Transfer station 1.00 p. m.)
Express
for Glen House, Crawford’s, Fabyan’s and all
White Mountain Resorts, will not stop at So.
White
Windham,
Rock, Hiram or Brownfield.
M.‘J3 p. nt. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.

son, Calais.

a Morrill, rreworgy, ana n.
New York.
V1NKYAKD-1IAVEN- Ar 20th, schs Elizabeth
DeHart, from Amboy for Portland; Juliet, Rappahannock river for Bath; Odell, Richmond, Me, for
New York; Katie Mitchell, Gardiner fordo; CJ
Willard, Portland for Glen Clove; Goo Savage, Bangor for Rondout.
Sailed, schs St Croix, Gamma, Terrapin, Allston,
J Keuypedy, F A Magee, Caroline Knight, John S
Moulton, Juliet, A Richardson, C J Willard, Ebeu
Fisher, Odell, and others.
BOSTON—Ar 2l6t, schs Ebeu Fisher, Reynolds.
Hoboken; Helen, White. Albanby; H H Havey,
Blake, Sullivan; Stella Lee, Hamilton, Deer isle;

as

9.00
10.30

Leaves

Cushing’..

A.

6.30
7.35

6.45

Littleton, Lancaster,
Fabyan’s.
B. C. M.

on

Leaves

White Head.

Peaks’.
A. M.

M.

SUNDAY

PMHBB,Jr.

Leaves

7.00

111,33 p.

port 20th,
Georgia, from Rookland for
York; Mail, Sherman, Gardiner for do: Isola,
H L Curtis, do for Bridgeport;
Bangor for do;
Stephen G Hart, Providence for Savannah.
NEWPORT—Ar 21st, -cb Caroline Knight, Stevens, Koekland for New York.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 20tb, sob Gamma, Robinsens

A

bury.

schs

oiu

C»p«.

Portland.

R. R., St. Johnsbury,
points
Burlington, Ogdcnsburg and all points on O. A L,
0. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
This train, equipped with elegant Parlor cars and
new passenger coaches and baggage cars, will run
through without change to Montreal,with through
cars to Swanton and Burlington via. St. Johnsand all

more.

In
New

STEAMElt EXPRESS.
JOHN
Leaves

On and alter Monday June 25th,
1M83, until further notice Pnnpngrr

Boston.

Wyoming.New York..Liverpool... Aug
Servia.New York..Liverpool
Aug
Werra.New York Bremen.
.Aug
Prance.New York..Havre
Aug
City of Puebla.New York..Hav&VCru*.Aug

ALAKlISi'E

—TO—

bitrlinoton, vt„
OCDEVSBEKG, N. Y.,
AND MONTREAL.

PORTS.
APALACHICOLA—Cld 17th, sch Chas F Heyer.
Watts. New York.
PENSACOLA—Cld 18th, sch Mary J Cook, Cook,
New York.
DARIEN—Ar 18th, sch Jos Hilton, Rogers, from
Savannah.
BRUNSWICK, Ga—Ar 17th, sch C W Lewis, McIntyre, Savannah, to load for Boston.
CHARLESTON—Cld 21st, sch Mary A Killen,
Killen. Weymouth.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 20th, sch May Brown, from
Kennebec.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 20th, sch B C Cromwell

York,

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

OOUEiMTU

DaVM OP NTEA.HKHIf'M.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.AUGUST 23.
S m rifle*..
.6.12 I Iiigb water, tp m>.. 3.03
8AP- sots......6 53 I Moon rises...
9.44

Portland k Ogdensbiir« R. R.

Ar at Port Mulgrave NS. 20th, sch Elsie M Smith,
from North Bay of and for Portland, with 630 bbb*
mackerel; Lizzie S Jones, do for do, 300.
Ar at Bucksport 2Qih. schs Princess, Davis, from
Grand Banks, with 1,100 qtls fish.
Ar at Castine 18th, schs Eastern Queen, Dunbar,
and Ella Rose. Dunbar, Grand Banks, (full fares.)
Ar at|Bootbbay 20th, schs Lizzie Thurston, Hand,
and Fannie L, Nye, from Mt Desert.

[Funeral this Thursday afternoon at 3 o’clock at
No. 46 Montreal street. Burial private.
in this city, Aug. 21, at Greeley Hospital, Sarah
Hains of Boston, aged about 60 years.
In Gray. July 2&, Samuel Goff1, aged 77 years 4
months ) 6 days.
In Bath, Aug. 18, Annie A. Davenport, aged 20
years 3 months.
In Phipsburg, Aug. 21, S«rab S., wife of F. N.
Parks, aged 62 years 9 months.

21
22
22
22
23
State of Georgia...New York.
23
Lessing.New York..Hamburg
Aug 23
Republic.New York.. Liver pool.. .Aug 23
Saratoga.New York..Havana
Aug 25
Belgravia.New York. .Liverpool... .Aug 26
Rbein .New York--Bremen.Aug 25
Cephalonia.Boston.Liverpool.... A ug 26
Gitv of Chester.... New York..Liverpool_Aug 25
Circassia.New York..Glasgow
Aug 25
Pennland
New York..Antwerp_Aug 25
St Domingo.New York.. St Domingo.. Aug 28
Alaska.New York..Liverpool
Aug 28
Scythia.New York. .Liverpool
Aug 29
Scythia.New York. .Liverpool. .Aug 29
Flamborough.New York. .St Kitts, &c .Aug 28
City of Alexandria New York.. Vera Cruz...Ang 30
Aivo.New York. .Kingston, Ja Aug 31
Niagara.New York..Havana
Sept 1

ISLAND STSAiHEM.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

finhITkmen.

2 months.

FROM

RAILROADS.

Sch Bowiloin, from ltocklaud for Richmond, Va,
which has been lying at New York some weeks with
cargo of lime on lire, is supposed to ba badly doinaged and the voyage has been given up. If in suitable condition the vessel will be towed back to Rockland and repaired.
The fishing schr Cottage Girl, of Portland. 16
tons, went ashore 20th, near Bootbbay, and will be
a total wreck.

DEATHS.

HAtfLBNO

_MISCELUNBOIII,

memoranda.

In this city, Aug. 21, Albert Dirwanger, son of
Gardner L. and Annie M. Simpson, aged 9 years

@40

@35
@40
Common.28 @ 30
Pulled—Extra.30 @ 38

Uunwashed.16
Ayres.23

In den. Ang. 5, Samuel M. Patten ana Miss Eva
Robinson, both of Bucksport.
In Orland, Aug. 11. John H. Churchill of Orland
and Miss Bertie F. Wood of Penobscot.
In Augusta. Aug. 18, Frederick Kobinson of Augusta and Miss Helen A. Rush of Vasaalboro.

@35
@ 34

Other Western
Fine and X.
33
Medium.38

Canada pulled.30
Do Combing.33
Srnvrna washed..20

HARRIACE8.

•

@41

Coarse.30

..

..

Market.

Boston. Aug. 22—[Reported for the Press}.—Tbe
following is a list of price* quoted this afternoon:

superfine.

@24
@20

Clear Pine.

r u o e

Pine.
Hard Pine.
Hoops, 14ft 25
Short do 8ftl0
7ft 8

luuuwiug

...

PcuIbbiI VU cioali Price-* C um m
Corrected for the Press to August 23,1883.

Brighton
Brighton iTallow 6%@7cfc>!b.
Hides at 8o

41
46

lower for 3s and a fraction better for 4s.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreated 379.000 shares.
The following are to-day’s closirg quotations on
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s.
103%
do
do
do
4%s, reg. 112%
do
do
do
4%s,coup.113%
do
do
do
4s, reg.119%
do
do
do
4s, coup.119%
Pacific 6s, *95
.128

Review of

Brighton Cattle Market.
For the week ending Wednesday, Aug. 22.
Amount of stock at market—Cattle 1,437; Sheep
and Lambs
7,160; Swine 11,720; number of Western Cattle 1207; number of Eastern, Northern Cattl
Cows, &c. 230; Veals 70; horses 96.
Prices of Beef Cattle •$> 100 ib.live weight—Extra ou lity at 0 2e(a 6 75; first quality at 6 02%(6)
B 12%; second
quality at 5 00^5 60; third quality
at 4 37%@4 87%; poorest grades of coarse Oxer.
Bulls, etc. at 3 00@4 25.

...

\

A Chicago wholesale house sent out three female drummers by way of experiment. One of
them wort all her samples to a picnic and got
lemonade, pie, and grass stains all over them;
another got mashed on a brakeman and followed him off, and the third reported three
new dresses, a lawn tennis suit, a garden
hat,
and Langtry bang in her expense account. The
house is so well satisfied with the result of the
experiment that it will not repeat it.—Hawkeye.

25.®
Japan.
30
do choice.
35@ 60
Tin.
Strait ......
23,5? 24
English ....25 @26
Char. I.O.. 6 75® 7 25
Char.l.X... 9 00® 9 75
Terne. .6 76@ 8 76
Coke. 6 60® 6 00
18®
20
Antimony...
Zino.'***. G 00@6 25

1 50 Earn Pure
Grniu.

Cement.
Flour.

The Mikado of Japan has decorated Prince
Bismarck with the “Order of the Chrysanthemum, making the fifty-fifth bestowed on his
princely nibs by various potentates. All these
honors, and yet he sets blood in his eye when
a Berlin butcher names a new vintage of
sausage after him! He is not compelled to wear
the sausage ou state occasions either.—Norristown Herald.

66@76

1.
@
Hay No. 2..
Shore No. 1.17 00® 18 50
No. 2.13 »-0® 14 50
Large 3
10|00®11 00
9 0lX®10|00
Medium
Small
@
Cam bait... 5 00® C 001
t* unpowder.
Tobacco.
Blasting.... 3 60@.4 00 Best brands. 50® GO
Spirting.... 6 25@ 6 60 Medium.... 40® 45
Hay
Common....
30®
40
®
Pres’dNptonlO 00@3 2 00 Half lb.
Loose.11 00® 13 00 Nat’l Leaf... GO @ 70
Straw. 8 00@10 00
Varnixh
Lame.
F Damar.1 75
Per cask.
90 Coach.
o.

..

Forever green, forever beautiful,
Apiong the mist wreathed mountains, far away
The old wood lies, and seems like holy ground
To one who dreams of it by night and
day.

7 5@ 90

..

No.
Mackerel, P’bbi.

sea.

13@15

Ginger

Mace
Nutmegs.

Fish.
18@20
Pepper.
Cod, per qti.,
14 torch.
L’ge Shore .6 50,®5 76 Laundry
5M»@ 9
L’ge Bank....6 25*6 60
Shot.
small.4 25 a 4 50 Drop
@7 Ya
PoIIock.2 00®3 25 Ruck.
Tens.
Haddock.2 00®2 26
Hake...
2 25@2 60 Souchong....
26@ 45
25®
30
Oolong.
Herring.
Shore, «pbbl.. 4 00@4 50 do choice. 45® 50
Seal

O^cr that lovely scene the loving skv
Bends, as of yore, and blossom ortors go,
On viewless wings, abroad, and fair ferns bend
Where dusky, shadow-sheltered mosses grow.

18 220

22a?24

..

And netted bangings for the
misty doors
Leading to Klflantl, fabricated then
Strange phantom carpets, for strange fairy floor

I hear them yet—1 hear the breezes, too,
Murmur and murmur endless melody
About the far-off stars, and other lands.
And streams unmeasured running to the

@50

..

Wove glory-blazoned banners, flaunting far,

Don’t

02

...

@2 00
blue... 10® 11 In bond
l 50® 1 75
Vanilla,
Gr’na butter.. 10 p box
lean.10 00@12 00 LIv. fine sack. 1 25® 1 75

In the old times like, mimic meteors,
The sunbeam-shuttles, through the leafy looms
Of beech and maple, wove m< st wonderous Vebs,
In figures fashioned out of lights and glooms;

your ticket.

25

90 @ 1 00
52@ 55
Paint*.
P. Pure Lead. 6 25@6 50
Pure Gr’d do. 6 25@6 60
Pure Dry do..
(S-,7 nO
6 00@7 80
i Am. Zinc
Rochelle el.
2Va®
3® 8ft
Eng. V’en. Red
I Red Lead.
7@ 7 Ya

Elaine.

Vitrol,

In the old times those beamy buttercups
Were purest gold, the coinage of the gun—
Their mother country— and I knew of them
Legends more sweet than poet ever spun.

cure

75

Quinine.1 90® 1 95
Kt. Rhubarb.. 75@1 50
Rt. Snake.
25® 35
Saltpetre. 10@ 10
Senna. 15® 25
Seed. Canary tb 41/fc®6
Cardamons .2 00®>3 00
Soda, bi-carb.. 3s®@ $aA
Sol.2Va® 3
Sulphur.SVa® 4Va
SugaiLeaa..
20® 22
White Wax... 60® 55

I

MINUTES FO
MENTS.”

50

....

Quicksilver..

strip of woodland in a mountain glen
Holds in my heart a holy place aiway;
come from it when I awake at niaht,
I wander there in many a dream Dy day.

“TWENTY

50 Neatsfoot

00

Chlorate.
20® 25
lodme. 3 60@1 75

A

I

35®2
25®3
Lemon....
2 85 @2
Olive.1 25@1
P»PPt. 2 75@3
Wintergreen.
@2

Potass
provide.

The Dear Old Woods.
BY

Oil bergamot 2
Cod liver... .2

jggg

ft&\

line.

S. and Royal Mail Steamer*
to Liverpool Via Queenstown.
Hate* reduced for Fall and Winter. These steamers take the ex

, reme southerly
routes.avoiding
dangers from iceberg*. Cabin $(50 and $80: Ex$ 110 and $144; Steerage at low rates. The
sailings are as follows:
Germanic..Jan. 20 I Baitio.Feb. 1
ail

cursion

Republic..Jan. 25 |

Brttania .Feb. 10

hor sailing lists, eabin
plans, passage rates and
drafts, m>ly to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.
deld
dly

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Better than a 4 per cent. Government Bond
Which at premium
about
a

pays

tor©it.

SV4 per cent. 1»

Better than the Savings Bank*

which gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent*
interest, from which you may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make It. It is easier
to make money than to save it.

Be ler thirti Tonline Policies la
other Companies.
as shown by comparison of remits.

Results Accomplished.

THENORTHWESTERN

has paid over $3,300
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving insurance these policies have returned the
premiums with 4 to 6%per cent,
compound

interestTHE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (la
vested In the most productive and solid seenrties of the country) have earned the past tea
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.
THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 per
oent. reserve is $3,022,612,
SINCE 1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has dona
better by Its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to ba
preferred. Its poHcy-holden increase their insurance

LIVE

in the

Northwestern.

AGENTS WANTED.

Th« above Endowment Po icles
for sale at

88

EXCHANGE ST.
Portland,

Maine.

V. Mott Bootbby,
Portlarri,
—AND—

LEWIS

McLELLAN, Gorham,
SPECIAL
AGENTS,
T. T. MERRY

State Asrent.
Jne23__eodtf
DODD'S

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
‘MS WAMHINKTON ST.,

BOSTON

Advertisements received for every Paper In tha
United States and British Provinces at the Lowea
Contract Prices. Any information eheertuUv given
and estimates promptly furnished.
File of the Piksh sept for Inapeetlon at auv time
Estimates furnished.
Send for Circular
l * of 100 choice

newttnpen.H

THE

23.

THURSDAY MORNING, AUG.

CITY AND
litv

abvkbtisementn io n.w.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Band

Ball—Presumpscot Park.
Concert and Sail Chandler’s

Forty-Sixth Annual Fair

Band.

Greenwood Rink
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Rines Bros.

Owen,

Moore & Co
Annual Meeting—W

For Sale—Yacht

IN

The Basket

Picnic Yesterday—The
provement on the Property.

Members and guests of the Diamond Island
Association, to the number ot several hundred
went down to the property yesterday in the
Minnehaha and Express.
The attention of the visitor is first attracted,
of course, by the substantial wharf upeu which
he lands. This structure, some 400 feet in

length

has been

staunchly built, and is to be
improved by laying over its already excellent flooring on additional course
of planks. For 300 feet or more In front of this
wharf the channel has been thoroughly dredged aud the steamers make their landings with
still further

estbrook Manufacturing Co

WEEKLY.

Lost—Pocket Book.

regard to the tide.

out

Enterprising local

Passing up the wharf we leave the beech
and oak grove on the right and outer the new
and spacious restanraut. This building Btands
about half way up to the summit aud wooes not
vainly, the breezes from every quarter, the

Fink Arts.—The sale of the American Art
Gallery collection of high-class oil paintings
was opened yesterday by F. O. Bailey &
Co.,
18 Exchange street. Many fine works were

dinning

for

an

Bold, but the choice will be positively sold
Without reserve to-day and to-morrow at 11
a.

m.

and 3 p.

m.

If you are troubled with rheumatism, neuralgia, asthma or catarrh, get a Pine Hygenic
Mattress, manufactured and sold by J. H
Gaubert, 199 Middle street, Portlaud, Me.
dtf
aug21
_

Understand that Hnb Punch is prepared by
skilled

hands,

and that it far surpasses any
punoh made on the spur of the moment. C.
H. Graves & Sons, of Boston, bottle it. Grocers, druggists and wine merchants sell it.

_aug20-M,Th,Fftw
Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

GOULD.

Wednesday—Michael Donahue,Henry C. White,
Patrick Murphy.
Intoxication. Fined S3 and costs.
James d. H. Hawkins. Search and seizure. Fined
S100 and costs. Appealed.
Brief Jottings.
The Forest City Steamboat Company will
have a dance at Peak’s Island Saturday night,
music by Chandler’s orchestra.
The “Cmpty Seven" start for Augusta this
noon, and will hold a reception in the evening
at the Augusta House.
Another warm day yesterday. Mercury 70°
at sunripe, 85° at 3 p. m. and 75° at snuset;
wind west, soutbweBt.
Both the Dexter and Waterville companies
expect to take the flag, for best rifle practice,
from the Portland Mechanic Blues this year.
Yesterday morning a party of 100 members
of Cumberland Lodge of Odd Fellows, Bridgton came to the city over the Ogdensburg road
and went to Cushing’s Island.
The air has been full of the odor of the
burning timber at Scarboro for the past twenty-Iour hours. It is said the loss there in valuable timber will be heavy.
A man, dressed as a priest, has been victim-

izing people in Old Orchard, Saco and Dover,
N. H., by passing forged checks. He called
himself Be'. Father Doyle and Brady. He
referred to Bishop Healey, who says he is an

imposter.
Yesterday tne jjongBhoremen s Association
wept on an excursion to Sebago Lake, where
they enjoyed themselves generally. There
was dancing in the pavilion, a rowing regatta
on the lake and other amusements.
Ivanhoe Lodge had their annual excursion
to Long Island yesterday. Music, dancing,
base ball, foot ball, croquet and other amusements were provided. A large number at-

tended.
Messrs. Cleaves, Bradford and Vinton, of the
Saco Yacht Club, went to Old Orchard last
evening to confer with a committee from the
Portland Yacht Club in the skating rink and
make arrangements for the yacht race to be
held Aug. 31st.
We learn quite a large number of the fireof this city are to attend the muster at
Portsmouth, N. H., and the committee of or"
rangements in that city are arranging to re.
ceive all who come in uniform and assign a
place for them in the procession.
The other night State street church was entered and the boxes at the sides of the inner
doors, placed there to receive voluntary conmen

tributions, were broken open. As the money
is always taken out at the close ot each service
the burglars got nothing from them.
'The special attrrctioas at Greenwood Garden
every evening for the remainder of this week
are of a
*sry

character^JjyWp.t^be

afid totib^Jo

a

popuiar

large patronage.

The Forest Fires at Bar Harbor.
The forest fires at Bar Harbor have broken
out in several new places, and are raging with
unabated violence in the original spots. Smoke
like a heavy pall envelopes the island and renders

respiration difficult.

A heavy fire has
just broke out in the forest on the northwest
side of Green mountain, A gang of men is
fighting the flames to keep them off the railroad and summit houBe. A large amount ol
woodwork was necessary in the construction of
the railroad, and if the wind strikes from the
right direction ii will go like a tinder box.
The whole mountain is bidden in a black cloud
of smoke. So many and such destructive fires
have been unknown for years here, and a large
amount of valuable timber land is doomed to
destruction.
A latter despatch says:—The summit of the
mountain is now enveloped in flames, which
seem to inclose the Mountain House, and the
crowds watching the fires from the village are
greatly alarmed for its safety. Down in the
gorge, on the north side, another fire has just
broken out and it is spreading rapidly. Unless rain falls, everything will go. All efforts
to stop the flames in the present drought would
be futile.
Beal Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry of

Deeds:

Portland—Sophia E. Preble et als. tr John
W. Deering, laud. Consideration, 81. etc.
Francis Fessenden to Charles D. Richards,
Consideration 8200
May Chapman to George E. Martin, land on
Peaks’ Island. Consideration 81Deering—Francis Fessenden et als. to Andrew J. Chase and Cummings Rogers, land.
Consideration 8500.
West brook—Ivory Hezelton to Reliance Q.
Dresser, land and buildings. Consideration 81
Gray—Nancy Mountfori et als. to James E.
Leighton etals., land. Consideration 8475.
Bridgton—Lucy K. Segon to Newton P.
Gibbs, land. Considetation 8500.
Newton P. Gibbs to Lucy K. Segon, land.
Consideration 8500.
Accident

Coal Shed.
The coal shed on the pier at the Boston &
Maine wharf, capable of holding 1200 tons of
Coal, was wrecked yesterday morning. About
8 o’clock a part of the sea wall on the right of
the sheds slid out; the side of the shed opposite two bins of coal holding 90 tons gave way,
and.some 75 tons went into the dock.
The
shed was considerably damaged by the sudden
strain, and all day teams were busy moving the
to a

coal higher up on the wharf.
The coal that
went into the dock will be recovered, though
its market value will be damaged. The Boston and Maine
ifgBDpnsible for this acci-

dent

anfl^tfTSffjke good

the loss to" the own-

The Portsmouth.
The following .s a complets list of the officers
of the Portsmouth:
Commander—W. C. Wise.
Lieut, and Executive Officer—E. W. Remey
Lieut,
and
Navigating Officer—Herbert
Winslow.
Lieutenants—Comley and Hilener.
Masters—Sears and Constant.

Midshipman—Gill.

Gunner- Cronin.
Boats wain—Sut ton.
Sailmaker— Haskins.

Carpenter—Mahoney.
Band Concert and Sail.
The Forest City Steamship Company will
give another sail down the bay next Saturday
afternoon on the Gazelle. Chandler will give
band concert on board. The boat will leave
Custom House wharf at 2.15 p. m. for a sail of
three hours among the islands.
a

Arrival of the Tallapoosa.
The United States
steamer Tallapoosa,
Lieut. John F. Merry commanding, arrived in
this harbor from Portsmouth, N. H., at 7 p.

yesterday. She brings the Hon. W. E.
Chandler, Secretary of the Navy, who is on a
brief cruise. The Secretary remained board
the Tallapoosa last evening.

m.,

Police.
Deputy Marshal Black arrested an old man
70 years of age, for an outrageous assault on a
child of seven years, yesterday.
A sailor knocked another through a pane of
glass on Fore street. The assaulted party cut a
gash in his arm so deep that Dr. Way bad to

take several stitches,

proving comfortably

room

the testimony, bound White over in $500 to
appear at the September term of the Superior
court, and in default of bonds committed him.
The witnesses were field in bonds of $1C0
each. It appeared iu evidence that there had
been trouble between the men before. The
sailors are all of medium size, and White
is the worst looking of the lot. White says
that Bsaley began the trouble, but in this be
is flatly contradicted by the others.
Dr. S. B.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

IMNCEIXAWBOI7N.
__

EASTMiN BROTHERS

I

Beginning

who was called
attend Bsaley, testified that the wounds were all superficial and
that he apprehended no serious injury would
result. His clothes were cut up so much however that he had to procure others, and his

Thombs,

Morning

This

at 8

o'clock,

Every

our

We shall open on Wednesday, August 22nd, a full and elegant line of
Ladies’ Cloth and Flannel Suitings, in both plain and plaid effects, and
in great variety of colors. Also some superb bargains in Colored Cashmeres, Ottomans, Drapd’Uimas, Diagonal and Tricot Repps in the new
and desirable Autumn Shades.
We shall also show a choice selection of Black and Colored
Velvets,
Plushes, Brocade Satins and Velvets, Velveteen, Ottoman Silks, Ac.
50 pieces 20 inch Colored Silk to be sold at #1.25 per yard. A Splendid

Half Wool Grey Dress Good*
•
lie
All Wool Colored Dress Goods,
pieces
50e
“
“
“
“
20
liglit “
“
“
“
30
«»
dark •*
...
75^
All our Belter Qualities of fine all wool Dress Goods
marked down to close before removal.
Great Sale of low cost White Bed
spreads at 50c and upwards.

NOTES.

The Main© Central.

cool even

Bargain.

yesterday.
In the immense oven, the ample hall, and
general roominess aud liberal provision,
was shown the confidence of the members that
the colony would not be small nor ephemeral'
Below are excellent toilet arrangements, while
the elevated piazzas command an extended
prospect. The windows are numerous and the
the

small many-hued panes serve to

brighten

the

general effect.
A
to

fire-place

oar

chilly

of the liberal

proportions familiar
provided for) the

ancestoas, has been
mornings of early fall.

On the broad
mantel above were tastefully grouped samples
of the wild flowers to be found on the island.

This was the work of Mrs. E. H. Elwell who
collected these treasures of wood and field
from near and far. A weighty contribution
to the collection of natural exhibits, made by
Mr. Elwell, werq boulders that coruscated in
the sun like veritable Kohiuoors from their
wealth of rock crystals, the numerous deposits
of which upon this island suggested naming it

Diamond.
This restaurant is well calculated to supply
the needs of any number who may make demands upon it. The beans baked in the oven

yesterday’s dinner could not be 'excelled in
quality by any baker’s. The ladies will ap-

for

preciate the convenience of this reliable base
of supply in emergencies of sickness aud of
entertaining unexpect'd guests.
An excellent feature of the management is
the retaining of so much of field and woodland
for use in common.
Through the fragrant
pines are roads originally made by the wood
cutters, which admirably serve for meditative
or social rambles.
The shore road, winding
out, now npon a breezy knoll, sentineled by
sturdy beeches and elms, and again, taking in
the heavy woods, is destined to‘become very

popular.

fa*,.

Augusta special

An

positions made by the committee. It was conceded daring the conference that the Maine
Central may be a party to the proposed lease,
and have guarantees regarding the management and income of the road; also that it wa.desired to have the case

might occur,

or

the fact that

A here will oe no lack of hrewood procurable
upon the island, obviatibg for the present the
expense and inconvenience of transporting
fuel as many are compelled to do.
The prop-

erty has been made very accessible; the Deering farm leased by the association furnishes
fresh provisions, and the restaurant is well
equipped for cooking them. From 60 to 65
tons of hay were cut on the farm this year.
A business meeting of members was held in
the afternoon, and the committees on public

parks reported progress. It was voted that
they make a fall report at the annual meeting
in

September.

the

ble, and cannot fail to awaken fresh interest
among members of the association, and others
in this beautiful and valuable property.

sidered an inquest unnecessary.

DRAMA.

THE BRYANT CONCERT.

At 7 a. m. to-day Mr. Stockbridge will give
the numbers for the sale of seats to Miss
Bryant's conceit, which will begin precisely

terday.

Coroner Gould

was

fact that Mrs. Annie CaiJ
Raymond appears at this concert after repeated refusals to sing in New York and other
large cities, is a great compliment not alone to
Miss Bryant but also to Portlaud.
Those who
have been so fortunate as to hear her sing of
late are enthusiastic in their praises of her
voice. They say it is, if anything, in far better
condition than when in her professional days
she delighted musical audiences. The support
will be of a high order and there is ho doubt
that every seat will be eargerlv brought up.
m.

The

CINDERELLA.

The ever beautiful opera of Cinderilla or
the Little Glass Slipper is presented in a very
attractive manner

at

pavilion

the

at

Peaks’

Island, and it is especially enjoyed by ladies
and children. Mr. Laiscell merits much praise

for the excellent attractions he
this popular place of resort.

is

offering

at

Personal.
Holmguist, of New Sweden, wil
the Swedish language to-night at
preach
7.30 o’clock, at the Reform Club hjll.
The name of Hon. Stanley T. Pullen, Surj
Rev.

G.
in

veyor of the Port, was accidentally omitted
from the list of gentlemen who on Tuesday afternoon enjoyed a sail among the islands of
the bay in the U. S. Revenue Cutter Dallas, as
guests of the Collector of the Port.
Geo. W. Roberts, postal clerk on the Portland & Rochester, has been appointed to a permanent position after a competitive examination.
General Passenger Agent Tuttle, of the
Eastern railroad, though not fully recovered
from his recent severe illness, is at his desk
again far a portion of the day.
Gov. Butler of Massachusetts, on board his

yacht America,

was

at

Bangor Tuesday,

on

his way to Moose Pond, fishing.
Dr. Robert'Willard, Boston, the Richardson
family of Gardiner, C, H. Ditson of New
York, and Captain Abbey, U. 8 steamer Woodbury, are among the arrivals at the Falmouth.
Mrs. Francis De Motte, for several years
teacher of music in Xenia (Ohio) Female Col
lege, will have charge of the music department in the Seminary at Bucksport, and enters
upon

her duties

at

the opening of the Fall

Term, Aug. 29th.
Prof. A. F. Chase, so long connected with
the Maine Wesleyan Seminary at Kent’s Hil),
has

accepted

position

principal

of the
Prof. Chase
has been one of the best of Maine’s educators,
and his removal from the Stats will be a loss
to its school interests.
Hon. Wm. Windom was entertained at a
banauet in London Tuesday night. Among
the gentlemen present were Messrs. Conrtney,
Reed, Puleston and Lewis, members of Parliament; United States Senator Hawley of Cona

as

High School at Milbury, Mass.

necticut; Congressman Reed of Maine, Mr. J.
M. Francis, United States Minister to Portugal, Mir. Wm. J. Hoppin, Secretary r f the
United States Legation at London, and Gen.
E. A. Merritt, United States Consul General
at London.

selling

The schooner A. P. Emerson, from BaltiMd., is now lying at the wharf in front
of the Bolling Mills, discharging coal. Tues-

more,

day night three of her sailors, all colored,
came into the city to seethe sights.
They
found their way to Washington Btreet and

passed the major part of the night drinking
and playing cards. About 4 a. m.
yesterday
morning they started to go back to the vessel.
They reached Vaughan’s Bridge in safety, but
when near

its further end

u

wordy

altercation

took place between two of the men, named
Smith and White, and in an attempt to preserve the former from threatened injury the
third man Bsaley by name, quickly made the
affair more serious. Turning his attention to

Bsaley,

White drew his sheath knife and
slashed it across the arm and left side of the
former, and then catching up a piece of cinder

ragged mass of iron, struck him on the
head twice, following it
up with another stab.

or

The wounded man fell unconscious.
He was
carried to the dock at which the
vessel is
moored and left there, while White
threw
away the knife and went aboard. The
captain
was roused and the wounds of
Bsaley dressed
an officer was then Bent for, and
theassailant
White was ironed and carried to
Knightville
and locked up.
At 5.30 he had a preliminary examination

before Trial Justice Berry, who, after
hearing

at 37 to 50 cts.

Moore & Co.

Owen,
aug23

dtf

ordered

from the

Annual Meeting Westbrook Manuf’g Co.
Annual
of the Stockholders of the
THEWestbrookMeeting
Manufacturing Co. for tbo choice
of officers ana the transaction of
any other business
that may legally come before them. will be held at
their office No. 10 Central Wharf, on Thursday,
Aug. 30, 1883, at 3 o'clock p. m.
WM. li. WOOD, Clerk,
Aug. 23, 1883.
au23
dtd

Pockct-hook Lost—$5.00 Reward.
POCKET BOOK containing $33.10 lost on the
road between Gorham ana Blackstrap. The
finder will receive the above reward by leaving at
this office or with WM^XKIPP, Scarboro.
w2w*34

A

For Sale*
YACHT.
Thirty three feet long,
feet breadth. Inquire of
A. L. JOHNSON,

larger

worried through the season of 1882 and 1883,
frequetly disappointing his orders and not unfrequently losing them entirely. To remedy
this difficulty, lost Jane he began to build a
Steamboat, such as he believes is adapted to
this particular trade, and will rnn in deep

water, or in two feet of water, It is in barge
form, 80 feet long, 25 feet wide, covered deck
and honse over tbe machinery and propelliug
wheel (which is in the stern), and a pilot on
the second deck. She will carry 10.000 boxes,
and can ran so near the shore as to discharge
without a dock in shallow water.
She is now
in perfect trim for work, except the connect-

ing pipes, which will be completed in six days.
He pat 5000 boxes on her yesterday morning,
and the escort took her over to Creseut City,
delivered tbe freight and returned tbe next
day. He has orders from all par# of the State

that are ahippiffg orages, and will be able to
deliver them on lime. He can turn out 10000
boxes a day and run them into his boat ready
for shiuping. He is no lenger dependent upon
flat boa is, independent boats or slow boats. In
future he will deliver his own work, and if tbe
other boats sink will be able and ready to raise
them on short notice. His boat was christened
tbe Georgetown on the 4th of July, 1883. It is
to be boped that^fce proprietor ol tbe large
boats will take a hint from this proceeding
and make a slight exertion to accommodate
th<5 enterprising mechauic and not drive him
to do his own transportation.

aug22dtf

No. 6, Custom House Wharf.

their claim of certain

territory

in Oxford conn"
ty. Secretary Gilbert, of the Board of Agriculture, appeared before the Council.
Town Voted Not to Aid Railroad.
The town of Farmington voted to-day not to
aid in building a railroad from Farmington to
New Portland.

TheQGoyernmcnt Chemist Analytes two
of the Leading Baking Powders,; and

Binder.

WM. A. Ottltev,

Ixtliau(f

11, Printer*
Exelinniir Street
Ream

li

TOUeiSIBANDTHAVELLERS.
•

Tourists

anything

Superior

Baking

Powder”

and

others

in the line of

needing

will find
it

advantageous

to

call at the

Opposite the Preble House,

Congress

480

S

.

WmiilUVEM
Proprietors.

jy

Baking Powder,” purchased by my3elf in this
city, and I find they contain:
“Cleveland’* Superior linking Powder.”
Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Flour
Available carbonic acid gas 12.01 per cents
equivalent to 118.2 cubic inches of gaB per oz.
of Powder.
“Royal Raking; Powder.”
Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Carbonatu of Ammonia
Tartaric Acid
Starch
Available carbonic acid gas 12.40 per cent,
equivalent to 116.2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
of Powder.
Ammonia gas 0.48 per cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic inches per oz. of Powder.
Note.—The Tartaric Acid was doubtless introduced as free acid but subsequently combined with ammonia, and exists in the Powder
as a Tartrate of Ammonia.
E. G. LOVE. Pb. D.
New Yoke, Jan’v 17th, 1881.
The above shows conclusively that “Cleveland’s Superior” is a strictly pure Cream of
Tartar

It has also been
Baking Powder.
analyzed by Professor Johnson of Vale College; Dr. Gentb of the University of Pennsyl-

vania: President Morton of Stevens Institute;
Wm. M. Habirshaw, F. C. S.. Analyst for the
Chemical Trade of New York, and other emi|I nent chemist*, ail of whom pronounce it absolutely pure and healthful.

office desk with chAirs.
A SECOND-HAND
dress with description and price.

OIL PAINTINGS
direct from the studios of artists of acknowl-

edged reputation,

WISE.

aug21d3t‘

City.

at 11

a

Wanted.
table waiters, one chambermaid, and an
assistant meat cook. Apply at Ottawa House,
Cushing’s Island, Portland, Me.
augl6dtf

FOUR

From September 1st, a good house of
about. 10 rooms in an eligible locality, or
would exchange for au estate in Portland a very desirable estate near the
city of Boston Address W. A., P. 0.
box 1557, Portland, Me.
dtf
augS

The Notional Color Printing Co.
Has resinned business with improved facilities, and is prepared to do COLOR
PRIXTIM* of ail kind*. This Company
will continue to print SUPERIOR COLOR
LABELS, lor packers of Cereals, Plants,
Vegetables, Heats, Fish, Soups, and ilie
various articles of commerce, including
trade and advertising cards.

GIRLS WANTED.
Portland Star Watch Co., Went
Commercial Street.
myl2-dtf

SAVE YolTR RONEY
—

As a Nutritive tonic, it would be
indicated in the treatment of im-

paired nutrition, improvishment
of the Blood, and in all the various
forms of general debility.
This
preparation is made from the
world renowed Liebig’s Extract
of Beef, Cit rate of Iron and Pure
Sherry Wine. Large bottles 50
cents.

Color

GUIDE BOOKS.
Portland and Vicinity—Illustrated.
Mount Desert—wit li Photographs.
White Mou .tain Guides—Illustrated.
Hubbard’s Mooseliead Lake GuideIllustrated.
Osgood’s and Appleton’* Guides.
Railroad Map Northern New England.
Map ot Portland.
Map of Mi. Desert.
Hubbard’s Map Northern Maine.
Township Maps of Maine.
Map of White Mountains.
Also au excellent assortment cf summer tea

The Delicious Family Medicine
prepared from the true Jamaica
winger, combined with choice aromatics and genuine French Brandy, rendering it vastly superior to
all other preparations of Ginger
now

before the public.
instantly relieves

Cramps,

Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea,
Dysentery, and all Summer Com-

our

A delicious Stimulant and Tonic, capable of destroying an appetite for intoxicants by its influence on the stomach and organs
of digestion.

Cramps, Dysentery,

Purg-

ing Pain in the bowels, &c.
This is the most valuable of all

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL
Me.

laoB.Portland

<1 eodtf

A

my30

1
I

!

the varieties in use, stands unrivalled and is particularly recommended for children Buy it. Try
it and you will find it a household

necessity.

of all liinriM, in tlie

a h. am & c#.

-FOE SALE BY

410

Importers.

NEW NO. FORE MI'REET, PORTLAND. MAINE.

Also. Gcneral^Managors for New|England,
FOR THE CEI.EHRATEO

Summit

Mineral

Spring Water,

Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Domestic Coals aj Specialty, at Lowest Market
Prices.

322 Commercial

Street,

Brown’s Wharf, Portlaud, Me.
Orders received by Telephone, No. 644,

uug7

dtf

S. It. MII.ES,

Advertising Agent,

WAMIII «TON ST.,
BOSTON
Contracts for Advertisements iu Newspapers in a
B|tles and town* of tbe United jjSt-ates e»e ths1
erltlib Provlnoes.
H50

SlP*Commuoications treated confidentially when
desired. Gentlemen who would like to advance
their interests and ascertain upon what basis they
can represent a great, progn ssivo Lite
company
who o popular features ana phenomenal success
guarantee liberal remuneration are invited from

at

1n!.-<ro«ia IS) Keel uofcr Hi.
c. w.siaxji
i.o.emK,

Regular

We sell

more

3 Free St. Block, PORTLAXD.

Remedies United.

Successors to Guppy,
Alden.
mural

(Kinsman &
eodtf

well known Oxnard Block of four
Stores,
of which are now rented,) situated at
a good
loea ity for trade. Said
Stores are well calculated for almost any kind of
business or manufae luring.
For full particular*
apply to the subscriber
GEO. W. WOODMAN, Assignee.*

THE(two

Freeport Corner,

Portland, Ang. 21,1883.

Building
aug21

aug22eodtf

DIAMiilAD ISLAND.
lots bought and sold by
W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.

dtf

a dozen rooms; Five rooms on first
floor all liulshed in black walnut and
oak, nice
cellar and fnrnace, large brick cistern that wiU
hold 75 hogsheads filtered water. The lot contains
one acre, upon which is a good stable, also
apple,
pear and plum trees and small fruits. The houser is
iu nice repair and will be sold on
very favoraBfw

CONTAINS

terms.
tour.

The horse

cars

the door every half
WM. H. JKRRIS.

pass

August 17,1883.

augI7d3w*

Brick House for Sale.
pleasantly and centrally located three
ied brick dwelling house on the w esterly

THE
of

storcor-

Pearl and Cumberland streets. Terms favorable to the purchaser. Apply to WM. H.JERKIS.
ner

■>“8ll

dtf

Brick House for Sale.
No. 120 Pleasant Street, second west of
H igh street, Contains nine rooms, bath room
&c. Price *4,000. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS.
August 4,1833.
au4dtf

HOUSE

SALE.

containing fifty

Oliver
the

Dow, situated
Saco

on

River:

excellent

acres

land, two story
i brick home anil “L,” barn, stable, wood house, ic#
house, sbeils &c., very desirable for a country home
For terms &c., apply to
CYRUS F. DAVIS
jy28dtf
West Boa ton, Maine.

Fop Sale,
Hyperion 306 tons Register, rate
BRIG
good order. For particulars inquire of
iy'*2dtf

B.

In

j. WILLARD.

COTTAGE-

TWIN

FOR SALE.
the moat desirable location at FERRY BEACH
IN within
two minutes walk of the Bay View

House.

Very convenient for one or two famiUes.
Beautiful beach and scenery. For price and particof W. S. DENNETT, Saco Me.

ulars, inquire

J“5_dtf
Foi hale.

Carleton and Brackett
HOUSE
merly occupied by Joshua ! I obbs.
comer

Ste., forinquire of
HOBBS,
80 Market Street.

JOHN P.

ap7dtf_no.
Farm For Sale

or

To Let.

of

best farms iu the County of CumberONEiaiiii,the
.-dtuateil
Cano Elizabeth, known
the
iu

as

•'Brooks 1 urn.” will be sold at a
great bargain. 8.
I-. CARLETON, Att’y at law, 180 Mwdle
St. Port-

aud, Me.

marSdtf
LOST AND FOUND.

Found.
a

inside. Owners can have the
erty and paying charges.

same

(No. 3.)

by proving prop-

F. S.

Aug. 20,1883.
aug21

SOULE.

Freeport.

d3t

WILL TOU CALL

TO

LET.

a

ATLANTIC

TO LET
Mutual Insurance Co. Store Nos. 117 & 119 Middle St.

ART GOODS
GREAT

VARIETY.

Artists’

Materials,
—

AND

INSURE

—

RISKS ONLY.

all brauelies, at

This Company will take rfsks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
policies to merchants, making risks binding as

Algernon Stubbs’

open

soon as

on

Marine Risks from 1st

January 1882, t*' 31st l>ecember,
1882.$4,412,693 68

Premiums on Polic s not marked off
1st January, 18b J.,,
Total Marino Premiums.

offered.
Mtiind

1,616,844

86

$6,929,638 43

ASSETS.===^=

fttubba Bros*)

$13,171475.02
Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 6, 1883.

OPPORTUNITY

Furnaces,Stoves,Tinware, &c. I
and

Policy Holders on
Premiums Termlimting; in 1882,

Dividend

PURCHASE—

This Arm ha* tha excluNON,
sive sale of the Magee Furnace Coin Kim ’s Goods,
fiuost made in this country, and parties
buying tho
entire stock will have the sale of these goods with
tho good will of this company.
Goods at retail for the present will be sold much
bebov the market price for cash, as the stock must
be disposed of without delay. Per order of
AN CI^KAVKS, t
Assignees of
ALBKK1 N. PAULIN, 1 A, N. Noyes & Son.

augl"

to

Pa<fi in Thirty
After Proof,

"notice.

Days

J. D. JONES. Preaident,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice Preaident
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vloe President,
A. A. HAVEN, 8d Vice Preaident
J. H. Chapman, Secretary

i

PRTLAND:

Jl’w

<J. w.

OEXtHANGE

ST.

HUNGER,

COKKENIMtft

ENT.

D. AMES has bought the exclusive right ol
v ▼
the Eureka Lamp Stove, for Cumberland and
Tor Sale.
York Counties.
Anyone canvassing In said Conn- I
ties for the Eureka
house No. 0 Park Place pleasantly locaLamp Stove not authorized by
me will be prosecuted.
ted ill centre of tile block, nine rooms. A
Agents wanted.
W. 1). AMES,
good opportunity for any one seeking for a snug
22 Market Square,
and comfortable homo
Portland, Maine.
H
HEN SHAW,
Ju2D
Spdtf
48 ft Eachange St.
aug20deod2w*

BRTCR

Nlaine Association.
Annual Meeting of the Maine Associatfcm of
the New church will be held at the church of
tne New Jerusalem in Bath, at 10 o’clock a. m. on
Saturday, Sept. 1st, 1883. The meetings will be
continued through the following Sabbath. Those
proposing to attend are requested to send their
names as early as convenient to S. F. Dike, that
piovision may he made for their entertainment. Ail
friends are cordially invited.
S. F. DIKE, President.
Bath, Aug. 3, 1883.
aug4eodtd

TH£

BUSINESS CARDS.
Bion

Bradbury.

A.

BRADBUltY

&

W. Bradbury

BRADBURY,

Counsellors at

40 PKB CEBfT.
Losses

of

stock
bnsiuesa
the Old nml WellT1HK■!>lnllli>hnl
House of \. N, >o% I.M a
for sale.
Is olf

VEETINCK,

water-borne.

Premiums

Tempi© Street,

A large assortment of Engravings, Photos, Art
Good**, Novelties too numerous to mention.
Framing iu all the leading styles.
Gold, Bronze, Plush, &e.
Great
inducements

(Old

the Post Office where all the large
Wholesale Jobbing Houses are located, in dry
goods. Fancy and other Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron
Safe, Elevator, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect
repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 164
Brackett St. where the keys may.be found.
oct2
dtf

BELOW

MARINE

AGAINST

Sketching Outfits

for

led

c. H.
GUPPY
& co.

FOR SALE.

in

uotI

—TO

ADAMSON’S

FOB HAI.E.

Casco Bay,
Reach” boat about
up
PICKED
20 ft. long, painted green outside, light blue

Samuel Thurston

Col.
W. Smith, (all ot Augusta,

BOTANIC COUCH
BALSAM than ot all (other

sale of Furniture and Genera MerchanlAturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.
Consignments solicited
octSdtf

dise every

every section of the State to communicate with us
assured that the largest fam ilies will be extended
them, to aid in securing and building up a perma
nent business.
mayScodtl

lias the endorsement of Jas. G.

Cough

GOAL.

price*

Me. & N. H.

Wnrerooms of

Blaine,

CHAS.H. OBRION,

low

FERRIS,
for

80

PIANO and ORGAN

Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H. A RARE

FROM HARRISON, MAINE.

&l1glO

r*

7a

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant

of the late
THEat Homestead
West Buxton Village,

OF MEW YORK

The thfee preparations above
can be fonnd at just one place iu
the City.

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

PACKAGES,

Manager

COVERS,

the

IN

■

F. O. BA1LEV *

FOR

The Union Mutual Life Insurance
in 1882, issued 258
policies in Maine, about one fourth
of the entire number issued in this
State by nearly thirty companies.
It is popu ar with the People, Hie
largest financial institu iou of any
kind iu this State, and this is a
good opportunity for first-class
men to b* come connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

J. F.

ASIarge.amretesanti assortment

asloiilsliinirtv

^

---—-

A

Company,

dtf

PIANO

F. 0. BAILEY, Auctioneer.

&ug20d5t
~~

—

GIVE HIM A CALL !

IMPORTED

LIQUORS

AXD

Great Variety of Other Firsiclas* Confectionery.

at

Violent

FOR

HOME

gestion.

For Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus,

Fine Portraits a'speclallj,!

WORK

Induces copious perspitation in sudden colds aud chills.
An invaluable remedy iu Flatulency, Dyspepsia and Sluggish Di-

CoairrcM* Hi.* opp

Photographer,

SQ.,

Tablets,
Fine ChocolatejDrops Com panY
—

Salesroom 18

(DAILY)

plaints.

& HARMON. DR. WELLINGLUKINA, SHORTPreble
Klouse.
v28
aim
TON’S CHOLERA
"
MIXTURE.

R. STANLEY & SON,

—

13 M ARKET

m.

First Class Suburban Residence For Sale.

“The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of this city, is now in its THIRTYFIFTH YEAR, and at no time has it been more
Its RESULTS
prosperous or more successful.
last year was a LARGELY INCREASED BUSINESS, INCREASED ASSETS, INCREASED SURPLUS, INCREASED DIVIDENDS TO POLICY
HOLDERS and all secured at a DECREASED
EXPENDITURE.

C. 0. HUDSON
—AT

an

H OM E
COMPANY.

51 Fquitabls Building. BOSTON, MASS.
'd&wlw34
auglS

EXTRACT JACaramels,
MAICA GINGER.
Lime Juice

ing.

WINES &

Printing Co.,

0

and place it in

—

ENDOWMENT POLICY

NATIONAL

8c WINE.

r

and 3 p.

Exchange Street. Exhibition
Monday and Tuesday previous to sale.

com-

one

accommodations required. Address, stating location, “Office of the Portland Daily Press,
dlw*
augl8

CANNED GOODS

BEEF, IRON

a. m.

/Ang. 22, 23, 24,
at

Hoard Wanted.
three persons in private family; two
FOItmunicating
up
flight of stairs; good

eod2w

aug

magnificently framed.-^;

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

Ad-

71 UNION STREET,

STOCK LABELS ALWAYS OX HAXD.

It

1»__eodtf

ORIGINAL

“Royal

THE

collection of High Claes

Wanted.

jy30-d&wlm

MANUFACTURES

PEOPLE’S SHOE STORE,

“Cleveland’s
nd

TO

raluable

Over lOO works of sterling merit to be sold
at auction without reserve or limit on

Girls to run mrcliines and trim
hats. Apply at Hat Factory.
il3t
aug22

rooms

Boots, .Shoes, Slippers, Ac., CONCENTRATED

what he finds them made of
of

A WORD

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Proceedings of the Governor and Council.
At the meeting of the Governor and Council
in Augusta, Tuesday, two pardons were granted, and a hearing given to a representative of
the Ossipee Agricultural Society in regard to

Large and

WANTED TO HIRE.

DON’T BE SKEPTICAL. REASON TEACHES
ANI> EXPERIENCE CONFIRMS THAT TIBRANT'S MEl.l'Zi-K » 1-KlfIKN F IS AN
INVALUABI E REMEDY FOR ANY AND ALL
DISORDERS OF THE STOM KCH. LIVER AM)
BOWELS
A TEASPOONFUL IN A GLASS OF
-IRFOKE EATING.
WATER EVERY MOKMN
IS NOT ONLY
EXTREME.
BENEFICIAL,
BUT A
PROTECTION AGA.-NST DISEASE
WHICH NO ONE CAN AFFORD TO DISREGARD.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

TUB

AirKdn Art Gallery, New York,

WAITED.

eleven
SCHOONER

Book

customers on the river, to be shipped by steamboat, but it was with difficulty that he could
He
get any boat to take them at any price.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
Four Coat and Two Vest takers.
L. C. tOFNU,
Mere hunt Tailor.
Woodfords*, Me.
aug22dtf

73 KILBY NTBKET, BOSTON, BUMS.
Por sale by S. S, Sleeper A Co.. Cobb, Bates A
Yerxa. Oilman Brothers, I. Bartlett Patten & Co.,
Geo. C. Gotalwin & Co., Ware & Hastings Bros s Car*
ter Harris & Hawley and Weeks & Potter, Boston.
Mass.

WANTED"

SALE,

-FROM

m.

About two yearssinceH. A. Labree, formerly ot Gardiner, Me., says the Florida TimesUniou, bought a saw mill at Georgetown, in
Putnam county, and soon thereafter, bought a
box cutting machine new from tbe shop in

were

MPOILED MEAT.
NO STALE EfiOS.
It will keep them fresh and sweet for many days
and (Joes not impart lhe slightest foreign taste bthe articles treated. It is so simple in operation that
a child can follow the directions, is as harmless as
salt and costs only a fraction of a cent to a pound of
meat, iisb, butter or cheese or to a qu ri of milk.
This la no humbug; it is endorsed by uc men as
Prof Sam’l W. Johnson of ale College Sold by
druggists and grocers. Sample pounds sent prepaid
by mail or express (as we prefer) on receipt of price.
Name vdur express office. Viandine brand for meat;
Ocean Wave for fish and sea food; Snow Flake for
milk, butter and cheese; Anti-Ferment, Anti-Fly
and Anti-Mold, 60c per lb. each. Pearl tor cream;
Queen lor eggs, and Aqua Vltse for fluid extracts,
$1 per lb. each.

Pack, ers!

Maine Man In j'lorida.

The®

CANVASSERS

ART

in Portland and all town* iu Hit;
county. Apply to Hartford mutual Health and Accident Association, 385 Congress street, Koonc a.
C. W. THOMPSON. Agent.
dtf
»ug22

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

-—----__L_

cured.

use

The Humiston Food Preserving Co.,

called but con-

Dexter, and shipped it here at au expense of
about §1600, and attached it to the propelling
power of his mill. He soon discovered that he
needed more power to do the required work
He then added a new boiler and engine.
Iu
1882 he cnt and delivered to his customers up
and down the river, about 60,000 boxes, the
sides in bundles of ten boxes and the beads
and partitions in bandies of five each, well se-

lengths

will

be sold TO-DAY at 25 cts. per
yard. Patterns which have been

Tbe new Meibodist Episcopal church at
Old Orchard will be dedicated Thursday, the
23d inst., at 2.30 p. m. The dedicatory sermon
will be preached by J. W. Hamilton, D. D.,
of Boston.

I have 'examined samples

Stabbing Affray at Ligonia.

lot of short

Special

out

"at "Ta

BAYED
EXPENSES ol

ORA ND

to

ALAHY

NO

Dedication.

A

Wanted.

of Rex Magiots, The Humiston Food
Preservative. It preserves Meat. Fish, Milk, Cream,
Eggs and all kinds of Animal Food fresb and sweet
for weeks, even in the hottest weather. This can
be proved by the testimonials of hundreds who have
tried it. You can prove it for yourself for Go cents.
You will And that this is an article which will save
you a great deal of money.
NO HOI KED MILK.

HAMBURG SALE.

iUCVlON NALEM.

travel in New England and solicit
orders. A e mpetent and reliable party can
secure a permanent situation with one dollar
per
day and all expenses paid. References required and
given. It is not an article to sell. Will travel with
gentleman and wife. Call at once; Chadwick House.
W. H. GILMORE, Room 1.
aug22d£»t*

the Family
by the

Boy Drowned.

draw. Fifteen minutes later he was missed.
His dead body waB fonnd by Mr. Burgess yes-

BE

In the ElVINO

spring.

ciation. and further resolved that one of the
parks on the island be named in his honor.
This picnic proved throughout very enjoya-

AND

CAN

the line from Minneapolis to
Portland, Me., is 330 miles shorter via Sanlt
Stu. Marie than via Chicago. The lime from
Minneapolis to all New England points will
be twelve hours less than via Chicago, and
the distance from Minneapolis to New York
is 100 miles lest by the Sanlt Sie. Marie line.
With this new road in operation, sleeping
coaches will be run from Minneapolis and St.
Paul to Boston without change.
It will
traverse ana make tribatory an immense belt
of pine and hard wood for manufacturing purposes, and assist immeasurably in opening the
as yet undeveloped iron ranges ot Northern
Wisconsin.
We will send two engineering
parties into the field at the earliest moment
the
possible;
preliminary survey will be made
as early as
the 1st of January next, and the
line will be permanently located so as to warrant a commencement of
work early in the

Tuesday afternoon Albert D. Simpson, a
nine-year-old son ot Gardner Simpson, a florist
on Muujoy Hill, was seen
playing in a dory
fastened to the Grand Trunk bridge, near the

WANTS.

S2QG A YEAR

dlt

northwest from

A resolution was adopted to extend a vote
of thanks to Mr. E. G. P. Smith for the energy, fidelity and administrative ability, with
which he has managed the affairs of the asso-

MDSIC

BMOS.

28

to Sault Ste. Marie is 455
miles, and of this 125 miles are now traversed
by a railroad, built or under coutraot, from the
Sault in this direction, and the new company
The
proposes to fill the remaining
gap.
Canadian Pacific Company is extending its
lines westward from Montreal and Brockville
via Lake Nipissing to Sault Ste. Marie, a distance of about 150 miles only—the road
having
been completed to tho lake mentioned. The
connection with the Canadian Pucific (with
our new road and the gaps)
completed, the
distance from Minneapolis to Montreal
is
about the same
as from Chicago to New
York. For two-thirds of the year two-thirds

such “improvements” as substituting for
delightfnl elastic turf the common plowed

the

MINES

Minneapolis

from

__dtf

ni«€ELLAIVEOi:».

ing account of this road which wtll connect
Canadian railways and those of New England
with the Northwest:
“The entire distance

England business

Eastman Bros. <fc Bancroft.
___

Minneapolis, Sault Ste. Marie and Atlantic.
The St. Paul Pioneer Press gives the follow-

of the shipments would go by rail to Montreal.
The new line will necessarily take all New

yard.

per

a,i«'22

entered upon which would seriously injure
the Maine Central. A meeting of the Maine
Central directors will be held in Augusta this
evening, and a stockholders’ meeting will
take place on Friday.

from

inch Colored Silk at #1.00 per yard.
75 and S7 1-2 cent8’ #1*00, #1.25, #1.50, #2.00, #2.50.

Black Cashmere at 50 cents per yard, the best bargain ever offered at
this price.
Those wishing to secure some choice novelties early, will do well to
give us a call.

whatof rates might be

Much that has been done, will of course suggest further improvements, but there is no
dauger that the management will enter upon
out
road, which so soon in drouth becomes a horror of dust, and in rainy weather becomes an
even greater horror of mud.

dJ™ck

consummated,

a war

t

#3.00 and #4.00

Short pieces Imperfect
-3c per yd
Prints,
“
Short and long pieces Pe< feet Ginghams,
Sc
“
“
Cheviot
10c
r-hii-itug,
Heavy
“
“
“
Best Dress Cambrics,
«c
<<
Iteinnants skirting ITanuel,
IOe
“
40 iucli Black Cashmeres,
66e
“
“
“
44
$ 1.00 Black Cashmeres,
75c
Black Silks.
...
75c and upwards
“
“
“
S5c
Satins,
“
“
Colored SilU« and Sutius,
75c

officers of the Boston and Maine railroad. In
an interview a member of the
committee
stated that the Boston and Maine officers would
transmit a written reply yesterday to the pro-

ever

25 pieces I

IFlISTMIIIXr ANTS.
Sale
Beginning This Morning.

says that the sub-committee of Maine Central stockholders retnrned
from Boston yesterday morning, well pleased
with the result of their conference with the

BANCROFT.

$1.00 Dress Goods Marked Down.

MO

assault to chronicle.

RAILWAY

Piece of

&

DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT.

to

aching head was quite extensively bandaged
and Ms uppearauce was very subdued. Had
the knife thrust in the side been a little deeper
there would have been something more than
an

agents wanted in ttiis
article that Is sure to sell; livo
druggists and grocers preferred. Address Hu,
miston Food Preservative Co., 72 Kilby Street
BostOD.
jyUO-dawlm

town

•

Im-

VICNITYT

Grand KSgatta—Lako Maranacook
G-eeawood Garden.
Base

DIAMOND ISLAND ASSOCIATION.

PRESS

Law.

34 Exchange Street,
Jy27

lOKTIXMO, H UNK,

d3m

TELEPHONE II5.

Wifi.

BSllRltOWES.

BUILDER,
JjJKSlSrSSHai?S81,TiJS£
Herbert G. Hrijgfgs,
ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—

American

.V

or

—

Foreign 1'mnttt,

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

ttr All business relating to Patents promptly and

faithfully

executed.

Juladtf

